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FROM the EDITOR
S o u t h E a s t

I

have a real passion for education. One of my favorite things
to do is to share ideas with others who are equally passionate
about educating our children. So I was particularly pleased
to get a call from our Secretary of Education Arne Duncan.
Normally, when a cabinet-level individual calls, you would
expect a lot of formality – a secretary to the Secretary placing
the call and getting you on the line so He can speak to you. No such
pomp here.The call came in around 4:30 and I was greeted by “Hi, this
is Arne Duncan.” It was like we had been talking for years. That’s Arne.
Genuine. Passionate. And genuinely passionate about education. The
Secretary laid out his ideas for the future of education in our country.
Mostly broad brush strokes. Some detail. But what came through to me
was his genuine interest and belief in the strength of our communities
and our ability to transform our education landscape. I like his holistic
approach to education; he incorporates it into the lives of students,
their families, and the community. He also has a deep respect and
reverence for teachers.
The theme of this issue is A Tribute to Teachers. It may be my favorite theme ever. Teachers are charged with the awesome responsibility
of teaching our children, instilling in each and every one the love of
learning and the basic skills and knowledge that they will need to have
productive and happy lives. In fact, teachers have the responsibility of
insuring our continued economic well being as a nation, our very security. Wow! That’s a lot to heap on a person coming out of school and
making thirty-two point five per year! We say it a lot, but teachers really
are the unsung heroes of our country.That said, I look for any opportunity to provide the tools to help our teachers teach. In this issue, we’ve
put together some great resources that I think you will find helpful as
you inspire young minds.
If you could build the perfect school campus, what would it look
like? I asked Steve Turckes, noted school architect for the firm of Perkins + Will. Steve says that most schools were built for a time when we
had a very regimented education system that has little resemblance to
the way we educate today. Schools should be responsive, connected,
agile, and accommodate the way students learn. I think you’ll enjoy the
article. It’s fascinating stuff, and a must read for every educator.
In our next issue, we’re going to examine the world of private education. Public vs. private? I would have to debate both sides of that
question. For all my love of public education, I am a huge fan of private
schools as well. One thing I can promise you – this one will be a lot of
fun to read.
I am noticing the days are getting shorter and the nights are getting longer. I love the clean, crisp feel of autumn,
a time of year I call sweater-weather. After a long
hot summer (I do live in Charlotte, after all), the
cooler air is invigorating and reminds me that all
things change, which can be quite wonderful.
As always, I’d love to hear from you. Drop me a
line at charles.sosnik@seenmagazine.us. I hope to
hear from you soon.
Charles Sosnik
Editor in Chief
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HELPING SCHOOLS SUCCEED With Franklin Schargel

TREATING

TEACHERS AS THE
PROFESSIONALS THEY ARE

Franklin P. Schargel is the
President of The Schargel
Consulting Group. He is a
former classroom teacher,
school counselor and school
administrator. He is the
author of 10 highly successful books and over 100
published articles dealing
with dropout prevention,
school leadership, school
and school culture. His
copyright-free website is
www.schargel.com. He can
be reached at
franklin@schargel.com.
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What follows has been excerpted from
162 Keys to School Success: Be The Best,
Hire The Best, Train, Inspire and Retain The
Best which was published by Eye on Education in July, 2010.
Ask people what is the most valuable resource America has and they will come up
with a variety of answers including coal, oil,
or other natural resources. For me the answer is “its people.” America has a talented,
educated workforce. Education has supplied
this workforce with knowledge and skills
that most nations fail to provide. Yet educators are not valued in this society as much
as they are in many other nations.
And we are losing them a rate where
schools of education are incapable
of replacing them as quickly as they
leave. Teachers “dropout” of school
at a higher rate than students and
among the reasons is low salaries.
“Up until now this book has
avoided the “800-pound gorilla in the
room,”— educators’ pay. Women have
traditionally dominated teaching. One hundred years ago, it was one of the few jobs
available to women that didn’t involve cooking, cleaning, or other menial labor. At the
time, nearly six percent of the female workforce were teachers. And by a large margin, it
was the job of choice
among college graduates. According to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department
of Labor (www.bls.gov/cps/) in 1940, an astonishing 55 percent of all college educated
female workers in the early thirties were
employed as teachers.” But that picture has
changed. Women are being offered greater
opportunities for higher paid and more prestigious employment in previously off-limit
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jobs in law, medicine, and finance. As a result,
fewer women are entering the field of education. With fewer job applicants, administrators have had to fill the ranks of teachers
with less qualified applicants, as measured
by SAT and GPA scores. (Do not misunderstand me. I have delivered workshops in 49
states and nine foreign countries, and everywhere I have gone, I have met groups of
hard working, dedicated, great teachers.) According to the authors of Superfreakonomics
(2009), the chancellor of the New York City
public school system declared in 2000,“the
quality of teachers has been declining for

“We need educators who believe, in their
heart of hearts, that all children can learn,
that some take longer than others, and
that we need to help those who most
need our help.”
decades and no one wants to talk about it.”
There are those who like to castigate
American educators as over-paid workers
who make more money than other educators around the world.Yet according to the
Organization of Economic Development
and Cooperation (OEDC), teachers in Korea,
Switzerland, Spain, Ireland, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium Norway, Sweden, and a number of other high-performing
countries pay their teachers higher salaries
when compared to the gross domestic product (GDP; www.oecd.org/edu/eag2008).
How do we get students to achieve at levels
“above and beyond expectations”?
We need to employ all our resources. We

need the business public to start valuing
the diplomas that K-12 schools issue by
stating they will first hire those students
who came to school regularly, on time,
and prepared as well as those who did
well on tests.
We need parents to prepare students
for school by feeding them and clothing
them properly, by teaching them the
alphabet, and how to count and add. We
need the parents/ guardians to supply a
properly lit environment where a child
can study without interruption or distraction.
We need policy makers and politicians to stop paying lip service to
how committed they are to improving
education and to start investing proper
amounts of money while not cutting
school budgets.
We need educators who believe, in
their heart of hearts, that all children can
learn, that some take longer than others,
and that we need to help those who
most need our help.

If we want more
highly qualified educators we need to
pay them more.This
will increase their
supply. Industry
pays chief executive
officers high salaries
because they run
large corporations,
yet principals who
run large schools
with hundreds of
employees, who
have to deal with
a variety of labor
unions, and who
are in charge of
large numbers of
our nation’s most precious commodities — our children — are not similarly
compensated.
In our country, wages are equated
with prestige. Paying teachers less than
sanitation workers is shameful. And

anyone who claims that education is
expensive needs to realize that the cost
of ignorance is far more expensive.The
average cost of a year of incarceration
is $29,000 (2008). No school system in
our nation spends that much money to
educate a child.”

Shurley Grammar

Grammar made EASY for all your students!

$
only

is a Great Intervention Solution!

*

1 a week

Shurley Grammar
has three main
components:

Introducing… Shurley Grammar. This intervention program features
focused practice in grammar and functional English, making it ideal for
students who struggle with the traditional approach to learning language.

I The Teacher’s
Manual
I The Jingle CD
I The Student
Workbook

SHURLEY
GRAMMAR
Functional
grammar skills
Appropriate
vocabulary

SHURLEY

SHURLEY

Useful strategies
for expanding
sentences

Self-confidence
and enthusiasm
for English

GRAMMAR

Dynamic
lesson delivery

Multi-sensory
approach

Consistent
practice,
repetition, and
application
of grammar

High levels
of student
engagement
and interaction

GRAMMAR

Increased ability
to assimilate
new information
more rapidly
Measurable
academic
success

15 Weeks
of Targeted Grammar

Shurley Grammar shows students how to build
and expand sentences throughout the program.
This helps English Language Learners understand the structure of sentences. Additionally,
unique comprehension activities support ELL’s
functional language development.

Available for Levels 1–8
*The price of $1.00 a week is based on the purchase of student
workbooks at regular cost of $15.00 per student. Teacher
materials, tax, and shipping and handling not included.

SHURLEY GRAMMAR
Interested in adding Shurley Grammar in your classroom?
Shurley Grammar may be available for purchase using various funding
resources, including Title I, Title III, SPED, Extended Learning Funds, PTA
Funds, and 21st Century Community Learning Center Grant Funds.

www.seenmagazine.us

800-566-2966
www.shurley.com
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PROBLEM SOLVED

With Dr. Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

For Sam, wherever you may find him

Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.
is the Director of Youth
Change Workshops,
http://www.youthchg.
com. E-mail Ms. Wells at
dwells@youthchg.com
or call 800-545-5736. For
more interventions visit
www.youthchg.com.
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As I spoke last week at a huge Iowa K-12
education conference, I noticed commotion
in the hall’s front row. After my keynote was
finished, a person from that row came up to
apologize for the disruption. She explained
that the woman next to her had been checking her phone messages while I spoke. The
woman had discovered she was being laid
off by e-mail, and was simply unable to control her shock and anger.The educator standing in front of me then said that she herself
had been laid off last week after several decades as a teacher.
You are teaching in arguably the toughest time to be a teacher since perhaps the
Great Depression. Even if you are lucky
enough to still have your teaching job, you
may feel incredibly
discouraged and
overwhelmed that
you are constantly
being expected to
do more than ever
with less than ever
as our nation’s
education system is
reduced to a new
minimum.
No matter how
justified you are in
feeling deeply troubled by the negative
changes happening
all around you, your
obligation to your
students remains
the same. No matter
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how upset, frightened, or angry you become,
the expectation for your performance remains the same. In ordinary times and in bad
times, the best teachers somehow manage to
set aside their despair and unhappiness, to
still give 110 percent five days of the week,
110 percent of the time.
Since some of your students live through
daily horrors at home or in the community,
school must remain a haven for them, both
in the best of times, and in the worst of
times. While it might be understandable that
a teacher’s upset is reflected during interactions with students, the standard for teacher
conduct must remain the same on your
worst day as it is on your best day. Remember that you may be the only sane, sober,

kind adult in some of your students’ worlds. If you become
harsh, abrupt, or caustic with a youngster, you stop being that
student’s lifeline.
My son Chris went through school with a boy name Sam.
Sam lived through horrors no one should know about, never
mind live through. Chris says that school year after school year,
he watched teacher after teacher attempt to save Sam and fail.
However, in high school, Chris says that changed a bit. A math
teacher began calling Chris and Sam bad names.
When your child reaches high school, I figure you can’t just
run in every time there’s a problem, that your young adult
must have input. Chris said that for him the name-calling was
no big deal, so I did nothing. However, for Sam, the put-downs
became another burden to carry, and he was already juggling
such a heavy load. After a while, Sam began coming into math
class later and later, then missing most of each morning, then
most of each afternoon, and eventually just drifted out of
school.That was the last we knew of Sam for years.
One day I heard yelling and screaming in my neighborhood.
The yelling and screaming kept coming closer to my house,
then it was up on my porch, and banging on my door.The person was yelling:“Chris! Chris Wells! Are you in there buddy?”
It was Sam, and he was as homeless and messed-up on substances as any human
being I’d ever seen.That
was the last we heard
of Sam for a long time.
Then, at my daughter’s
high school graduation, I was crossing
through the gym when
I heard Sam’s name
mentioned, so I stopped
and listened.“Oh, yeah.
I know where Sam is,”
the person said,“I actually know where he is
right now. He’s right
outside the high school
on Highway 214. He’s
throwing himself into
traffic.”
My son Chris, now
a special educator,
says that after watching teacher after teacher attempt to save Sam and fail, he will
never forget the one teacher who didn’t try to save Sam and
succeeded.
The true measure of a good teacher will never be students’
test scores, the number of hours worked each day, or degrees,
awards, or accolades.The true measure of a good teacher is
that in the worst of times, you can still see students like Sam
and fight for their survival even as you fight for yours.
The more you convince students that school is essential to
life, the more you can keep them in school — even the troubled ones. Here’s a poster/worksheet that can help do that.
Get this item free from SEEN Magazine and Youth Change
Workshops at http://www.youthchg.com/strategies.html.
www.seenmagazine.us
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CELEBRATING IMPROVEMENT

THE

With Larry Biddle

WOW FACTOR AT WORK

school, two Jostens regional managers –Ross
Larson from North Carolina and Don Gifford
from Arkansas—boldly asked:“Can we teach
this to America?” A revolution was on the
way …
After several brainstorming sessions during the year, Jostens flew in 23 schools from
throughout the Southeast—principals and
assistant principals and their respective
Jostens Reps—to see firsthand how Conway’s #1 Program worked. At that time we
taught 6 basic principles. Today there are 10
because educators nationwide continue to
fine tune the concepts. A Florida principal
remarked,“In the past two days I have realLarry Biddle is
ized that these six elements are blinding
considered the founder
flashes of the obvious! They are so simple
of Jostens Renaissance. He
that we missed them!” All who attended the
has been a student of the
first historic conference agreed,“It’s not the
impact of recognition on
boardrooms of America that will determine
individual achievement for
our future in the global economy—it’s our
two decades. He served as
classrooms that will make all of the differvice-chairman of the South
ence!”
Carolina Governor’s School
As this proven educational enrichment
for the Arts and Humanities,
program developed over the past 20 years,
as well as a member of the
Jostens Renaissance has been tested, refined
Coastal Education Foundaand customized in thousands of school
tion at CCU. Dr. Biddle
across North America with amazing results.
currently serves on the
Grades and test scores go up. Tardiness
Board of Trustees at Coastal
goes down. Graduation rates improve. And
Carolina University.
morale goes through the roof … the WOW
factor! These concepts empower teachers
and students with the uplifting
energy of rewards and accolades to
Make plans now to attend The Southeastern Coalition of Jostens
inspire underachieving students –
Renaissance Schools hosted by the Academy of Arts, Science and
and overworked staff. It’s free. It’s
customizable. And it works. “For
Technology in Myrtle Beach, SC, on Friday, November 19, 2010.
years I thought I was the only one
For additional information, you may contact me at llbiddle@aol.com
who thought that there was more
to education than what I was expeFrom our humble beginning at Conway
High School in South Carolina until now, Jostens Renaissance has continued to focus on
the power of teaching and learning across
our nation. When Conway High School
launched the CHS #1 Program on January
20, 1984, we knew that our quest to create
lots of niches for lots of kids would begin to
close the recognition gap on our campus. It
was simple. There was an achievement gap
because there was a recognition gap! What
we needed was an inside-out business approach that centered on our entire school
community as the most important business
in town. We knew that we must elevate and
appreciate the teaching profession because
it drives the future – who and what our students will become.
As the momentum continued to build,
Mike Carroll, our Jostens representative, noticed that CHS was on fire with the inherent
power of celebrating each and every student, teacher and staff member. He lobbied
for Jostens to visit the campus. Almost anyone who has attended a high school in this
country has heard of Jostens, purveyor of
class rings, yearbooks, diplomas and graduation caps, gowns and hoods. Founded over a
hundred years ago, the company endeavors
not only to sell its products, but “to help
school communities and affiliation groups
build and express pride.” After visiting the
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riencing. I knew that students
and staff needed more
but I didn’t know what
it was. Then Jostens
Renaissance came to the
rescue,” declared a principal from New Jersey.
You can make a powerful,
positive difference in your school
– starting now. Think about it.
Who receives the most recognition
in your school? Your top athletes? Absolutely. Your top scholars? Definitely.
These achievers enjoy honors, awards
and accolades on a regular basis. And
rightly so! Even those students with
recurring discipline problems receive
plenty of attention. But what about everyone else? Think about the students
who walk down the halls daily, unrecognized, and practically anonymous. How
would their lives change – how would
your school change – if they were given
a chance to be in the spotlight? You can
boost your school’s academics with the

excitement, appreciation and energy
traditionally reserved for athletics. A
high school student in Washington
remarked,“To me, Renaissance is recognizing that one student who sits next
to me in fourth period that nobody really knows.”
Over the last 20 years, individual
schools have developed proven ideas
that recognize and celebrate hardworking, deserving faculty and staff. (In Renaissance-speak, we call that “staffulty.”)

This recognition allows your school
to open the Jostens Renaissance
umbrella wide enough to
encompass staffulty, as
well as students. One
of the easiest ways to
enhance a staff’s professional image is to provide professional business cards for them. “As
an educator of 25 years, I
was ready to ‘retire’ because
I no longer felt effective in my
job. JostensRenaissance has ‘restored’
my sense of purpose and my dignity.
This philosophy is something I live each
day on our campus. It has changed my
life,” proclaimed a Social Studies teacher.
One of the most successful Jostens
Renaissance schools began its journey
with an examination of the school lobby.
The first thing people saw upon entering the building was a cluttered trophy
see THE WOW FACTOR page 14

Making Great Readers will change
the way you teach reading.
It’s a phonemic awareness process without the confusion of letter names.
“It would be very upsetting
to me if this program was
taken away from my class.
This is the Årst reading
program that makes sense!”
- Rachel Casazza
Kindergarten teacher

The Making Great Readers process allows the
student to use a kinesthetic signal to make
sound-letter connections (which is necessary
for self-directed reading). The philosophy is
“See the Sound - Think the Letter” providing
the learner with a correlation of sounds with
letter shape before learning letter names.

“It really gave my child a
wonderful start to reading.
I believe that it was Making
Great Reader’s system that led
to my daughter’s success with
reading and comprehension.”
- Parent of kindergarten child

Workshops, Materials and Training Classes are available
9911 Rose Commons Drive, Suite E-161
Huntersville, NC 28078

704-875-6208
www.makinggreatreaders.com

www.seenmagazine.us
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The WOW Factor
continued from page 13

case. Trophies were missing parts. Others had fallen over. And there were even
dust and cobwebs. Having realized this
was not the message he wanted guests
to receive when they visited the school,
the principal took the first step and
cleared the trophy case and replaced
it with a display of student academic
achievement. His school was about
teaching and learning, not old relics of
long-gone athletes. It was a powerful
exercise because it changed the perception of all who entered the school.

At your school:
• What are the first three things visitors see in your lobby?
• What do these say about your
school?
• What do you want your lobby to
convey about your school?
• What needs to be changed or enhanced to deliver the message of

teaching and learning?
From the beginning, Jostens Renaissance has been a dynamic process that
continues to withstand the test of time
because it has always been an “insideout “approach, spearheaded by leading
educators across the US and Canada. A
California middle school mother wrote:
“Renaissance made Brandon’s year. He
has had so many positive experiences,
done so many things he would not
have otherwise done, because of the
Renaissance class. He learned to work
with others in small groups and was
held accountable for his actions. He has
learned the importance of setting an
example for other students.”
The vision and mission have developed within the schoolhouse, becoming a systems approach to the myriad
challenges that face our entire school
community. Another parent of a middle
school student, diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma, spoke of her son’s
Renaissance experience:“I know that

without Renaissance, Jared’s eighth
grade year would have been completely
destroyed. With the Renaissance class
supporting him, he was able to make it
through treatment with the knowledge
that he had friends that cared for him,
who were constantly rooting for him
to recover. I believe the success he is
experiencing in high school, in terms of
both his grades and his continuing volunteer experience can be traced to the
Renaissance Leadership Class.”
The Ten Essential Elements have
become vital for a school to achieve optimal school-wide results. These tenets
must be actively incorporated into the
everyday operation of the school:

Excellence for all stakeholders
Recognizing each and every student
for achievement as well as continuous
improvement, rather than focusing only
on the top few achievers.

The Guarantee
Insuring that all teachers have the

1SP4JNo3FTUBVSBOUJTBOPOMJOFCVTJOFTTTJNVMBUJPOPGBSFTUBVSBOU
4FMGQBDFEMFTTPOTBOEQSPKFDUTHJWFZPVSTUVEFOUTIBOETPOFYQFSJFODF
NBLJOHCVTJOFTTEFDJTJPOT:PVSTUVEFOUTXJMMPQFOBSFTUBVSBOUBOE
DPOUSPMNFOVEFTJHO TUBGGJOH FRVJQNFOUQVSDIBTFT SFTUBVSBOUMBZPVU 
QVSDIBTJOH NBSLFUJOH JOWFOUPSZDPOUSPM BOENPSF4UVEFOUXPSLJT
BVUPNBUJDBMMZHSBEFEBOEDBOCFNPOJUPSFECZUIFJOTUSVDUPSPOMJOF

XXX,OPXMFEHF.BUUFSTDPNPS$BMM-&"3/
#VJMUGPS8JOEPXTBOE.BD049BOE-JOVY
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0RO3IM n 2ESTAURANT HAS ANALYTICAL REPORTS INCLUDING
AN INCOME STATEMENT BALANCE SHEET AND MANY MORE
RESTAURANT SPECIFIC REPORTS

Professional development
for educators needs to change.

We know this.

is long-term,
job-embedded learning
right to teach and all students have the
right to learn, by focusing on talents, attitudes, skills, knowledge and style.
Tracking more frequent academic improvement, as well as attendance, grades
and behavior.

whole community: family, faith community, schools, workplace, government,
law enforcement and media. Aligning
the principles of Renaissance with
school-wide goals, allowing students
and educators the opportunity to work
together for a common cause – student
success.

The Four Images

Partnerships and Coalitions

Accountability

Traditions, Extracurricular Activities,
Athletics and Arts and Academics.

VTW
Incorporating recognition that is
“visible, tangible and walk-aroundable,”
that reaches far beyond certificates and
plaques.

Edification of Students, “Staffulty”,
Parents and Community
Honoring and appreciating everyone
for improvement, excellence, help and
encouragement.

Celebrations, Rituals and Ceremonies
Designing events that recognize students and staffulty achievements with
creativity, enthusiasm and tradition.

Character Development and Jostens Renaissance Leadership Class
Strengthening character in your
www.seenmagazine.us

Encouraging business and community commitment to build and support
Jostens Renaissance; Jostens Renaissance school leadership teams within a
state or region coming together for support, information and ideas.

Alumni and Foundations
Utilizing untapped resources of a
school for many different types of support; 501 (c) (3) tax-exempt educational
and/or athletic foundations as funding
sources that support the Jostens Renaissance initiatives within a school.
Each of the Ten Essential Elements is
powered and optimized by the Five Rs:
• Respect
• Recognize
• Reward
• Reinforce for Results
What you celebrate each day is
what you value on your campus.

that leverages emerging
technologies to reenvision
classrooms and curriculum

and has helped over
3,000 teachers embrace
social online learning

Register for a
free info session at
www.plpnetwork.com/
infosession
SouthEast Education Network  FALL 2010
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The SEEN interview
WITH CHARLES SOSNIK

✮

As Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan is
placing schools at the heart of the community
SEEN Magazine: You grew up in an
education family.Your father was a
college professor and your mother ran
a tutoring program for inner city children. Aside from going one-on-one with
Michael Jordan, had you ever considered a different career path?
Secretary Duncan: I’ve been lucky. I’ve
always had two passions. One was education and one was basketball. I took a
year off from college between my junior
and senior year, which was pretty nontraditional, and worked full time on my
mother’s program. Most of my friends
were thinking about becoming investment bankers and lawyers and that
didn’t feel right for me. I really wanted
to test myself and question what I wanted to do with my life. Over the course
of the year it confirmed for me that that
was what I wanted to do. So, I was lucky
enough to play professional basketball
for a couple of years, once I graduated
from college, but still, education is the
core of who I am.That year was just a really important one for me. It was who I
was. I came out of that year really knowing this was what I wanted to do with
my life. I’ve been lucky enough all my
life to be able to follow my passion and
this is what is closest to my heart.
SM: That is unusual to take a break
between your junior and senior year.
I imagine most of your peers were in
the money business and attorneys and
other professionals.
Secretary Duncan: I just viewed the
word so differently. I wanted to check
myself. Was this something that was just
an interest to me or something I wanted
to devote my life to? Over the course of
that year, it reconfirmed to me that this
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was home.This was who I was.This is
what I wanted to do with my life.
SM: Was there an ‘ah hah’ moment
in there that really confirmed it?
Secretary Duncan:There wasn’t one. It
just gave me lots of time
to think and spend time
in the community, and
to spend time teaching
and tutoring. It reconfirmed to me that this is
who I was. It was what
I wanted to do. I loved
that year. I came out of
that knowing that was
what I wanted to do
with my life.
SM: I’ve watched a
number of your interviews on You Tube. In
the interviews, you laid
out some broad objectives for education,
including transforming
schools into community
centers, incorporating
school-based healthcare
and extending school
days, school weeks and
school years. How do
we get there? Should we
do this at the state level,
district level, school
level? What are the steps
to get us there?
Secretary Duncan:That’s a great question. I think you have to engage at every
level. It’s about leveraging scarce resources. What it is fundamentally about
is a different vision of what a school
should be. I just think schools should
be, need to be and I go so far as to say

in many communities, must be community centers with a very different vision
of what’s going on there and open 12,
13, 14 hours a day with a wide variety
with after school activities for students,

but also brothers and sisters and very
importantly for their parents. In many
communities the streets are not as safe
as we would like them to be. And from
three o’clock to six o’clock are times of
high anxiety for parents. I think when
schools become true hearts of the com-

munity with a whole series of wraparound services in which families are
learning together, great things are going
to happen with those children. So, what
does that mean? It means, I think we all
have to behave in different ways. We’re
putting significant resources behind
what we call safe and healthy students.
Community centers will be a piece of
that.
What people don’t know in the
health care bill that passed, there is
$250 million to create school-based
health credits. I’m a big, believer in
giving not just academic support, but
tutoring, physical and emotional health.
There is a huge resource there - we’re
partnering with HHS with that. I think
states have to play. I think districts have
to play.The YMCAs and Boys Clubs
should think about stopping building
new buildings and put all these shared
resources, not into bricks and mortar,
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but into kids. Schools can run schools
nine o’clock to three o’clock and Boys
and Girls Clubs and YMCAs and other
great non profits can run schools from
three o’clock in the afternoon till nine
o’clock at night.
SM: Is that being done anywhere
now?
Secretary Duncan: It is being done. In
Chicago, we had 150 schools.There are
community schools. We pushed this very,
very hard. We had Boys and Girls Clubs
actually running some of our schools
after school.This leveraged resources.
For every dollar we’re spending on this,
we’re getting investments of five, six and
seven dollars between state and federal
non-profit partners coming in. It is a
different vision. It is about leveraging
resources. It’s not just about money. It’s
about thinking differently.These schools,
95,000 schools across the country, have
tremendous unmet needs. Every school

has classrooms. Virtually ever school has
a computer lab.They have libraries.They
have gyms. Some have pools.These are
great, great community assets that we
need to open to the community. Again,
the more schools choose to become the
heart and the center of the community,
the more we have comprehensive wraparound services, the better our students
are going to do. If students are hungry
and they are not fed, they can’t learn. If
they can’t see the blackboard and they
need glasses, they can’t learn if we don’t
fix that. If their social and emotional
needs are not being met they can’t learn.
If they are in fear going to and from
school, they can’t learn. All these things
are critical in helping students fulfill
their tremendous academic potential.
SM: Taking that one-step further, I’m
in Mecklenburg County in Charlotte,
N.C. How does my local school system
begin?

Notre Dame CoLLege

Experience the Excitement!
Notre Dame College, a Catholic institution in the tradition of the Sisters of Notre Dame,
educates a diverse population in the liberal arts for personal, professional, and global responsibility.
Over 30 career-focused academic programs including Nursing, International Business, and
Sports Management
23 Intercollegiate sports for men and women. NEW 2010: Water Polo
Scholarships in Marching Band, Choir, Theater, and Cheerleading
Apartment-style residence halls
Nationally recognized Academic Support Center for Students with Learning Differences
The Mission of the Academic Support Center for Students with Learning Differences is to provide
quality educational opportunities and support services above and beyond those required by law to individuals
with documented learning disabilities who are traditionally under-served in post secondary education.
Some of the services provided by the Academic Support Center are:
Workshops on time management, study skills, organizational skills, test taking strategies, use of adaptive
equipment, and reading comprehension
Professional individual tutoring four hours per week
Academic and career counseling
Summer Springboard to Success program
APPLY NOW at www.NotreDameCollege.edu!
Contact us for more details at 877.NDC.OHIO or admissions@ndc.edu.
4545 College Road
Cleveland, OH 44121
1.877.NDC.OHIO
www.NotreDameCollege.edu

Changing the World…
One Student at a Time.

Notre Dame College
is one of the best colleges
and universities
in the Midwest according to
The Princeton Review.

Secretary Duncan: I think if there
are particular areas of real need, your
schools must make a commitment to
find ways to be very creative with district resources, with the state resources,
with local for-profit and non-profit partners without federal resources to extend the hours. Not just to extend the
school day, but extend the hours that
the school is open. It is a different vision… schools that are full service community centers with a wide variety of
non-profit partners coming in to help
students and families to be successful.
Look at where your greatest need
is in your local district level and figure
out a variety of partnerships that will
create this new network of opportunity.
It’s a different mindset and a different
vision of what a school needs to be
for the 21st century. I think the days in
which a school can be open six hours
a day, five days a week, nine months out

of the year, simply doesn’t work for the
vast majority of American families and
children today.
SM:Let me ask you a different kind
of question.You were chief executive of
Chicago public schools.When you look
at that system as a kind of microcosm
for the United States, what lessons did
you learn there that you were able use
in your current gig as Secretary of Education?
Secretary Duncan:Some were applicable and some were not. Obviously
it’s very urban. Ninety percent of our
students came from the minority community. Eighty-five percent in the district
lived below the poverty line. Obviously I
didn’t have as much experience in rural
suburban areas. I’ve tried to spend a lot
of the last 18 months as I travel in those
rural and suburban communities. But the
biggest lesson I got was that every child
can be successful.There are challenges.

Poverty is never destiny. Great teachers
make just an extraordinary difference in
student’s lives. Great teachers, great principals, great schools are able to do just
absolutely amazing things often in very,
very difficult and challenging circumstances. Of all the challenges of poverty
and violence in communities, our students can do extraordinary things when
they have great adults in their lives.That
is a huge motivator for me.
SM:You have to start with the premise that failure is not an option and go
from there.
Secretary Duncan: Exactly.To get to
success is a lot of hard work.To me it’s a
sort of cradle to career continuance.You
need great early childhood programs.
You need great teachers, great principals.
Schools must have a real clear culture of
high expectations.You need all the wrap
around services we talked about.You
need to be building that culture around

She can achieve permanent change

The mission of Uinta Academy is to help troubled girls
achieve permanent change. If you recognize any of these
symptoms in your students you can help by having their
parents call us immediately.
• Depression
• Anxiety
• Adoption Issues
• Peer ConÁicts
• Child/Parent ConÁicts
• Low Self Esteem
• Manipulation
• School Failure
• Attention DeÀcit

• Physical or Sexual Abuse
• Dysthymic Disorder
• Schizotypal Personality
• Reactive Attachment
• Explosive Disorder
• Minor Eating Disorder
• Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
• Substance Abuse
• Oppositional DeÀance

Uinta Academy provides intensive individual and family
therapy along with equine therapy in a very positive,
nuturing environment.

435-245-2600
www.uintaacademy.net
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the expectation that the students will
go to college.You need to start doing
that literally in first and second and
third grade. If you wait until junior or
senior year, it is too late. If you do all
those things - great early childhood,
great family involvement, high expectations, wrap around services - Children
from even the toughest of communities
can do extraordinarily well.
SM: This issue of SEEN Magazine is
our Tribute to Teachers issue.What do
you see for the future of teachers and
what can your department do to help
teachers be better educators?
Secretary Duncan:Teachers are the
unsung heroes in our society.They are
the most altruistic people in our country.This is the thing. Most professions
are measured by what you did, what
you accumulate.That may be a fancy
title, or power, or a corner office or
money.Teaching is very, very different.

You are measured not by what you get,
but by what you give — the knowledge,
the sense of self-esteem, the sense of possibilities. So, we have to do everything
we can to support great, great teachers
and to help teachers continue to grow
and learn. I have met with literally thousands and thousands of teachers over
the past 18 months around the country.
I can’t tell you how inspiring it is and
how motivating it is for me to walk into
these great classrooms with teachers in
a sometimes very tough environment.
They literally change these students’ lives
on a daily basis.To talk with the students
and to hear them talk about when other
adults give up on them and sometimes
their own family members give up on
them and their teachers are there for
them… we can’t do enough to support,
to recognize, to reward and to shine the
spotlight on those extraordinary teachers who, every single day, are changing

the life chances of our nation’s students.
SM: What types of things are you
now able to do as Secretary of Education to help the teaching profession?
Secretary Duncan:A number of things.
I think there are a lot that is frankly broken under No Child Left Behind that we
need to fix. I think that No Child Left
Behind is far too punitive.There are lots
of ways to fail and almost no recognition
for success. I think it is very prescriptive and very topped out and it led, and
maybe unintentionally, but it led to a
dumbing down of standards. It led to a
narrowing of the curriculum.
One of the biggest complaints I’ve
heard from teachers and students and
parents around the country is about
this narrowing of the curriculum. I
think we need to fix what is broken
there and we need to make sure that
we are rewarding success and shining
the spotlight on great, great teachers. We

Are Your Students Pluggeduin to Reading and Nonﬁction?
Over 1,000 classrooms are with Dr. Janet Allen’s Pluggeduin to Reading and Nonﬁction.

Pluggeduin

Pluggeduin

Pluggeduin

Uses Authentic Literature,
Not Textbooks.

Includes Differentiated
Learning Activities.

has Resources to Motivate
Each Student.

“These books are very
valuable and life changing.
Teenagers and children need
these kinds of books.”
—Sandra, Seventh-grade student

“[My students] all loved
it … from our learningdisability students to our
gifted population.”
—Rhonda, Reading Instructor

“I’ve seen students who have
not been engaged in learning
or engaged with school really
connect with the materials.”
—Sharon, Director of
Professional Development

Plug YOUR Students in to Reading and Nonﬁction: 1-800-638-1304 t www.PluggedintoReading.com

www.seenmagazine.us
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have to make sure we are giving
them the mentoring and support
they need.Teacher evaluations
are largely broken around the
country and meaningless. We need
to make those better. We need to
make sure we are providing much
greater flexibility at the local level.
I always say jokingly, but I mean it
very seriously, that the best ideas
in education are never going to
come from me or from Washington.They are always going to
come at the local level.
We need to continue to empower our local educators to make a
difference in student bodies and
give them that flexibility. We are
raising standards very significantly,
which is huge. Forty-eights states
are working on raising high standards for every single child. We
have had 41 states already adopt
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those higher standards.That is a huge
step in the right direction. We want to
make a massive investment in a wellrounded curriculum, well-rounded education.Yes, reading and math are hugely
important, obviously, but so is science
and so is social studies, so is foreign
language, so is physical education, so
is dance and drama and music and theatre. For me, it’s not just about giving
those opportunities to children in the
high school level, it’s a little late at this
point.This is about what we’re doing
for first and second graders.
There is a tremendous amount we
can do to not just continuing to invest
in teachers and put a huge amount of
resources there, but for better mentoring and support and encouraging
local districts to come up with better
evaluations. We really need to make
sure we have a high standard for every
single child and a well-rounded curriculum and we’re supporting the great
work and listening to teachers at that
local level. So much of what we want
to do to fix NCLB has come from the
voices of teachers around the country.
Their thoughtfulness has really helped
to shape our view.The final thing, we
want to make an historic investment.
We want to invest $3.9 billion in teachers and principals.
SM: How would that work?
Secretary Duncan:It is part of our
EFTA proposal to do much better at
mentoring and supporting and developing talent over time. It is a 10 percent
increase over previous budgets.Talent
matters tremendously to education. We
want to invest in an unprecedented
level in helping teachers and principals continue to hone their craft. It is
an historic increase.This is the largest
investment ever for teachers and principals, with a 10 percent increase over
the previous year.
The final thing is, I’m much more interested in looking at growth and how
much students are improving each year
than test scores. I will give you a quick
example. If you were my sixth grade
teacher and I came to you three grade
levels behind and I left you a grade
level behind, in No Child Left Behind
www.seenmagazine.us

you are labeled a failure and your school
is labeled a failure and ultimately your
district is labeled a failure. Not only are
you not a failure, you are not just a good
teacher, you are a great teacher.That
child has made a couple years progress
for a year’s instruction.That teacher has
done a herculean job, an extraordinary
job.
SM: We have to learn how to reward
improvement.
Secretary Duncan: Right. I am much
more interested in growth and gain and
improvement than I am in test scores. I
think teachers need more time to collaborate. So, I talk about more time, not
just longer days for students and schools
open longer hours, but how do we create time for teachers to plan and to
work together to have more meaningful
professional development and ability to
collaborate. I think that additional time
for teachers to do this would be hugely
beneficial.There is a lot there, but there
is nothing more important than investing in the most important thing in education, which is that interaction between
the teacher and his or her student every
single day.That’s the core of education.
That is the heart of what we’re trying to
do.
SM: Any final thoughts you would
like to share with the nation’s educators?
Secretary Duncan:I can’t say it often
enough — just thank you. No one goes
into education to make a million dollars.
They go into education to make a difference in students’ lives. I’ve just been in
awe of the talent and the commitment
and the hard work and the passion that
I’ve seen. Again, I’ve been to about 38
states and hundreds and hundreds of
schools and met with thousands and
thousands of teachers and the difference that are teachers are making in our
students’ lives makes me extraordinarily
hopeful about where we are going as
a country.There is nothing more important than giving every single child a
great, great education. All of us can point
to those teachers in our lives who really
changed us. For me it is my high school
English teacher. I want every child to
have those kinds of opportunities that I
was lucky enough to have.
SouthEast Education Network  FALL 2010
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TRANSFORMING
ENVIRONMENTS.
IMPROVING
RESULTS.
FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION.
For more than 40 years, Sagus has been combining innovative design with
state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing to provide high-quality,
durable, K-12 classroom furniture solutions at a compelling value.
Sagus believes that the physical environment in which our
nation’s children are taught has a significant impact on their
educational success. As such, our goal is to collaborate
with educators and other public and private partners to
develop and deliver furniture solutions that enhance
learning outcomes in 21st Century schools.
Our products are used in places where
learning begins, discoveries are made,
imagination is nurtured and ideas
are born. Our philosophy allows
us to deliver high-quality
furniture that transforms
environments and improves
results.

www.sagusi.com
630-413-5540

The Perfect School Campus
BY STEVEN TURCKES



Start with the END in mind

“I skate to where the puck is going
I wondered about the current curterdisciplinary project teams abound,
to be, not where it has been.”
riculum at my high school and quickly
where competition comes from far flung
— Wayne Gretzky
found via the school Web site all of the
places, where the ability to create and
While going through some old boxes
same courses that I took, in precisely
innovate are highly rewarded - we can
stored in our basement recently I
the same order that I remember taking
no longer rely on educational systems
came across one that
and facilities that were
included numerous yeldesigned for a different
lowed high school report
time and an economy
cards. Having graduated
that no longer exists.
from high school over
We need to reboot and
30 years ago (yes, before
retool both if today’s stuthe IBM PC), it was fun
dents are to be successto reminisce. I took a
ful in the future.
very traditional line-up
Why do our school
of classes in a very tradibuildings matter? Considtional sequence: Algebra,
er the facts: 20 percent
Geometry,Trigonometry;
of Americans spend eight
Biology, Chemistry, Physhours a day or more in
ics; World history, U.S.
educational facilities;
History; American Littoday 90 percent of our
erature, World Literature;
time is typically spent inSpanish 1, Spanish 2, etc.,
doors; and perhaps most
earning “credits” toward
importantly, consider the
graduation. I sat in desks
reality that all learning
aligned in neat rows and
is physical. All external
moved from class to class
information that finds
by the timed clang of a
its way into your brain,
Perspectives Charter School at Chicago, Illinois. The multiuse central
bell. Lessons were most
where
it is processed,
space, the “Family Room”, graphically communicates the tenets of “A Disoften mono-directional
synthesized, stored, reciplined Life” which is central to the culture and philosophy of Perspec- from teacher to pupil.
called, etc., gets there
tives Charter School.
Except for the occasional
through your senses.The
them. I thought,‘How can that be; it
science lab experiment, I rarely (if
spaces we find ourselves in, especially
hasn’t changed in 30+ years?’‘Is it posever) was required to collaborate with
for the important tasks of learning and
sible that a 30-year-old curriculum still
my peers on a project. Content from
developing, have a huge impact on our
works?’ Perhaps, but the reality of our
class period one never spilled over into
senses — from the colors on the walls,
world today, and the signposts we have
or referenced class period two, three
to the quality and quantity of light, to
that provide hints about the future, sugor seven for that matter.The school
the quality and temperature of the air,
gests otherwise. In a world where the
year, still aligning with an antiquated
etc.These effects are especially apparexponential rate of change is the norm,
agrarian calendar, started in Septement, in both the health and mental develwhere technology dissolves boundaries,
ber and ended 180 school days later
opment, of young people.
where collaboration across continents
in time for the summer break. Sound
see BUILDING page 26
is commonplace, where workplace infamiliar?
www.seenmagazine.us
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Building the Perfect
School Campus
continued from page 25

The “Perfect” School Campus
I was asked to write this article
about the “perfect” school campus,
from the perspective of an educational
architect with broad experience across
the US and abroad.This is a daunting
task; for what might that look like?
One definition (dictionary.com):“Per-

fect, adjective: Exactly fitting the need
in a certain situation or for a certain
purpose” is perhaps a reasonable place
to start as it provides several important
clues. For instance, the design needs to
be “fitting” and it needs to fulfill a “certain situation.” Ideally, all schools should
be “fitted” to the particular needs of the
programs and community it is intended
to serve while also providing flexibility
for future, yet unknown, programs (more
on that later). A school design that is perfect for one community might be a com-

plete failure in another that has different
values, aspirations, and programs. If Nike
can personalize your running shoes and
Apple your IPod, we should be able to
make sure that our schools are suited to
their purpose and locale.

Common Ground – Design
Principles
While we should celebrate our differences, perhaps we can agree on a
number of principles that might guide
the creation of a new school campus or

Center for Advanced Professional Studies (CAPS) – Innovation Area at Blue Valley School District, Overland Park, Kansas. CAPS provides a
professional learning environment for bioscience, engineering, human services, and business to district-wide juniors and seniors. Students
and business mentors collaborate at both school and workplace. Learning is relevant to student interests and work focused on real projects.
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the renovation of an existing campus.
In that regard, I offer the following
thoughts and ideas that highlight the
principles of responsiveness, connectivity, agility, safety, sustainability, and
engagement. However, it is impossible
for a list like this in a brief article to be
complete - so I encourage you to visit
www.seenmagazine.com to post your
own additional comments and ideas.

The Responsive School
The factory-model school of 60
years ago with double loaded corridors
of neatly aligned and identically sized
classrooms is a product of the assembly line economy that produced it.The
message? Insert kindergarten student
Johnny at one end, and out comes 12th
grade graduate John at the other.
Just as educators must differentiate
and personalize learning to suit the
needs of the individual learner, the
‘perfect’ school will have the flexibility to accommodate various teaching

www.seenmagazine.us

modes, learning styles, and the group
sizes that go with. Unfortunately, most
schools being designed today are still
of factory-model vintage with one particular student group size in mind: 25,
or the size of a traditional classroom.
What happens when a teacher needs
to separate a group of six learners for
focused work on a project? Or, when
a particularly ambitious student wants
to work with an industry scientist on
a long-term independent project? Or,
when a group of teachers want to create
an interdisciplinary learning environment for 100 students? Can the school
facility respond to those demands? Yes,
this is about flexibility but it’s also about
truly embracing and smartly designing
for difference.
The school as a whole, should be designed so that a multitude of curricular
or organizational models (e.g., small
learning communities, grade level or thematic teams, departmental, etc.) could
be implemented without changing the

building.This requires spending the time
to ask the right questions before the actual design process starts.
Importantly, the ‘work’ being done by
the students in these communities of
learners will be relevant to their interests and futures, regardless of their age.
If these future workers will be expected
to collaborate with peers near and far on
interdisciplinary projects (yes, expect it),
is the school arranged to facilitate that
interaction and collaboration? The learning environment and programs it accommodates need to be forward thinking
and consciously develop those relevant
21st century skills our students will need
to be successful.

The Connected School
The connected school is one that connects with the world, within itself, and
to the larger community.Today’s learners are connected in ways unimaginable
see PERFECT SCHOOL CAMPUS page 28
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Perfect School Campus
continued from page 27

just a few short years ago. Since its
founding in 2004, Facebook has added
a mind boggling 400+ million users. If
it were a country, Facebook would be
the world’s third largest; ahead of the
United States.
The knowledgeable and appropriate
use of technology is a core skill for today’s learners. It allows your students
and schools to redefine the traditional
physical boundaries of the school to
anywhere an internet connection is
available. For example, your physics
class connects to and interacts in real
time with NASA, your science class
with the San Diego Zoo, your sports
medicine class with the U.S. Olympic
Training Center. Are your learning
spaces equipped for this? Of course,

technology is not an end, but a means
to an end. It’s not about the technology,
but what the technology provides — access to the world and connectivity. Our
learning communities need to provide
wired access for the special applications
that require it, and also have ubiquitous
wireless access.The network backbone
should be able to support today’s technology and be robust enough to connect
future technologies.
Transparency within the learning environment provides a different sort of
connectedness.The ability to literally see
learning happening (traditionally behind
solid walls and closed doors) can be a
transformative and freeing experience
for learners. It can excite the mind to explore areas of interest and invite connections that might otherwise go unnoticed.
This can happen through strategically
placed interior windows that allow one

to view into or through spaces or by allowing spaces to open into each other.
On a much more personal level it is
critical that all students have a meaningful relationship/connection with
an adult in their school. A responsive
school environment will help promote
these relationships by visibly locating
assistant principal, faculty planning areas, or guidance counselor offices where
the students have easy access; perhaps
associated with a small learning community for which those faculty members
are responsible.This also allows these
communities of faculty to be organized
as Professional Learning Communities
focused on the success of the learners in
that community.
How the school connects and presents itself to the broader community is
see PERFECT SCHOOL CAMPUS page 30

Springdale Park Elementary School at Atlanta Public Schools, Atlanta, Georgia. Anticipating LEED Silver certification, Springdale Park
Elementary School is expected to save 24 percent on annual energy costs while reducing water consumption by 20 percent. The school
building also teaches important lessons about conserving natural resources.
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Perfect School Campus
continued from page 28

another important consideration. Does
the building present a fortress wall or
a warm and welcoming gesture that
invites entry and interaction? It can
offer space that is used after hours for
community meetings, provide adult
education, community health services,
etc. Some schools have even provided
leasable space for compatible partners.
Schools can link educational programs,
especially at the high school level,
with local universities and businesses.
These connections often require access to the school building so security
is an important, but manageable, issue.
Reverse the flow, and students can access the larger community for a reciprocal benefit.The ideal school does not
stop at the property line.

The Agile School
Agility, a cousin of flexibility, differs

in a number of ways but most importantly in terms of speed.Think Michael
Jordan and the numerous ways he had to
get the ball to the basket — jump shot,
drive the lane, pick and go, etc. He could
make that decision in a split second after
quickly assessing the defensive court before him. Access and react — access and
react. Facilities should be designed with
that same quick response ability: to flex
and morph nearly instantaneously as the
learning needs dictate.
An important consideration in the
agility of any learning environment is
furniture. In support of agility furniture
must be easily reconfigurable in a matter
of seconds.The traditional connected
desk/chair is both heavy and cumbersome and should be avoided. Where
desks and chairs are needed, consider
separate and easily movable desks that
can be arranged for lecture mode, small
group work, ganged together to create
a large project table in the center of the
room, etc., all with the snap of a finger.

Student chairs ideally offer mobility
(consider castors) and flexibility and
allow numerous comfortable seated positions (e.g., sitting facing both the front
and back of the chair). Both desk and
chair should be ergonomically designed
and height adjustable to accommodate
the large range of student sizes as they
naturally develop. Additionally, consider
non-traditional furniture options such as
tables that adjust up to standing height,
a bean bag chair, and other more informal options. Students, if asked (and they
are rarely asked) will tell you they want
variety.
Extended to the entire school, agility
requires easy access to areas that see
heavy use during after-school and weekend hours.These areas (e.g., gyms and
athletic venues, theaters, cafeterias, etc.)
should be thoughtfully zoned and have
clearly signed and secure entry points
so community members can enter without meandering throughout the entire
school. At this larger scale, the agile

Quark™ Mobile Laptop
Tables and Qstar™ Mobile
Conference Tables
Collab™ Conference Tables
for collaborative teaching methods
MacTable™ for iMac® classrooms

www.smartdesks.com
The new thinking in education is reﬂected in our new
computer furniture for classrooms and media centers.

Boomerang™
Video Conference Tables
for telepresence and
distance learning
©2010 CBT Supply, Inc. dba SMARTdesks.
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ability is LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design).
Research points to the increased
The Safe School
benefits for schools — both environSchools, as entrusted guardians,
mentally and educationally — to the
share the concern of all parents, for the
incorporation of green strategies. Effecsafety of our children.There are many
tive daylighting, for instance, has been
important safety and security considshown to increase standardized math
erations when designing or renovatand reading test scores while at the
ing schools. Safe schools include safe
same time saving energy. In a typical
school sites. From the standpoint of
school, artificial lighting amounts to apthe Crime Prevention Through Environproximately one-third of overall energy
mental Design (CPTED) principle of
use. If you are able, through effective
territoriality, the boundaries of the site
daylight design, to leave those lights off,
should be easily discernit’s a win-win; good for both
able. Other factors include
students and the bottom line.
the separation of vehicular,
Similarly, other sustainable
bus and pedestrian traffic
strategies improve indoor air
is important as is clear and
quality, thermal comfort and
visible signage. Site parkacoustics, all of which are
ing lots should be easily
also beneficial to students
monitored by direct visual
and teachers. Poor indoor
surveillance or strategiair quality, for instance, is a
cally placed cameras. Ideknown trigger for asthma
ally, more than one way on
sufferers - an increasing
and off a school campus is
population among schoolprovided to ease movement
age children.
and give options for emerOther sustainable strategency vehicles.
gies include reducing water
Perhaps the most imconsumption (especially
portant consideration for
important in drier climates)
the building is to control
and promoting the use of
access through a clear and
renewable resources and
single public entry point.
health building materials.
This should be closely
The ‘perfect’ school would
monitored and designed so
also enhance these strategies
that visitors can not access
through the maintenance
the school without first goand cleaning with green
ing through a reception/
products and the elimination
check-in area. Similar to site
of potentially harmful prodcirculation, building circulaucts such as pesticides.
tion signage should be clear
Connecting the indoor
and intuitive. CPTED prolearning spaces with the
vides many other important
outdoors is also a soundly
considerations and should
sustainable idea. Providing
be used as a guideline and
life views from inside to
checklist.
outside helps connect learners to the natural world, and
The Sustainable School
providing physical connecAt roughly 4.7 percent
tions to intentional outdoor
of the world’s population,
learning environments will
the United States produces
reinforce those connections.
GlenOak High School — Community Library at Plain Local School
about 20.6 percent of the
Structured learning during
District, Canton, Ohio. Via an intergovernmental agreement, Stark
worlds green house gas
the school day should not be
County District Library operates a branch library in GlenOak High
emissions, second only to
School. Community members enter on the first floor, high school limited to the indoors.
While LEED certification
China (World Resource Instudents on the second. A café at the community entry sells coffee,
stitute). As the economies in
croissants and other goodies – think Borders. The public library provided additional funding to the project.
developing countries such
see PERFECT SCHOOL page 32
school can simultaneously support a
variety of needs and functions.

www.seenmagazine.us

as India and China continue to mature,
resources will grow increasingly scarce
and their allocation will become increasingly important. Collectively, we simply
cannot sustain current rates of consumption. Buildings are large consumers of
resources and energy; therefore, we must
focus more attention toward sustainable design. Fortunately, schools across
the U.S. are jumping on board as many
aspects of sustainable design are hand to
glove fits for schools and learning.The
most popular third-party certification
system that measures the level of sustain-
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Perfect School Campus
continued from page 30

is a positive step in building green
schools, we can go further to buildings
that are carbon neutral or even living
buildings that are regenerative in nature. Moving beyond sustainability inspires us to create spaces that promote
health, teach students, and add to the
environment around them.

The Engaged School
Successful schools make school
culture a high priority and school
buildings and campus’ can support
the culture of the school in thoughtful
and meaningful ways. If your culture is
steeped in the arts, does your school
have the appropriate venues — both
formal and informal — to celebrate
that commitment? If your culture is
one of active hands-on interdisciplinary project work where students collaborate, becoming teachers to their

peers, work with industry professional,
etc. — can you do that gracefully?
If we expect our students to be creators and innovators, where do we display the evidence and artifacts of that
learning? This is critical in building selfesteem and a school ethos. Don’t think,
‘Oh, but we have tack boards in our
schools!’You do need those tack boards
and trophy cases but can you display
the YouTube segment produced by the
video communications class for the Science Olympiad held last weekend? Your
students are interested and capable of
creating work in a multitude of communication forms. We need to be intentional
about these capabilities in our schools.
These display areas support and build a
school culture.
Lastly, don’t forget about the ‘in-between’ spaces — those adjacent to and
in-between more traditional academic
areas.These spaces provide fabulous
opportunities for students to engage in
informal ways and can help build a cul-

ture of collaboration and support. They
also offer more structured opportunities
such as: working on and displaying longer-term projects, small group activities,
or student presentations.These spaces
should be generous in quantity and offer
variety in size and feel. If provided, these
spaces will inspire creativity and your
students and faculty will invent a multitude of uses. Make them meaningful
events in the daily life of the school and
places where your students can work,
create,‘hang’, and have fun as they learn
a most important skill - to love learning.

Final Thoughts
Einstein once said,“We can’t solve
problems by using the same kind of
thinking we used when we created
them.” If we are to create forward facing schools that will be relevant in the
future we need to go about the planning and design process differently.
This applies to both the creation of
new schools as well as the renovation

Enhance Art Curriculum with a Laser
Engraving & Cutting System from Epilog
/DVHU(QJUDYLQJ &XWWLQJ6\VWHPV
Education Applications
• Enhance Technology Curriculum
• Use for school signage (Indoor & Outdoor)
• Create gifts/items for fund raising
• School Trophies and Awards
• And Much More!
Testimonial
We were all impressed with how easy it was to use and relatively small size.
I could immediately see how it could be used in our woodworking classes.
We have since used it for a wide variety of items, from engraved footballs to
engraving and cutting out parts for other projects.
Aaron Wecas
Industrial Technology Instructor
Lansing High School

See how other schools are using laser equipment at www.epiloglaser.com/epilog_stories.htm
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of existing schools. Schools of
the future cannot risk being
developed in isolation from
their community. Bringing community members to the planning table from the project’s
inception can lead to social and
economic benefits not only for
the school district but also for
the larger public.This proactive
incorporation of community in
the planning and personalization of learning spaces is the
first step to creating a perfect
school campus – aligning the
values of responsiveness, sustainability, agility, and engagement is the second. As the world
continues to globalize, we must
also localize to find sustainable
educational solutions.The perfect school campus starts by
asking ourselves and communities – “Where are we skating to
next?”

Fearn Elementary School at West Aurora School District, Aurora, Illinois. These 1,000 square feet
classrooms support a wide range of teaching and learning styles. Flexible furniture can be easily
rearranged to create various groupings of students. Natural daylight and life views are carefully
integrated.

© 2010 BJU Press

I was an executive officer
aboard a nuclear submarine.

My name is Terry Egolf and I write textbooks for BJU Press.
I use my experience and knowledge of physics as a nuclear engineer and submariner to develop
high-quality science textbooks like Physics and Physical Science. I’m thrilled to be using my
expertise here at BJU Press. My team and I are part of a world-changing mission—educating
students for Christ.
Former Naval officer Terry Egolf retired after 20 years of service with the rank of Commander. He taught science
classes for seven years in a Christian school before joining the staff of BJU Press.
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teacher recognition
BY CHELSEA VAN DER GAAG



Preserve America History’s Teacher of the Year

How do American history teachers
bring facts to life? Do they pass around
primary source documents and discuss
them in context with historical events?
Do they dress in period clothing and
recite a monologue from a play that
demonstrates the trials and tribulations of people of times past? Such
classroom practices are not necessarily
commonplace, and many times these
memorable and cherished teachers do
not receive the recognition that they
so greatly deserve.
The Preserve America History
Teacher of the Year Award aims to do
just that, on both the state and national
level. A $1,000 prize is issued to winning teachers in every state. Each state
winner is submitted into the national
competition for a $10,000 award. In
addition, each teacher receives a collection of teaching materials for their
school.
Nominations, submitted on the
teacher’s behalf, are collected from
colleagues and students alike.“There
is no better testament to a teacher’s
skill than the approval of their students
and fellow colleagues,” says Lesley Hermann, executive director of the Gilder
Lehrman Institute, the nonprofit educational organization that administers
and co-sponsors the award.The nomination process is only the first step.
Teachers who are nominated must
then submit a packet of materials and
supporting documents that demonstrate their unique teaching methods.
What separates the lions from the
lambs? To qualify for the award, in-
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dividuals must also show evidence of
creativity and imagination in their lesson
plans, addressing literacy and content
beyond state standards, while also incorporating primary documents, artifacts,
and historic sites. Above all, teachers
must demonstrate a deep career commitment to teaching American history.“It is
with great honor that we present these
dedicated and inspiring teachers with
the Preserve America History Teacher of
the Year Award.Their dedication to excellence has made them leaders in their
field, transforming the art of learning,”
says James Basker, president of the Gilder
Lehrman Institute,“and their exemplary
achievements show the next generation
of teachers new heights of engagement.”
The Preserve America History Teacher
of the Year Award is cosponsored by
the Gilder Lehrman Institute, Preserve
America, and History TM. Established in
2004, the award has been presented to
over 300 teachers to date.The national
award is on the horizon for this coming
fall. Selection of the national winner will
take place in October, with a national ceremony soon to follow. Previous presenters have been illustrious individuals such
as current U.S. Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan and former First Lady Laura
Bush. While this year’s award presenter
has not yet been announced, anticipation
is building.

State Winners in the Southeast
West Virginia
James Andrew Wendt
Nitro High School
Nitro, WV

Colleagues of Nitro High School’s
James Andrew Wendt praise his use of
a multitude of primary sources in his
instruction of American history and describe his work in the classroom as “cutting-edge.” In addition to his teaching
responsibilities, Wendt has served his
school district and community through
service on professional committees,
participation in professional development, and leadership in community service projects. Among other awards and
honors, he is the recipient of a James
Madison Memorial Fellowship. Wendt’s
students participate in “A Classroom that
Spans Continents,” a project in which
they study American history and the
role of the United State in the world
with a sister school in Germany.
Virginia
James Percoco
West Springfield High School
Springfield, VA
James Percoco has been teaching at
West Springfield High School for the
last thirty years. He also holds the position of Adjunct Professor at American
University. Percoco is most proud of
his Applied History course. Students in
the course study historic preservation
and public history and then complete
internships at historic sites in the
Washington, D.C. area. He is the author
of several books, including Summers
with Lincoln: Looking for the Man in
the Monuments (2008), and serves on
a number of historical boards and committees including the Advisory Board of
see TEACHER OF THE YEAR page 36

Teacher of the Year
continued from page 34

the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Commission
and the Humanities Council/Advisory Board
of the Journey Through Hallowed Ground
Project.
North Carolina
Scott Culclasure
American Hebrew Academy
Greensboro, NC
Scott Culclasure’s commitment to the instruction of American history has spanned his
thirty-year career in education. He is a National
Board Certified Teacher and a member of several professional organizations, including the
American Historical Association. Cuclasure
holds a Ph.D from the University of North Carolina and is the author of several publications, including the
book In Every Good Work: A History of First Baptist Church,
Greensboro, North Carolina (2009). Culclasure teaches an
Advanced History Seminar at the American Hebrew Academy
in which students prepare a research paper using primary
sources from the Library of Congress. He is known at his
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school as a true “historian” and engages his students in careful
and thoughtful analysis of the past.
South Carolina
Jeffrey Eargle
Mid-Carolina High School
Prosperity, SC
Jeffrey Eargle teaches all levels of American history at Mid-

Carolina High School. He is a leader in
using technology in his classroom and
has introduced his school to numerous databases of primary sources. He
is committed to teaching his students
about the history of South Carolina
as part of his U.S. history instruction.
Eargle has been instrumental in garnering grants for his school and writing
its United States history curriculum, in
addition to serving on various committees. He is a National Board Certified
Teacher who has brought his students
to “high levels of success.”
Florida
Tom Glaser
Mater Academy Middle/High School
Hialeah Gardens, FL
Tom Glaser currently teaches Advanced Placement and dual-enrollment
American history courses at Mater
Academy. He is also an Adjunct Professor of History at Florida International
University. Glaser is active in the Na-
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tional Council for the Social Studies and
their local Florida chapters and has been
a presenter and participant at many conferences and professional development
seminars. He serves as a mentor to new
teachers and encourages them to build
their experience in American history outside of the classroom. One fellow teacher
noted Glaser’s mastery of his subject by
stating that “his knowledge of American
history is as extensive as his experience
in teaching it.”
Alabama
Rebecca Bidwell
E.B. Erwin High School
Birmingham, AL
Rebecca Bidwell’s commitment to history education led her to implement an
Advanced Placement United States History class at her school. Her classes have
access to local historical sites as well as
outside speakers, such as local veterans.
Her courses provide “opportunities for
students to work collaboratively to de-

bate United States history.” She is a sponsor for a number of student programs
and was the recipient of a grant to help
Alabama history students write and
publish their own textbook.
Louisiana
Nicole Hall-Mitchell
Destrehan High School
Destrehan, LA
Nicole Hall-Mitchell’s tenth- and
eleventh-grade students are learning
historical research firsthand. Hall-Mitchell recently received the Greater New
Orleans Community Foundation-Norco
Community grant to document the local
St. Charles Parish during World War II.
Her students have visited local historical
sites and met with community members to collect and analyze artifacts, oral
histories and documents.The project
will result in a website hosted by the
National World War II Museum in New
Orleans. Hall-Mitchell is a mentor to
see TEACHER OF THE YEAR page 38
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continued from page 37

student teachers and shares her “rigor
and relevance in her American history
classes.”
Kentucky
Ashley Adkins
Paducah Tighman High School
Paducah, KY
Ashley Adkins is a successful teacher
of U.S. History and Advanced Placement United States History at Paducah
Tilghman High School. She brings an
interdisciplinary approach to teaching
American history with the American
studies course that she co-teaches,
which combines history and literature.
Her students complete projects on
topics ranging from Ellis Island to local
Kentucky history and create exhibits
that answer “essential questions” of
American history through the use of
primary sources. She is involved in
many committees and student programs outside of the classroom and
exemplifies an “expertise at the craft of
teaching.”
Arkansas
Scott Shaddox
Omaha High School
Omaha, AR
Scott Shaddox has seventeen years
of teaching experience in the Arkansas
public school system. His “dynamic”
lessons in his American history classes
integrate the use of technology, particularly a SMART Board, to demonstrate
primary sources. He has inspired some
of his students to go on to major in
history in college and become history
teachers themselves. Shaddox also
serves as the Student Council sponsor,
leading students in school government
and community service projects.
Georgia
Janet Barger
North Forsyth High School
Cumming, GA
Janet Barger’s commitment to American history is clear both inside and
outside the classroom. Barger has an
extensive historical artifact collection
in her classroom that she uses throughout her lessons and student projects.
Her students are introduced to guest
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speakers and conduct
oral histories with family members who experienced the Great Depression or World War
II. Barger also brings
her experience in the
local historical community into the classroom.
She is a member of the
Lumpkin County Historical Society and was
recently appointed to
the Board of Directors.
She also serves as a docent at a local museum
run by the society. Barger is a member of the
Atlanta Historical Society, the Organization of
American Historians,
and serves as a reader
for the AP United States
History exam.
Mississippi
Julie Heintz
Mississippi School of
Mathematics and Science
Columbus, MS
Julie Heintz’s students are immersed in
state history through
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan was a past presenter of
the interdisciplinary
the Preserve America History Teacher of the Year award.
project “Sights and
Sounds of Mississippi.”
Memphis,TN
Heintz and the PerMark Scott has been a leader in the
formance Arts Director at her school
classroom for over twenty years. He
lead the project, which makes the conconducts district-wide professional
nection between the history and music
development and has volunteered and
of Mississippi.The project culminates
served as a docent at local libraries
in a three-day program of trips to local
and historic sites. Scott’s students are
historic sites and multimedia student
currently leading a major historic presperformances. Heintz is a National Board
ervation project to save the Presidents
Certified Teacher and an Adjunct InstrucIsland One Room Schoolhouse.The
tor of History at the Mississippi Universchoolhouse was used by sharecroppers
sity for Women. She has previously been
in the early 20th century and remained
recognized as an outstanding teacher by
a working school until the early 1960s.
organizations such as the Mississippi HisScott’s students have enlisted officials
torical Society and the Daughters of the
American Revolution. Her Historic Blocks in the school district, local government
and the community in a plan to move
of Columbus project was recognized by
the schoolhouse to the East High School
the History Channel’s Save Our History
campus and turn it into a museum.
program in 2006.
Tennessee
Mark Scott
East High School

For a full list of the state winners for 2010, go
to http://www.gilderlehrman.org/education/
htoy_past_winners.php.
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tools for teachers
BY TONI KRASNIC

1

Visual mapping
Connecting teachers with learning
Although visual mapping is already
used by over 250 million people
worldwide, including many of the largest companies in the world, it is still
relatively little used in schools and
unknown to teachers and students.
However, once teachers and students
get introduced to visual mapping, they
find it a fun, engaging, and motivating
approach to learning.

essence, visual mapping enables you to
transition from information chaos and
overload to a meaningful presentation of
information by organizing and connecting concepts and ideas so that they make
sense to you.
Think of a visual map as a tree, where
the various outlying branches — the
concepts and subconcepts — all connect

What is visual mapping?
Universally acknowledged as a powerful learning tool, visual mapping
— the diagramming of ideas and
concepts — was first developed by Tony Buzan in the
1970s. Using visual maps
allows you to better and more
quickly capture, create, organize,
analyze, consolidate, and share information and knowledge, and enhance
your ability to think, understand subjects, write, solve problems, make decisions, take actions, and learn.
Visual mapping is known by many
other names, most notably mind mapping,® but also concept mapping,
flow-charting, visual thinking, spider
diagramming, memory mapping, semantic mapping, and thought webbing.
Regardless of what you call it, the basic
principles are the same. A visual map
is a graphic tool used to collect, create,
manage, and exchange information visually. It represents information via the
spatial organization and association of
concepts/topics, ideas, words, or other
items linked to and arranged in a radial
pattern around a central concept. In
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back to the trunk or central concept.
The elements of a given visual map are
arranged intuitively according to the importance of the concepts, with the goal
of representing accurate and meaningful
connections among them.The concepts
are typically represented in a hierarchical
fashion with the most general (inclusive)
concepts closer to the central concept
and the less general (more exclusive or
specific) concepts placed further away
from the central concept.

How visual mapping works
The brain naturally works on the basis

of association, connecting new concepts and ideas to existing ideas and
concepts. For example, cognitive psychologist David Ausubel suggests that
new information must be meaningfully
integrated into existing cognitive structures in order to be truly remembered.
That’s exactly what you do with visual
maps and why visual mapping was developed. When you learn a
new concept, you add it to
the appropriate place in
the visual map, and in
order to do that,
you have to
analyze the
patterns and
structures
of your topic.
This promotes
better memorization
and recall, as well as the
ability to apply knowledge
in new situations. Visual
mapping offers enough flexibility to maintain interest and encourage curiosity and enough structure to
keep the learner on track.

How visual maps help teachers
In our data-saturated society, the ability to handle large amounts of complex
information is extremely important.
Visual mapping enables you to manipulate ideas and concepts with great ease
and flexibility, helping you represent
available information visually in a comprehensive and clear manner. Properly
organizing information allows you to
easily understand and evaluate existing

knowledge and opens the door for effective application of your knowledge.
Although the benefits listed in the
diagram below focus on teaching and
learning, they span far beyond education and include uses in business, meetings, project management, and problem
solving.

How to visually map
Only two steps are truly critical to
visual mapping: (1) identify/add key
concepts and (2) organize/connect key
concepts correctly and meaningfully.
In other words, provided you do
these two things, you don’t need to
worry too much about the process by
which you create your map. In fact, preoccupation with producing the “perfect” visual map can slow your thinking
and stymie the process. Visual maps
come in many variations and you may
encounter other visual mapping guides
that describe a different organizational
format or number of steps.The visual

maps that you make are yours alone, and
you can choose the form that best suits
your purpose and needs.
How to get started
A great way to get started is to look
at some existing visual maps created by
teachers and others. An extensive collection of free visual maps can be found at
www.biggerplate.com, a site with over
100,000 members.
You’ll also need a visual mapping
computer program. Although visual
mapping can be done without the aid
of a computer program, such programs
extend the scope of your maps by allowing you to easily record and manipulate
not only thoughts and ideas but also link
information from your computer and the
Internet.Today, visual mapping programs
are sophisticated, easy to use, flexible,
and available for almost any electronic
platform.
Many free and proprietary visual mapping programs are available.The most

popular free visual mapping programs
are XMind, FreeMind, Mind42, and
CmapTools.They offer robust feature
menus and are compatible with other
mapping programs.The most popular
propriety programs are Mindjet MindManager, iMindMap, Comapping, MindMapper, and NovaMind. Note that most
propriety programs offer a free, 30-day
trial period, and often provide reduced
purchase prices and special semesterlong trial arrangement for teachers and
students. For a compilation of all major
visual mapping programs, resources, and
galleries, visit http://www.pearltrees.
com/conciselearning/1424071.
Give visual mapping a try. It may be
the key to unlocking the full potential of
your teaching and your students’ learning, bringing a renewed sense of enthusiasm to your classroom.
Toni Krasnic (profTK@ConciseLearning.com)
is author of CONCISE LEARNING: Learn More &
Score Higher in Less Time with Less Effort. For
more information www.ConciseLearning.com.
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eﬀective teaching
BY LAUREN SANDERS

;

Evaluating the educator
Florida literacy specialist’s findings show need
to rethink what constitutes teacher efficacy

How can low-performing schools
identify which teachers are best qualified to improve student performance?
Is there a relationship between a teacher’s characteristics and their belief in
their own ability to be successful?
These are the questions Pamela
Craig, Ph. D. sought to answer in her
research examining whether certain
characteristics had any correlation with
language arts teachers’ confidence in
their ability to be successful or “efficacy” when instructing at low-performing
public Florida high schools.The specific characteristics evaluated in this
study included, but were not limited to:
gender, degrees, certifications, years of
experience, number of years at current
school and current courses.
Her desire to find the answer to
these questions stems from more than
15 years of work with adolescents,
most recently through her current
adolescent literacy and continuous improvement work with low-performing
schools throughout the state of Florida.
When a school is classified as underperforming based on the Florida Comprehensive Achievement Test given to
9th and 10th grade students, the Florida
Department of Education requires that
“highly qualified teachers” be reassigned to all of these schools and classes. But there is great disparity in what
constitutes a highly qualified teacher.
By No Child Left Behind Act standards,
a young teacher fresh out of college
could be considered more highly quali-
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fied than someone with more years of
experience and pedagogical training.
“Considering the pressure on the
school to turn student test scores around,
it’s critical to identify which teachers
are best suited to face this challenge,”
said Craig.“Schools must carefully select
teachers who believe they possess the
ability to raise student achievement and
are not hindered by preconceived notions that these students are incapable of
achieving.”
Craig’s research found that 82 percent
of the low-performing schools surveyed
reported more than 60 percent of their

students are not achieving Florida-defined high standards of reading, and less
than 50 percent of all students in participating schools are meeting Floridadefined high standards of reading.
The majority of her participants (92
percent) met the minimum requirements defined by the No Child Left
Behind Act; however, only 37 percent
of participating language arts teachers at Florida’s low-performing public
high schools have degrees in English
education, and only 15 percent possess
degrees in reading or reading education.
Additionally, the majority of responding
teachers had only been teaching at the
school site for five or fewer years.
Despite the majority of responding
teachers reporting a moderate to high
sense of classroom management and
instructional practice efficacy, the study
suggests that over 43 percent of the
teachers do not believe they possess the
skills or knowledge necessary to engage
students in learning.
“Teachers’ beliefs in their ability
to manage the classroom and engage
students in learning should be taken
into consideration when evaluating if a
teacher is properly qualified to instruct
at a low-performing school,” explained
Craig.“My hope is that the insight I
took away from this research will help
schools improve teacher education to
better prepare teachers to understand
how to address the needs of low-performing students.”
Her study suggests highly qualified

teachers, as defined historically by a
teacher’s credentials and education,
aren’t the only answer to turning
around low-performing schools.
“A teacher’s characteristics and their
efficacy can be a more accurate determination of a highly qualified teacher,”
said Craig.
Based on Craig’s findings, improving student achievement may require
more than just providing highly qualified teachers, as determined by their
area and level of education. In order
to recruit and obtain teachers who are
capable of impacting students’ achievements in the classroom, districts and
schools must more closely examine the
characteristics of teachers to ensure
they are prepared to work successfully
with low-performing students with a
strong sense of efficacy.
Professional development designed
to provide teachers with classroom
strategies would benefit schools and
help improve school-wide literacy

www.seenmagazine.us

culture. Craig created a literacy action plan for a Florida K-8 school
that wasn’t meeting standards and
merely three years after the plan
was put into action, the school met
its requirements.
Examining Craig’s data and evaluating this research helps define
factors other than credentialing
that need to be identified when
choosing a teacher best suited for
struggling students.
Craig took her findings from this
study into consideration when creating the Take 10 Reading program
for Recorded Books K-12.This
practice tool provides guidance to
teachers seeking to teach essential
reading strategies to adolescent
learners in just 10 minutes a day.
“With so much emphasis on improving the level of literacy and reading skills
amongst students in under-performing
schools, it’s easy to ignore the need to
improve the level of teacher efficacy to

make educators feel more empowered
and effective in the classroom.The importance of professional development
and support for teachers leading these
challenging classrooms cannot be overlooked,” said Craig.
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eﬀective teaching
BY ROBERT J. MARZANO, PhD

y

Teaching Engagement

Engagement is obviously a central
aspect of effective teaching. If students
are not engaged, there is little, if any,
chance that they will learn what is being addressed in class. A basic premise
of this article is that student engagement happens as a result of a teacher’s
careful planning and execution of specific strategies. In other words, student
engagement is not serendipitous. Of
course, no teacher will have all students engaged at high levels all of the
time; however, using the research-based
suggestions presented in this article,
every teacher can create a classroom
environment in which engagement is
the norm instead of the exception.
Engagement, motivation, and their
related processes are very complex
constructs that are difficult to fully
understand. However, for the purpose
of busy classroom teachers, our goal is
simply to develop an internally consistent model for planning and carrying
out instruction.
At the core of our model are four
emblematic questions:
1. How do I feel?
2. Am I interested?
3. Is this important?
4. Can I do this?
The first question,“How do I feel?,”
addresses the affective side of learning.
The second question,“Am I interested?,”
deals with the extent to which classroom activities intrigue students.These
first two questions combined constitute what we refer to as attention. Attention is a short-term phenomenon
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that ranges from a few seconds to a few
minutes. Emblematic questions three and
four deal with engagement — a more
long-term phenomenon lasting beyond
the parameters of a single class period.
Question three,“Is this important?,” addresses the extent to which students
perceive classroom goals as related to
their personal goals. Question four,“Can I
do this?,” deals with the extent to which
students have or cultivate a sense of selfefficacy.
One of the most powerful determiners
of how a student answers the question
“How do I feel?” is the relationship a
teacher has with students. Carol Goodenow found teacher support was consistently the strongest predictor of motivation among students in sixth through
eighth grades. By taking concrete steps to
foster accepting and supportive teacherstudent relationships, a teacher can increase the probability that students will
respond positively to the emblematic
question “How do I feel?”
Even if an individual is engaged emotionally (responds positively to the question “How do I feel?”) he or she may still
fail to engage in a new activity simply
because he or she doesn’t perceive it as
interesting. One way to increase students’
levels of interest is to initiate friendly
controversy. In their review of the research, David Johnson and Roger Johnson built a strong case for the fact that
conflict can be used in the classroom to
enhance student achievement, noting
that “controversies among students can
promote transitions to higher stages of
cognitive and moral reasoning.”

If students see classroom goals as being important they are more likely to
stay involved in the tasks at hand. One
way to do this is to help students make
connections between content and their
personal short- and long-term goals.
As Boekaerts explained, every student
enters class every day with goals that
drive his or her behavior. Connecting
classroom content to those goals will
help students answer affirmatively to
the question “Is this important?”
Finally, the answer to the final emblematic question “Can I do this?” affects
engagement. Hazel Markus and her
colleagues noted that efficacy is determined in part by students’ sense of their
possible selves. Possible selves are cognitive representations of an individual’s
future.The extent to which students
have developed clear and capable conceptions of who they might become in
the future enables them to develop a
positive sense of self-efficacy.
In general, one might say that a teacher is always addressing two questions:
1.Do I have students’ attention?
2.Are they engaged?
If the answer to the first question is
no, the teacher looks for ways to raise
the emotional tone of the classroom and
pique students’ interests. If the answer
to the second question is no, the teacher looks for ways to help students recognize the importance of the content and
raise their senses of efficacy.
Robert J. Marzano, PhD, is cofounder and CEO
of Marzano Research Laboratory in Englewood,
Colorado
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teacher’s perspective
BY CLAY NORTON

;

Can you and your students BUYA?

BUYA (boo-yah) acronymto Bring Up Your Average
Do you give extra credit? Can we
do a report or something? These were
questions that were asked after they
received their first test grade back at
the beginning of the school year. For
the most part, I have never given extra
credit for my students. I’ve always
thought of extra credit as give away
points and not meaningful to the subject matter being taught. As I began
to think about giving extra credit, I
wanted it to be relative and for every
student. If I could only come up with
an idea that was different and serve a
curricular purpose while at the same
time give students a chance to bring
up their average. The smart students
will do extra credit, I thought; but what
about the average and below students
who actually needed to attempt extra
credit instead of not trying at all. So I
told the students no, I do not give extra
credit and the grade you make is the
grade you make.
I’m an avid reader. Vince Flynn’s
novels intrigue me. His story line deals
with a CIA operative, Mitch Rapp, and
his fight against terrorism abroad. The
television series 24, which stars Kiefer
Sutherland as Jack Bauer, fascinates
me. Many of my students watch 24.
Some of them actually read a book
also. Often I would hear my students
discussing the current episode and
what would happen next week. That’s
what I wished I could do; captivate
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their minds. What could I do? How
could I increase their interest in
math, give extra credit, make it relative, and keep it ongoing throughout the school year? Then one night
while watching 24, Jack Bauer’s
computer genius, Chloe O’Brian,
used trigonometry to divert a small
remote controlled airplane away
from a large city. It was at this point
I created BUYA as extra credit.
BUYA works like a TV series and
espionage thriller. The story line
starts with chapter one and continues to the last chapter we study. Every
BUYA is different and relative to the
chapter of our Algebra II curriculum. My
students and I became the central characters of the BUYA’s. I became the Overseer, the leader of an evil terrorism group,
The Algebreans, which was out to destroy
their grades (most students think the
teacher is the bad guy anyway). My students became the rebellious group IWBG.
IWBG is an acronym for I Want Better
Grades. I wanted the BUYA to become
a game, giving the students a chance to
beat me, the Overseer. As I read more
Vince Flynn’s novels and watched more
24 episodes, I discovered more ideas for
the BUYA’s. It became fun for all of us.
Let the game begin.
Each BUYA is assigned a few days before the chapter test of the material we
are covering. The BUYA is a math problem relative to the lesson and placed in
an ongoing scenario of the Algebreans
versus the IWBG. The BUYA’s are never
assigned to be a grade changer for students. The graded weight of each BUYA

is enough to help any student who
answers correctly, while at the same
time not penalizing students who did
not attempt. Some BUYA’s were scored
in parts, while others were scored as
a whole. Most BUYA’s are based on
examples in our Algebra II book or
homework problems. This allows every
student to have an equal chance for success.
Imagine my surprise at the response
of the students after the first BUYA was
assigned and the amount of success
which came from each future BUYA.
“The comical and real life scenarios we
solved always tied our lessons together,”
one student said. “Coach Norton’s Operation BUYA’s were something to look
forward to after every chapter. Every
scenario was very challenging and interesting. Solving real problems with
Algebra made these assignments fun.”
Another student said,“Coach Norton’s
BUYA’s were a fantastic way of getting
the class involved while letting us have
the opportunity to get rewarded for extra effort. We would often wonder what

scenario he would create next.”
Success was measured by the number of students who attempted each
BUYA, not by those who gave correct
answers. Very few students correctly
answered all the BUYA’s and not every
student bought into the idea. However,
a majority of the students attempted
every one. Students began taking
examples and problems and creating their own scenario for what they
believed would be a good BUYA. You
could feel the classroom atmosphere
begin to change. The BUYA’s empowered my classes to become thinkers.
Clinton High School Principal, Dr.
Eddie Peasant, said this after observing
the BUYA in action,“Throughout the
school year, I spoke to the Clinton High
School faculty about making lessons
relevant or real-life to our students.
Clay Norton’s BUYA (Bring Up Your
Average) concept does just that. I have
been really impressed with the excitement it has brought to Coach Norton’s

Algebra II classes! The BUYA’s allow the
students to compete against their teacher
in a positive manner, earn bonus points
and have fun while doing it. But mostly,
the skill or objective is reinforced in a
way which gives students the opportunity to use and increase critical thinking
skills. I plan to encourage more teachers
to use this concept in their classes.”
As I reflect on my teaching this past
school year, I believe this concept to be
one of the better ideas I have brought
into the classroom. Because Operation BUYA was related to examples and
homework problems, my students began
to listen more attentively. They never
knew what problem I might create a
scenario around. They actually became
more engaged with the lessons. The
BUYA concept also allowed me to begin
using the Socratic method of teaching.
I wanted the focus to be on giving students questions, not always instruction
of this is how you do it and answers.
What began as wanting students to see

the relative nature of math in the real
world became extra credit disguised in
fictional settings. The overwhelming
success of the BUYA actually allowed
the Overseer and the IWBG both to be
winners. It was a win-win situation. Students were allowed to have extra credit
and math became fun.
At the end of each BUYA I left the
following statement for my students
and I leave it with you as well: “May
the Force Be with You!”, and “May the
Grades Be with You?” (yes, I’m a Star
Wars fan also).
P.S. The IWBG never defeated the
Overseer.
Coach Clay Norton teaches Algebra II at Clinton
High School, in Clinton, Mississippi. Coach
Norton is a National Certified Board Teacher in
Mathematics and holds a M.Ed.in Math and an
Ed.S. in Educational Leadership, and is currently pursuing a doctorate in Education Leadership. He also coaches Boy’s Basketball. He
may be reached at jnorton@clinton.k12.ms.us
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teacher’s perspective
BY NATASSIA JONES

Î

Choosing to teach as a second career
Should I fear it?
Fear is an emotion triggered by an impending or
perceived threat or danger.
It is something that we create in ourselves and is not
an innate characteristic. Oftentimes we find ourselves
in a state of fear as we go
through a transition period
in our lives like our first day
at a new school, buying our
first home, or even our first
time flying. I experienced
this same fear as I began my
new career as a teacher. With
a fluctuating economy, complaints from other first time teachers
about the lack of support from parents, students, and administrative staff,
and the extensive amount of coursework that needs to be completed to
receive a certification to teach, my fear
began to trump my once cheerful perception of being a difference maker. I
know I am not alone.There are many
career-switchers who desire to teach
and make a difference in the lives
of youth, but fear that their route to
become an educator may be too overwhelming, and not worth the hassle.
According to the National Center
for Education Information, by the year
2006 more than 250,000 people in the
United States had become educators
through alternative licensing programs;
Other studies reveal that a third of
teachers who ventured into the profession leave within the first three years,
and half of them leave during the first
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five years.This movement demonstrates
a high demand in professionals who seek
careers as educators, but a high turnover
in professionals who are willing to commit to the job.
In a one-on-one interview with a former high school teacher who entered
into the profession through an alternative
licensing program, the idea of teaching
was not her idea of making a difference.
The difference she set out to make included a way of making fast cash to pay
off student loans accumulated during
her four years of undergraduate studies. She spent the next four years after
college working as an accountant for a
major logistics company that paid her a
substantial amount of money.That was a
pretty excellent deal for someone with
increased debt, but not for someone who
despised everything about her unfulfilling job. She wanted to experience another outlet to express her knowledge for
accounting, and wanted a fulfilling career
that would allow her to showcase her tal-

ent. For her, that new job was
teaching.Teaching was a new
avenue for her to break loose,
and to share her creative ideas
to young minds that were
thirsty for knowledge. In her
interview, she responded:
“much to my surprise, the
check that I received not only
came once a month, but it was
half of what I used to make.”
She said that she wanted
to share her knowledge, and
educate children, but she also
wanted a live a certain lifestyle. As she put it:“teaching
was not cutting it.” Five years later, she
left her teaching career, for another accounting position. Admittedly, working
as a corporate professional has its perks:
larger salaries, longer lunch breaks, company cars, and company travel among
many other amenities. But, these amenities are far from what a career-switcher
receives from teaching.These perks
include fulfillment by making a positive
impact on students through engaging
lessons, and by forming healthy relationships that would help students become
productive, educated citizens.
Embarking on a career as a teacher
can be offset by the harsh reality that
the actual job demands more than
simply a person’s love for children.The
same motivation and expectations that
lead me to my decision to teach, also
lead to my fear of not knowing what
the new job would require of me.
see SECOND CAREER page 50
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Second Career
continued from page 48

Like many other careers, teaching
is a process that requires experience,
education, and an enthusiasm to learn
about the details needed to be successful in your new position.The process
to become a teacher is usually accomplished through an alternative teacher
certification program. Found in over 40
states in the U.S., alternative certification programs include classes arranged
to help non-traditional candidates
complete coursework pertaining to the
education field, internships, and examinations for full certification — giving
each individual candidate the same
opportunities as other students who
have completed this process through
traditional programs.
Obtaining a license to teach through
an alternative licensing program can be
discouraging because of the program’s
extensive requirements. In North Caro-
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lina, people seeking to teach through
their alternative licensing programs must
take and pass a teacher certification
exam, have 24 or more hours of subjectrelated coursework completed through
a traditional college program, and take
an additional 15-30 hours of educationrelated course work to obtain a license to
teach. My collegiate experience included
124-credit hours (equivalent to an estimated 41 classes) relating to journalism
and marketing. It was a hard bite to chew
when I was told that I was required to
take an additional 18 courses, a teacher
certification exam, and complete an internship for evaluation for full licensure
to become a teacher. Not that I did not
understand the grueling process to become a teacher, it was the simple fact
that my expectations were not even close
to the reality that I was experiencing.
Additional coursework and testing can
leave career-changers with a feeling of
fear and doubt that they would have the
time or patience to be dedicated to the

task to become an educator. But, taking
those additional courses can be quite
rewarding, as some programs are designed to award master-level degrees to
teacher-candidates upon their completion of the program.The programs are
designed to weed out the committed
from those who jump from one career
to the next. But, those who are dedicated prove to make a lasting impression
on students and staff with innovation
lessons found through these teacherpreparation programs.
Although routes to teacher certification lead to hopeful careers, other
teacher-preparation programs require
those seeking teaching positions
through non-traditional methods to become hired by school districts prior to
beginning the teaching program - a sure
hassle while many Americans are facing a downward sloping economy. In a
March issue of the Charlotte Observer,
school officials announced and estimated that there would be a 1,000 teachers

and staff members laid off from their
jobs due to district budget cuts because of our fluctuating economy.
With budgets decreasing in school
districts across the country, many new
teachers are hit with the harsh decision of selecting a career path that will
not only provide the best outcome for
their future, but one that will support
their families as well. Instead of looking for ways out of the diminishing
education job force, it is imperative
that career-changers continue to prepare for a future in an occupation that
does not seem to be losing its value in
our economy.The U.S. Bureau of Labor
and Statistics says that wage and salary for the teaching profession is projected to grow by 11 percent between
2008 and 2018.
While facing unrelenting circumstances and forecasting hardships
during an economic downfall, positive
outcomes are still on the horizon for
prospective educators. One way is
through a support system found right
in the heart of the school in which
the teaching job is found. When I approached my classroom at the beginning of the school year, I panicked at
the thought of being unprepared. I
did not know where I needed to go
to make copies of my students’ work,
who to call if my computer crashed,
where to find extra dry erase pens, and
not to mention if a fight transpired.
Thankfully I found support. From
the librarian, to the principal, and my
mentor teacher, I found help from
a plethora of avenues - our school’s
support staff. From his administrative
perspective, Head of School,Thomas
R. Hoerr spoke about the need for a
strong foundation and support system
from school workers who seek to help
meet the personal needs of new teachers. He explained in the article,“Meeting New Teachers’ Personal Needs”,
that a “teacher’s ability to address and
resolve personal challenges goes a
long way toward determining personal
and professional success.”A support
system offers encouragement for
teachers who are in pursuit of a teaching position and who have a host of
worries and fears.The support system
offers them a sense of sincerity and
eases their fears of teaching.
www.seenmagazine.us

With program-preparedness and
school support, career-switchers are set
up for success in their new teaching environment. Emily Feitstritzer, head of the
National Center for Alternative Certification, offers a great point when she comments in the March 2009 issue of USA
Today about the preparedness among
career-switchers to the educational field.
“Their maturity makes them more prepared for teaching - they are older and
wiser and often have children of their
own.Their life experience is also relevant to the classroom.”This is definitely a
dose of reassurance for a person who is
trying to escape the fears that keep them
from pursuing a career in education after
years of unfulfilling jobs.
Changing careers can pose quite a few
challenges, and changing careers to become a classroom teacher poses its own
host of challenges. Not be feared, choosing to teach as a second career takes
more than a desire to make a difference;

it takes a commitment. It has always
been my philosophy that the qualified
are not called, but the called are qualified. And, I answered my call to become
an educator two years ago. I have taken
many risks to get to this point, and have
consulted many veteran teachers to
help me confirm my decision. I have
put my fears behind me, and have left a
world in pursuit of money, for a world
in pursuit of true fulfillment and happiness. It is only my hope that other
professionals who choose to teach as
a second career take the same leap of
faith and relinquish those fears of teaching. With a desire to make a difference,
and the dedication to commit to a task
larger than oneself, a career-switcher is
destined to be successful.
Natassia Jones is a Learning Facilitator (Distance Education) for Union County Public
Schools and is a student in the Middle Grades
(MA Middle Grades Education) program at
Gardner-Webb.
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teacher’s perspective
BY SHANNON VARRIALE

0

Compassionate and accountable assessment
A balanced approach to using zeros in today’s educational system

Today’s educators face a variety
of issues that have the potential to
divide people rather than unite them.
One such issue is the “No Zero” policy.
These policies are also called “ZAP”
programs, which stands for “Zeros
Aren’t Possible” or “Zeros Aren’t Productive.”
Teachers, parents, and students
have their own understanding of a fair
grading system, and the understandings within each of these groups vary
considerably. Some teachers and administrators view zeros as discouraging
and degrading, while others believe
zeros help students learn life lessons
about responsibility and work
ethic. Some consider
any grade, zeros included, as something
students earn, while
others view a grade as
something assigned by
the teacher.
When
I first
started my
teaching
career, it
was my
belief that
students earn
their grades.
Students who
did not turn
in assignments
did not receive
anything above a
zero. My thinking was
rather simple:“if you
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turn nothing in, then you will receive
nothing for a grade.” However, after 16
years of teaching experience, my opinion
has changed. I no longer believe zeros
are the only answer to work that is deliberately disregarded by students.Yet, I
am not convinced that doing away with
zeros altogether is the solution to overcoming poor self-esteem, oppositional
defiance, or a poor work ethic. So, what is
the answer?
One thing is sure: the proper use of
zeros will not come in a nice neat package from the policy makers in the public
school system or from the practices of
teachers that have taken a traditional
approach to assigning zeros. Rather, determining the proper use of zeros is, like
many areas of education, messy work. It
involves getting to know your students
and understanding what the real problems are in the lives of those students
whose work is woefully inadequate.
There are three main arguments for
adopting “No Zero” policies. First, proponents of these policies cite the negative effects that zeros have on student
morale/self-esteem. Sally Hansen, an
elementary curriculum consultant for
Omaha Public Schools, says “If a child is
already struggling, and I give that child
two or three zeros for not completing
work, they’re going to give up … it will
take almost all year to bring that grade up
… we do not want anyone to feel like a
failure and give up already in elementary
school.” Second, some believe that zeros
are used as a punishment for students
who do not turn in their homework.
In Thomas Guskey’s article,“Are Zeros

Your Ultimate Weapon?”, he states that
“many teachers see zeros as their ultimate grading weapon, using them to
punish students for not making adequate
effort or failing to show appropriate
responsibility.” Guskey reflects the opinion that grades are assigned by teachers
rather than earned by students.The third
argument for supporting no-zero policies is based on the mathematical breakdown of the grading scale. In the article,
“The Devastating Effect of Zeros on
Grades: What Can Be Done?,” James McMillan argues that the seven point grading scale should apply to all grades—
including failing grades.Thus, in his
argument, if a school uses a seven-point
grading scale: 94-100 is an A, 87-93 is a B,
86-80 is a C, 79-73 is a D, the “range for
[an] F would be 72-66.” He goes on to
say that “work not completed, or done
incorrectly, would get a score of 66.”This
he says would be more fair because “the
spread between zero and 65 becomes 7
points (F = 65- 58) [and] if homework or
some project is not handed in, it would
be recorded as a 58, not as a 0 to –reflect
the same 7 point interval.” Indeed, when
one looks at the math behind Mr. McMillan’s article, it does seem to be a very
fair argument.
The three arguments mentioned
above, although strong in many ways, all
have the same undergirding concepts,
namely, that grades are the most important aspect of education and once given
are unalterable. I think both concepts
can be reasonably questioned. In the
see ASSESSMENT page 54
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case of Hanson’s argument stated above, it is true that a teacher should avoid discouraging a student through grading practices. However, no responsible teacher would intentionally
demoralize a student with zeros that cannot be dropped
or effectively dealt with during the remainder
of the semester. A teacher should be mindful
of any zeros in his/her gradebook by taking
into account what percentage of the overall grade the zeros comprise and whether
or not there is a way to overcome them.
Likewise, Guskey’s argument that zeros are
teachers’“ultimate weapon” raises a good
point.
Using zeros as a means of punishment
is unacceptable in today’s educational
system, but no responsible teacher would
have grades in his/her gradebook that
reflect a personal agenda of promoting or
demoting a student. Guskey also
argues that “a zero is seldom an
accurate reflection of what a
student has learned or is able
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to do” Indeed, zeros are usually an inaccurate reflection of a
student’s ability, but likewise, assigning a student a grade of
66 percent for doing nothing is an inaccurate reflection of the
student’s activity.
McMillan’s critique of the grading scale, seems to be the
most balanced and should be taken into account when grading major tests or projects. If a major project amounts to
twenty percent of the final grade it is extremely difficult to recover from a zero received for that project.
The strength of McMillian’s proposal to change
the grading scale to a seven point spread between
all letter grades, is that students will not have to
make up as much ground on major tests or projects if they fail. However, there is a weakness
to his proposal as well: If the grading scale was
changed to reflect a seven point spread for all
grades, there are sixty-six points for doing nothing and thirty-four points for maximum effort. Is
that fair?
Despite the fact that there are solid arguments for implementing no-zero policies, some
feel the policies will have a negative effect on
a student’s sense of responsibility and morale.
In Chesterfield County, VA, the
topic was discussed as a result

of a district policy instituted in 2007.
Those who were against this policy
were quick to argue that such a policy
“could set students up to fail in life
because it doesn’t ‘teach accountability’ and ‘gives an unrealistic idea
of the real world.” In June 2009, the
school board in Chillicothe, Ohio was
presented with a no-zero policy, and
some of the people who were against
the idea raised an interesting question:
should a student who does nothing be
given the same grade as a student who
tries hard but fails? The commonality
in these arguments is the idea that
education is about more than grades.
Education is about “life” and “the real
world.” Presumably, students have to
be prepared for a world that rewards
nothing with nothing. Vatterott argues
that “we [teachers] want … to nurture
within students the identity of a successful learner.” But the question is:
What is a successful learner? Is he or
she a student who is given a grade in
order to preserve their self-esteem or is
it someone who learns that hard work
does pay off in the end? Gregory Stanley and Lawrence Baines reflected on
this topic when they said:“…students
who are rewarded regardless of their
performance eventually lose respect,
both for their teachers and for the subject. If the teacher is not sufficiently
concerned to require real work, why
then should a student bother? Success
without achievement often fosters an
attitude of entitlement among students,
and even the best and the brightest
eventually come to recognize the
game. Over time, continued participation in make-believe learning can result
in disillusionment, apathy, and anger.”
Giving a student a 66 for doing nothing is an inaccurate view of what a student has done, and can have negative
consequences that are just as problematic as a student who is demoralized by
zeros. Furthermore, what better sense
of self esteem is there than that which
comes from hard work and perseverance?
So, what are educators to do about
“No Zero” policies? Those educators
who teach in schools where there are
“No Zero” policies should not blatantly
disregard the policy. However, I believe
that when teachers record student
www.seenmagazine.us

grades, they should take into consideration that there are many ways to
grade.Tests, homework, quizzes, projects, etc. should all be weighted differently. Major tests and projects can have
a minimum grade of 50 while homework and quizzes have a minimum
grade of zero with polices in place for
dropping low grades at the end of the
term. A good teaching practice would
have teachers inform students of their
grading policies at the beginning of the
year. Grading, like learning, is a process.
Thus, clear communication between
teachers, students, and parents could
instill in students a work ethic that
would alleviate the sense that ZAP programs are necessary.
It does not matter which side of
the “No Zeros” argument a teacher is
on: What matters most is what is in
the best interests of students.There
are times when zeros are appropriate
and other times when they are not.
Sometimes an issue is black and white
and sometimes we need to allow for
gray areas. One cannot put the issue of
using zeros into a nice, neat box. Grading for some will involve taking into
consideration the effort and responsibility on the part of the student.This
may mean that a teacher will allow for
students to turn in work later than the
due date. It may also mean that a teacher will give a zero to a student who has
had ample time to finish an assignment.
Teacher accountability is important,
but in the process of developing a
more accountable system, grading flexibility should not be sacrificed.Teaching
must ultimately be done by teachers—
not by policies that restrict teachers’ ability and flexibility.The more
teachers are empowered to connect
with their students through the art of
teaching, the more qualified they will
be in determining the proper grading
of student work at both the individual
and group level. While, completely doing away with zeros gets a zero in my
grade book, compassionate accountability always gets an A+.
Shannon Varriale teaches seventh grade social
studies at Crest Middle School in Shelby, NC.
She will graduate in December with a Masters
in Middle School Education from Gardner
Webb University.
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teaching early childhood
BY JOAN ALMON and EDWARD MILLER

,

The impact of new core standards
on kindergarten education
The new K–12 Common Core State
Standards were released by the National Governors Association and the
Council of Chief State School Officers
in June. Now it is up to individual states
to decide whether to adopt them.
The U.S. Department of Education has
linked Race to the Top funds to adoption of the standards, creating a powerful financial incentive. But we have
serious concerns about these standards,
especially for kindergartners.
Most kindergartens are already
highly focused on raising and testing
children’s literacy and math skills.The
Alliance for Childhood’s 2009 research
report, Crisis in the Kindergarten: Why
Children Need to Play in School, found
that kindergarten teachers spend two
to three hours per day teaching literacy
and math and testing or preparing children for tests.The Core Standards’ narrow focus on these two subjects will
almost certainly lead to even greater
emphasis on them at the expense of
other crucial areas of young children’s
learning and development.
The push to raise children’s cognitive skills in kindergarten has meant
decreasing amounts of time devoted to
exploratory learning and child-initiated
play.Yet extensive research shows the
importance of hands-on learning and
creative play in kindergarten. In contrast there is no evidence of long-term
gains (in fourth grade and beyond) for
the highly didactic and even scripted
approaches that many schools have
adopted.
The problem for today’s kindergartners is that they, like past generations,
learn best when cognitive skills are
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well integrated with physical, social, and
emotional learning. Educate the head as if
it is separate from the rest of the child (as
frequently happens now) and the learning is shallow and easily forgotten.
While no evidence exists for an academic standards–driven approach to kindergarten producing long-term success,
many child development experts believe
that high-pressure kindergartens are actually doing harm by increasing children’s
stress and contributing to early burn-out.
It is time for the pendulum to swing back
toward play-based, experiential education.
But the new Core Standards will instead
freeze the pendulum where it is or drive
it even further in a didactic and scripted
direction.
The new standards for kindergarten,
on the whole, are not research-based. We
know of no definitive research showing that certain discrete skills or bits of
knowledge (such as counting to 100
or being able to read a certain number
of words) if mastered in kindergarten
will lead to later success in school.The
standards tend to represent educated
guesswork, not educational, cognitive, or
developmental science.
For this reason the standards writers
had a hard time agreeing on which specific facts and skills kindergartners need
to know.Their final decisions seem arbitrary in many cases. Experience shows
such narrowly conceived standards lead
to teaching methods that thwart young
children’s natural curiosity, interests, and
energy. And the sheer number of standards in the final version—more than 90
for kindergartners — will require long
hours of instruction if children are to
achieve them.

Another effect of the standards movement is the proliferation of kindergarten
testing despite expert views that testing
before age eight is highly unreliable and
leads to unjustified and harmful labeling
of children as failures. A kindergarten
teacher in Milwaukee described over
150 tests that she was required to give
in a single year to her class. Most were
related to the curriculum, but many
were standardized tests. Recent studies
show that kindergartens now devote 20
to 30 minutes per day to testing or preparing children for tests.
The new national emphasis on common standards and measurable outcomes will almost certainly intensify
testing of young children. It is already
common to use kindergarten tests to
determine if a child should be promoted,
should go into gifted programs, or into
special education classes.These are major decisions in a young child’s life.Yet
the reliability rate of most kindergarten
tests is only 50 percent. One might as
well flip a coin and spare the child the
test.That would be considered highly
unethical, but making high-stakes decisions for a young child’s future based on
test scores amounts to the same thing.
There is one bright note in the Core
Standards document. In the introduction to the language arts standards, in a
section called “What is not covered by
the Standards,” they write,“[T]he use of
play with young children is not specified
by the Standards, but it is welcome as a
valuable activity in its own right and as a
way to help students meet the expectations in this document.”
The Alliance for Childhood recommends that teachers and school admin-

istrators put this statement about play
front and center as they develop ways
to implement the new standards if
they are adopted, as well as existing
state standards. When play and playbased learning are at the heart of education, young children master content
much more deeply than when schools
rely primarily on didactic instruction.
Play has also been shown to reduce
stress levels in young children, and
many will need that respite as national attention focuses on how many
letters, numbers, and words they
have mastered by age six. (See “How
Schools Can Make Room for Play,”
SEEN Magazine 11.3, Winter 2009.)
The erosion of play-based learning
in early education is contributing not
only to serious problems for children,
their families, and teachers, but contributing to societal problems as well.
One reason for developing the K–12
Core Standards is high school graduates’ lack of preparedness for college
and work.That is a real concern. But
the cognitive shortcomings that the
standards address are only one part of
the picture. Many business executives
complain that young people also lack
social and problem-solving skills and
can’t think creatively. All of these abilities are enhanced by playful, active
learning.
While the new Core Standards may
help graduates in some ways, they
will handicap them in others. It is
vital that we restore play-based education to kindergarten and preserve it
in preschools, while setting realistic
goals for learning for young children.
We need a public outcry in favor of
play and play-based learning in kindergartens. It is vital that teachers and
school administrators who understand
the importance of play speak out.
Recent surveys show that parents are
concerned about the loss of play from
children’s lives. With encouragement,
parents can become effective allies for
educators in the movement to restore
play-based learning for their children.
Joan Almon is Executive Director and Edward Miller is Senior Researcher of the Alliance for Childhood. For further information
about the Alliance’s work to restore play and
play-based learning to children’s lives, see
www.allianceforchildhood.org.
www.seenmagazine.us
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tools for teachers

8

March 2 Success
How the Army helps with the ACT, SAT and more
In today’s world, tests are increasingly the end rather than the means.The
world relies on tests to determine who
will graduate, get a job, receive a scholarship, or even enter a government
career as a firefighter, police officer,
civil servant or military service member. How well young men and women
score on standardized tests can have a
great impact on their future. No matter
your views on the politics of testing, as
an educator, you care about your students and want them to succeed. At the
same time, you know you cannot give
every student the individual attention
needed or wanted.
Many students under-perform on
standardized tests, not because of a
lack of knowledge, but because of a
lack of good testing skills and familiarity with the particularities of the test
they are taken.The value of test preparation has been demonstrated through
studies and validated by the willingness
of many to pay for test preparation
courses from firms such as Peterson’s.
Unfortunately, the cost of test preparation courses can serve as a barrier for
many deserving students.
Additionally, the focus of many test
preparation courses on college admis-
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sion tests may not resonate with those
students whose goals do not currently include college entrance. March 2 Success
is a free, Web-based program that makes
high quality, test preparation instruction
available to any current or former student.The curriculum is designed by Peterson’s, Educational Options, and College
Options Foundation.

No Obligation
March 2 Success is a public service
provided by the U.S. Army. It is our way
of participating in the “No Child Left Behind” initiative. Schools and teachers incur no obligation by recommending use
of March 2 Success.
More importantly, we do not collect
information from participants about their
school and do not track participation by
school affiliation. While registrants can
request recruiter contact, there is no
obligation for registrants to do so. Only
those registrants who indicate such a
desire will be contacted. Personal contact
information (address and phone number) is not collected except from those
who wish to be contacted.The privacy
of March 2 Success participants is respected. For more information visit www.
march2success.com.

The Course
Individuals will have the capability
of selecting part or all sections of the
course offered within March 2 Success.
These sections include: l Comprehensive
English (language usage, reading, writing),
integrated math (basic math, algebra,
geometry, statistics), integrated science
(earth science, biology, chemistry, physics), SAT program (seven timed practice
tests), high school preparation (study
skills, language arts, math, science), ACT
Program (seven timed practice tests),
SAT/ACT flashcards deck (20 vocabulary
& grammar/five math), Zero Hour Threat
(video game to raise ACT / SAT scores),
College Planning Tips – Admissions, Financial Aid, College Success Info.

Enrollment
If someone you know is ready to work
for their future, give them the help they
need and start them on March 2 Success.
The program is available to anyone over
the age of 13 with Internet access. It’s
free and there’s no obligation.To enroll
or to view a demonstration log on to
www.march2success.com.
Click on the register button, answer
a few questions and registration is complete.

undergraduate education
BY WILLIAM S. DINGELEDINE, JR. M.S.



What makes the best college?

“What’s the best college?”That is
one of the most common questions
asked of college counseling professionals. Our society is heavily focused
on rankings of “the Best” – restaurants,
sports teams, cars, cities, etc. In fact, the
editor of the US News & World Reports
Best Colleges Guide has claimed,“It
is un-American not to have rankings.”
As a result, the magazine has built its
reputation and business model on that
one issue.
From one perspective, it seems like a
straightforward, empirical question that
can be answered fairly easily based on
some general measure(s) of quality. In
fact, US News is not the only media or
organization that has based their business model and success on providing
students and parents with a list of the
“best” colleges. Whereas it may be easy
to quantify many of the things that we
rank in today’s society, colleges are too
varied and students are too nuanced to
be able to develop any kind of ranking
system that is helpful to finding “the
best” college.
The Education Conservancy (www.
educationconservancy.org), a “watchdog” trying to calm the frenzy of college admission, states that “colleges can
be assessed but not ranked.” Richard H.
Hersch, Past President of Hobart & William Smith Colleges and member of the
Board of the Association of American
Colleges and Universities, stated, that
“Higher Education is the only industry
in American where we rank based on
input rather than output.”
In reality,“What’s the best college?”
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is the wrong question.The question for
the student should be,“What is best for
me?” Note, it is not what “’college’ is best

for me”, but what is “best for me” as an
individual.This question requires that a
student undergo some significant intro-

spection.
This is not as easy as naming what one wants to be (doctor,
lawyer, businessman, etc.), what size college, what location,
what major, etc.The question is much more existential and
requires a student to step up to a higher level of maturity.The
practical questions are important, but they really cannot be
answered with any true sense of validity without the personal
introspection.
Those easy questions are, in many ways, a way of avoiding
the “work” required to delve into the serious aspects of why
one wants further education and what use one hopes to make
of that additional knowledge. If one gets out of a process what
one puts into it, then it is clear that using any sort of simple
ranking system really will not yield much of value.
Failure to do the “up front work” can be expensive in the
long run. When one considers that the average six-year graduation rate from college is 53%, there should be a red flag for
every parent and student. Not only is this alarming, but it is a
“six-year” graduation rate. [Four-year graduation rates are so
abysmal in many instances that they are not even reported
by most colleges and the U.S. government only requires the
six-year rate.] That additional time in college, especially when
most families budget for four years, can be an expensive proposition; and is not an unusual occurrence because students
end up changing majors and then having additional courses
or prerequisites.
So, what are the questions that students must ask of themselves and colleges in order get the best focus on selecting a
college(s) that is “best” for them?
What motivates me?
This should be answered not only academically but also
holistically (personally, extracurricularly, socially, etc.) in order
to gain a vision of what characteristics of a college will be
important for a student to consider.This is necessary because
failure to consider what factors will help “drive” a student forward may lead to a situation where one is not motivated and
therefore does not perform adequately to be successful, causing failure, frustration, more time/expense, etc.
The academic aspect of this question is generally pretty
straightforward because most students can articulate which
subjects interest them (and therefore most likely motivate
them to do well); but another academic consideration is what
subjects a student feels he or she must learn or improve in to
become a better developed individual for the future.These
help give focus to the academic arena in which one wants to
find himself or herself.
Another component of this question is the non-academic
side. What are the personal, social, and extracurricular qualities and activities that motivate a student. While academics
(“learning”) is the main focus of higher education,“learning”
in a broader sense can take place in a variety of venues. In
addition, if one is choosing a residential college, then there
need to be those other factors of one’s life that round out or
supplement the academic experiences and provide the holistic environment that can enrich the college years.
see BEST COLLEGE page 62
www.seenmagazine.us
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Best College
continued from page 61

Considering the “motivating” factors
means that a student is much more
likely to end up in a situation where
he or she is eager to take advantage
of available opportunities to learn and
grow.
How do I like to learn?
In addition to “what” one likes to
learn and do, there is the important
aspect of “how” one prefers to do that.
This question is important because it
will help a student look at a college
through the lens of the learning environment at the institution and consider
what it might be like to be a student
there.The National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) has developed a
set of questions that can help students
grasp the learning atmosphere and expectations at a school (http://nsse.iub.
edu/html/students_parents.cfm).

Can I afford it?
This is a universal question that even
the most affluent should ask – it is practical and realistic. Just because one has all
the money in the world to spend, doesn’t
make the most expensive college the
“best” for that student. A college education is not a luxury to be purchased. In
addition, with the rising cost of colleges,
both public and private, a student and his
or her family must be cognizant of what
one “gets for the money.”
Again, this is not a simple question,
because “cost” is not always the sticker
price. Financial aid and “merit” money
can change that cost and can sometimes
make the (much) more expensive college
equal to or even less expensive than the
theoretically less expensive local or state
option.The term in admission circles is
“tuition discounting” – the average percentage off the actual cost that students
on average pay at a particular institution.
There are many colleges where that
figure is above 50%.There is a complex

“science” of enrollment management
that is in play at many schools and this
aspect of which is the “best college” for
a student will be impacted in part by
admissibility, ability to pay, diversity, and
desirability.
Am I admissible?
Many times this is the primary (sometimes sole) criteria that students and
parents have for choosing a college, and
that focus greatly distorts the purpose
and motivation for preparing for and
attending college. On the other hand, it
is an important question because one
must realistically be able to gain acceptance in order to be able to partake of
the learning experiences at an institution.
This is a bit of a “chicken or the egg”
question. Many students (and parents in
particular) are focused on having good
grades, test scores, and lots of activities
in order to get into the “best” colleges.
see BEST COLLEGE page 64
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Best College?

experience that one will receive is not
dependent on these factors. Some of
these may be “quality of life” issues surrounding the college experience, but they
need to be taken in context. Selecting a
college with these as the initial filter(s)
greatly reduces the chances of one’s finding colleges that are the “best” (holistically
speaking), and short circuits the need for
serious personal reflection.
As the old oil filter ad used to proclaim
in trying to get people to change their oil
before major damage is done – “You can
pay me now, or pay me later.” Eventually a
student will have to address the personal
questions and characteristics that will
help define his or her life, and the period
of transition from high school to college
is a critical time to do that.Those who
make that effort are much more likely to
find their own “best college.”

continued from page 62

While it is truly important to be cognizant of admission expectations (and
this can be a positive motivational
aspect), obsessing about high achievement (academic, athletic, extracurricular, or other) can destroy or cloud
one’s true motivation and inhibit
the necessary introspection to find
the best college. On the other hand,
students who wait too late to think
about expectations for admission run
the risk of not being well-prepared for
success in the process and missing out
on collegiate opportunities that may
have been a good “match” for them.
Other Factors
Finally, the above questions have
little or nothing to do with size, geography, proximity to (or distance from)
a city, sports teams, or “rank”.That is
because the quality of the educational
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Bill Dingledine is President of the Southern Association for College Admission Counseling
(SACAC).
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Together We Can
Make a Difference
in a Student’s Life
You’ve laid the foundation for your students
road to success, but now it’s time for us to
lend a hand. Johnson & Wales University is
dedicated to preparing students for personal
and professional success after graduating
college. JWU combines a traditional university
education with a solid practical experience
— empowering students to succeed in today’s
dynamic world.
JWU oﬀers degree programs in business,
culinary arts, hospitality, technology and
education. Johnson & Wales truly makes a
diﬀerence in students lives thorough its unique
education model, which includes the following:
Hands-on learning
Faculty with industry experience
Co-op and internship opportunities
Industry partnerships
For more information visit www.jwu.edu
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Top Ten Strengths
and Experiences
Colleges look for in
High School Students
1. A rigorous high school curriculum that challenges the
student and may include AP or
IB classes.
2. Grades that represent strong
effort and an upward trend.
However, slightly lower grades
in a rigorous program are preferred to all As in less challenging coursework.
3. Solid scores on standardized
tests (SAT, ACT).These should
be consistent with high school
performance.
4. Passionate involvement in a
few activities, demonstrating leadership and initiative.
Depth, not breadth, of experience is most important.
5. Letters of recommendation
from teachers and guidance
counselor that give evidence of
integrity, special skills, positive
character traits, and an interest
in learning.
6. A well-written essay that provides insight into the student’s
unique personality, values,
and goals.The application essay should be thoughtful and
highly personal. It should
demonstrate careful and wellconstructed writing.
7. Special talents or experiences
that will contribute to an interesting and well-rounded
student body.
8. Demonstrated leadership in
activities. Colleges want people
who will arrive prepared and
willing to take leadership of
student activities and events.
9. Demonstrated intellectual curiosity through reading, school,
leisure pursuits, and more.
10. Demonstrated enthusiasm
to attend, often exhibited by
campus visits and an interview, showing an interest toward attending the college.
Based on a Survey of IECA member
consultants

STEM education
BY BETH WOLFE

±

STEM undergraduate program

Tell me and I’ll forget;
Show me and I may remember;
Involve me and I’ll understand.
-Chinese Proverb
The concept of learning by doing is
by no means new. Indeed, it has gained
increasing attention and favor in K-12
education during the past decade.Too
often, however, once students reach
college they find themselves in lectureintensive classes in which student
involvement is rare. Marshall University,
located in Huntington, West Virginia,
is reversing that trend through its undergraduate research programs in the
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) fields.
Marshall University is classified as a
Master’s-level institution that also offers various doctoral degree programs,
including a Ph.D. in biomedical science. However, undergraduate students
are the centerpiece of the university
and key participants in the scientific
research that takes place on campus.
As early as the freshman year, students
can join faculty in research laboratories,
thereby enabling three full years of active participation in a research project.
This continuity benefits both the student and the faculty member who is
leading the project, as less time can be
spent on training newcomers and more
time can be spent on research.
Dr. Stephen J. Kopp, President of
Marshall University, is a strong proponent of STEM education, and has dewww.seenmagazine.us

voted much of his
time and energy to
the development
of Marshall’s STEM
programs.“By
involving our students in scientific
research and inquiry-based learning
at every level, we
are providing them
with the experience necessary
to forge the path
to success upon
graduation,” Dr.
Kopp said.“Further,
they can enjoy the satisfaction of becoming involved in discoveries that expand
our knowledge and have the potential to
improve our world.”

Increasing Student Participation
Many examples exist affirming the recent increase in dedication to the STEM
fields and undergraduate research on
Marshall’s campus. In 2004, Dr. Michael
Castellani, chair of the Department of
Chemistry at Marshall, spearheaded the
creation of Undergraduate Research
Day at the Capitol.This event provides
undergraduate students from all higher
education institutions in West Virginia
the unique opportunity to travel to the
state capitol and showcase their research
findings to state policymakers during the
legislative session.The participation of
Marshall University students in this annual event has grown from eleven in the
first year to twenty-six in 2010.The scope

of the research represented has also
grown from just three areas (psychology,
chemistry and physics) to ten, including
biochemistry, mathematics, economics,
and English.
In 2005, Marshall University offered
its first Summer Undergraduate Research
Experience (SURE). Funded by the West
Virginia Research Challenge Fund, SURE
provides a $4,000 stipend to support
students during a ten-week summer
research session.This year, students are
working on a wide variety of subjects
including treatments for Parkinson’s disease, the diversity of freshwater mussels
in a local creek, the mitochondrial DNA
ancestry of African American students at
Marshall University, and the connection
between nicotine use and retinal disease.
The high level of undergraduate student participation in scientific research
see STEM PROGRAM page 66
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STEM Program
continued from page 65

is due in large part to the encouragement the students receive from the
STEM faculty at Marshall.“From the
time students enroll in the College of
Science, we start telling them about
the opportunities in and
benefits of participating
in a research lab,” said
Dr. Charles Somerville,
Dean of the College of
Science.“Students involved in research are
more successful and
graduate at higher rates,
so we really encourage
them to approach the
professors they feel an
affinity for and become
a part of their research
team.”
The creation of the
Marshall Institute for Interdisciplinary Research
(MIIR) in 2008 has led
to additional opportunities for student researchers. Supported by the
“Bucks for Brains”West
Virginia Research Trust
Fund, MIIR’s mission is
to develop research that
will lead to economic
development through
patentable discoveries. Among the distinguished and accomplished research
team members, most of whom hold
advanced degrees, is a research assistant who is currently an undergraduate student in Marshall University’s
College of Science.
Marshall’s undergraduate STEM
students are also working on projects
that have immediate and practical application.This spring, the senior project design students in the Bachelor of
Science in Engineering program collaborated with an art professor in the
College of Fine Arts to design decorative concrete pillars for a downtown
beautification project.Taking Professor Byron Clercx’s artistic design, the
students worked with engineering
professor Dr. Wael Zatar to develop a
concrete mix that would be flexible
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enough to showcase the detail of the
design, but strong enough to be structurally sound for use on a public street. One
student in the course, Michael Audelo, had
this to say of the experience:“Not only
was it exciting to work on a project that
will potentially be seen by hundreds of
thousands of people, but the experience
of building something real, rather than

science programs, including engineering and computer science, and a magnet
STEM academy for high school students.

something that would work theoretically,
was great preparation for the work we
will do upon graduation.”

students with the resources more often
found at larger institutions.“Marshall
University has positioned itself to give
students access to facilities that rival
those at the best research institutions in
the country, but we have retained our
commitment to personalized, studentcentered education at every level,” said
President Kopp.“Our undergraduate
students are routinely taught by full-time
faculty in classes of fewer than fifty students.That’s why we say that Marshall is
big enough to matter, and small enough
to care.”The growth and success of Marshall’s undergraduate research program
is just another example of how Marshall
University is putting students and their
learning first.

Building for the Future
Marshall University’s dedication to
STEM research is also reflected in capital
projects on campus.The Robert C. Byrd
Biotechnology Science Center, 144,000
square feet of classroom, office and research space shared by the College of
Science, MIIR, and the Joan C. Edwards
School of Medicine opened in 2006.The
first phase of an engineering and applied
science complex opened in 2008 with
the dedication of the Arthur Weisberg
Family Engineering Laboratories.The
Weisberg labs utilize a flexible and open
design that allows full use of space every
academic semester. A second construction phase will provide new classroom
space for many technological and applied

“Big Enough to Matter, Small
Enough to Care”
With a total student population of
more than 14,000 students, Marshall
University has the ability to provide

Beth Wolfe is the former Coordinator of STEM
Outreach and current Director of Recruitment
at Marshall University.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

A world of opportunity,
a world-class value.
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY offers nationally recognized undergraduate and graduate degrees, study abroad
and National Student Exchange programs, state-of-the-art facilities, and a campus life experience like no
other. The best part is, with our Border State and Appalachian Region scholarships, this can be yours for a
price comparable to many institutions’ resident tuition.
Call the Office of Recruitment today at 304-696-3646 or 1-877-GOHERD1
for more information about degree programs, admission requirements, and upcoming campus events. Let us
show you that there’s more to Marshall than meets the eye!
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dual admission programs
BY KIM COHANE and ELLEN SAGNARD

T

Jump start your path to a graduate or
professional degree with a dual admission

You’ve probably heard it said — or
even said it yourself — a bachelor’s
degree today is the equivalent of what
a high school diploma used to be
years ago. The bar has been raised and
obtaining an associate’s or bachelor’s
degree is often not enough in today’s
competitive world. Many students will
need to continue their education in
graduate school. While it is great advice for most young baccalaureates to
gain real world experience before immersing themselves back into the halls
of academia for a masters or doctorate, what about those whiz kids who
always stood out in high school? You
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know, the one who knew she wanted to
be a doctor since she was three years old.
Or, the one who’s going to take over the
family business and needs an M.B.A. to
manage it? And how about the one who
always wanted to go to law school and
become a Supreme Court judge? In today’s economy, students and parents need
to ask the question,“Which university will
help me reach my goals faster?”

Dual admission?
Nova Southeastern University offers a
leading edge to a select group of highly
motivated students who have maintained
a laser focus on their career goals from an
early age. Qualified students in the Dual Admission Program are automatically reserved a seat
in one of NSU’s graduate
or professional schools.
Dr. Dimitri Giarikos,
Associate Professor and
Coordinator of Sciences
in the Farquhar College
of Arts and Sciences at
Nova Southeastern, explains,“The Dual Admission Program at NSU is a
unique opportunity for
undergraduate students
to get accepted into their
undergraduate program
and have a seat saved
for them at the graduate
level. Not many colleges

or universities in the nation can do that.”
There are over 30 dual admission
programs at NSU that incorporate graduate or professional programs. Many students choose to combine undergraduate
school with graduate business, law, education, oceanography, and many others.
The most popular are the health professions: audiology, dental medicine, nursing, occupational and physical therapy,
osteopathic medicine, and more. Admission requirements, such as grade point
average, test score, pre-requisite classes
in high school, differ from program to
program. All of these students, however,
share similar traits.
“Dual Admit students have a clear idea
of their goals. They know they want to
be in a professional school setting in
the future. This program allows them to
focus on their career choice at an earlier
stage . . . and to have some sense of security to know that a seat is saved for them
in their respective college or university,”
adds Dr. Josh Feingold, Associate Professor in the Division of Math, Science, and
Technology.
Unlike traditional programs, Dual
Admission offers a unique path that will
jump start high achieving students into
their choice of graduate or professional
programs,“The dual admissions program
is a great program to be in as a freshman,” says Natasha Antonovich, Dual Admission Pharmacy Student.
“ I applied to both undergrad and
graduate school. I was in undergrad for

2 years and as long as I kept up my GPA
and got a certain score on the PCAT, I
was automatically guaranteed a seat in
the (NSU) pharmacy school. Everything
I did in undergrad was geared towards
how I would use it in pharmacy school.
It was a great preparation for transitioning from undergrad to graduate school.”

High-achieving students find an
enriching environment at NSU
The undergraduate experience is more
than just going to class and studying at
the library. At NSU, high-achievers find
support both in and out of the classrooms. They’re highly involved outside
their residence halls with a wide variety
of enriching programs that encourage
leadership and support student success.
All undergraduate students may take part
in the Clinic Exploration Program (CEP)
which offers students the opportunity to
shadow medical professionals on the job
in many of NSU’s clinics. Program participants gain a broad perspective that
shows how various medical fields work
together and offers a practical, up-close
review of several medical career options.
The Dual Admission Program is much
more than just a direct path to a student’s future. It was designed to free
up students to expand their academic
interests and get a richer, more wellrounded education. Since a dual-admit
student’s place in grad school is already
reserved; they can afford to take a few
risks. So even if they’re planning to go to
law school, maybe they’d enjoy a theatre
class. If their goal is to become a corporate titan, it couldn’t hurt to learn a little
about psychology. The point is, they have
nothing to lose and so much to gain.

Theme Housing
Living on campus is a big part of the
undergraduate experience. Students
with similar interests or in the same academic program on a residence hall floor
may choose the housing option where
like minds are clustered together. For
students who excel academically there is
a built-in residential community at NSU
to support and encourage their growth.
NSU has leadership-themed housing for
undergraduate students beginning their
freshman year. Other themes include a
quiet study floor and those with a fraternity and sorority membership.

For more information visit www.nova.edu
www.seenmagazine.us
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special needs
BY SUSAN GRIFFIS

Ã

Why post-secondary education for
young adults with intellectual disabilities?

To answer the question “Why postsecondary education for young adults
with intellectual disabilities?” we first
need to look at the purpose of education. As John F. Kennedy said,“Let us
think of education as the means of
developing our greatest abilities, because in each of us there is a private
hope and dream which, fulfilled, can
be translated into benefit for everyone and greater strength for our nation.”
The opportunity to continue one’s
education should not be exclusive
to only those students on the honor
roll or those with IQs in the triple
digits.The need to learn new things,
to expand abilities and to succeed in
social spheres is deeply engrained in
all of humanity.To deny these needs,
or to not provide opportunities to
meet these needs is to limit personal
growth and strip people of hope for a
fulfilling future.

Education is the Means of Developing Our Greatest Abilities
The faculty at Shepherds College,
a three-year post-secondary program
for young adults with intellectual
disabilities, believes that all people
have the potential to reach a level of
independence that is appropriate for
their level of ability. Ability should not
be defined by a person’s disability, but
discovered and developed through
the teaching, re-enforcing, reviewing
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and testing of the education process.
Sometimes, it is easier to do things for
people with disabilities than it is to teach
them to do it themselves. By educating
them, we are empowering that person
with new skills and, ultimately, the selfrespect and confidence to succeed in this
world. Post-secondary education provides
additional training and experience beyond high school in order to gain meaningful employment in fields that require
more advanced skills. Encouraging ongoing education for adults with intellectual disabilities may mean the difference
between a job as a busboy and a career as
a line cook—a skilled position that could
be perfect for a person with intellectual
disabilities that thrives doing repetitive
work.The goal in continuing education
for all people is the fullest possible development of human capabilities.

Education Fulfills Private Hopes and
Dreams
Parents have dreams for their children
— go to college, get a good job, get married … Parents of children with intellectual disabilities are no exception. Not
long ago, parents were discouraged to
dream for their children with disabilities
and they in turn felt the need to suppress their hopes and keep them from
future disappointments. Before the 1975
Education for All Handicapped Children
Act (EAHCA), public schools were not
required to teach these kids, so more than
one million children in this country had

no access to the school system. Many
of these children were institutionalized
where they received limited or no education at all. If they did attend a school,
they were placed in separate facilities
where education was not a priority.
There was no room for creative dreams
in this stark and hopeless landscape.
Now the EAHCA has been replaced by
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and reinforced by the No Child
Left Behind Act. As a result, doorways to
the hallowed halls of academics are now
opened to people with intellectual disabilities. People affected by disabilities
are dreaming again — that is, until the
student ages out of the public school
system.
Several years ago, Shepherds conducted nationwide research to find out
where the students with intellectual
disabilities ended up after high school.
They found them … on their living room
couches. Parents and teachers were
unaware of post-secondary options for
the students and not sure of where to
find information or assistance. Currently,
there is a ten year transition between
high school and the time parents complete the search for other alternatives for
their child’s future.
The situation does not have to remain
this way.There are many colleges now
including students with disabilities in
their classrooms.There are also new
programs like Shepherds College that are
designed specifically to accommodate

students with intellectual disabilities
by incorporating inventive teaching
methods, customized supports and
opportunities to practice life skills on
a residential campus.These programs
are helping students find their purpose in life and offering hope beyond
high school.
Students with intellectual disabilities, with post-secondary options
opened to them, can now share the
dreams of their siblings or schoolmates — living away from home for
the first time, training for a career that
interests them and envisioning an appropriately independent future bright
with possibilities.

Education Benefits Everyone and
Strengthens Our Nation
Koïchiro Matsuura, the former
Director-General of UNESCO, sees
education as the primary vehicle by
which economically and socially marginalized adults and children can lift
themselves out of poverty and obtain
the means to participate fully in their
communities. With an unemployment

www.seenmagazine.us

rate of 90 percent and living well below
the poverty level, often with only Social
Security Disability Insurance payments to
sustain them, people with intellectual disabilities truly qualify as economically and
socially marginalized.Training for a meaningful career, including life skills preparation in the areas of public transportation,
cooking, personal hygiene, financial planning and health management, can elevate
a person with intellectual disabilities from
menial labor at minimum wage to a satisfying career earning a living wage. A study
by the Institute for Community Inclusion
supported this finding and also discovered that individuals with disabilities
who continued their education required
fewer supports, had increased self-esteem
and benefited by expanding their social
networks to include people without disabilities.
The students themselves are not the
only people to benefit from their postsecondary education:
Parents of these students are greatly
relieved as the stress of wondering what
will happen to their child in the future is
reduced.

Employers profit when they hire a
person with intellectual disabilities that
has gone through a post-secondary program.They gain employees with positive
work ethics, high retention rates and
lower than average absenteeism, finding
they increase in overall productivity as a
result.
Communities grow stronger as all
members contribute to the common
good and build a solid social structure
educationally, relationally and economically.
When we keep post-secondary programs open as options for students with
intellectual disabilities, it makes the
statement that society believes in their
potential for success, and they will believe too.
Why post-secondary education for
young adults with intellectual disabilities? The real question is “Why not?”
Susan Griffis is the Director of Marketing for
Shepherds College in Union Grove, WI. For more
information about Shepherds College, a faithbased, three-year post-secondary program for
young adults with intellectual disabilities, visit
www.shepherdscollege.org.
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BY RITA COLORITO

Road to the Future
ELSA program provides path to college for challenged students

For most college students, the
hardest part of getting to class in the
morning is waking up. For Mike Mackowiak, a student in the graduate program of the Elmhurst Life Skills Academy at Elmhurst College in Elmhurst,
Illinois, the challenges of getting to
college couldn’t be
overcome with a shot
of espresso. Considered
intellectually and socially challenged with
autism spectrum disorder, Mackowiak had to
master not only the Chicago subway system but
also his fears of going to
college and fitting in.
Begun in 2005, ELSA,
as it is known, provides
a path to college for students like Mackowiak,
that otherwise would
be closed to them.The
first program of its kind
in Illinois, with three
such programs currently in the works there,
about 250 similar programs exist throughout
the United States.These programs provide learning disabled students who
can function at least at the 3rd grade
level with the opportunity to pursue
a higher education on a college campus and learn the life skills necessary
to chart their own future.
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Many learning challenged students hit
educational roadblocks after high school.
Mackowiak only qualified for 000 level
classes at the jr. college and transition
programs didn’t meet his needs.“Prior to
ELSA, we worried that Mike would not get
to realize his dream of a college experi-

ence,” says his mother, Diane Mackowiak.
It’s one of the many worries parents of
learning disabled students face.They also
worry what will happen to their children
when they can no longer care for them:
Will they be able to get a job, earn a living
and live on their own?
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ELSA focuses not just on academics,
offering in-depth coursework in reading,
writing and math, but the whole student.
Through various on and off-campus organizations, ELSA provides opportunities
in work and volunteerism, and social
and recreational activities.“The variety
and intensity of support available through
ELSA—from professors, Elmhurst College
students and ELSA
students themselves—
is what sets it apart
from other transitional
programs,” says ELSA
adjunct professor Charlie Reibsamen, who first
worked as a student
mentor while he was
pursuing a Special
Education degree at
Elmhurst College.
Reibsamen now
teaches ELSA Graduate
Seminars which provide
continued support for
ELSA alumni.This year’s
seminar will take alumni on the information
superhighway, with them creating and
contributing to a blog focused on learning challenged students.
Above all, Reibsamen says, ELSA helps
students think and advocate for themselves.“What I have seen in the ELSA
graduates is a belief that they can do

something meaningful, and the will to
make it happen,” he says.
Since ELSA opened its doors, 12 students have received their certificate of
completion and more than 30 students
are currently enrolled.“Because programs like ours are growing, it gives
these students the chance to ‘college
visit’ like a typical student would,” says
ELSA director Nancy Cheeseman.“Yes,
they are apprehensive and excited.
However, many are looking for this experience to provide that once in a lifetime opportunity of attending college.”
ELSA’s alumni statistics rival those of
their non-challenged peers: Seven ELSA
alumni are currently employed and one
is furthering her education at a junior
college in California, her home state.
Two are also continuing their volunteer
work, an integral facet of the ELSA experience.
ELSA junior Jarvis Hart currently volunteers with Opportunity Knocks (OK),
an organization geared toward young
adults with learning disabilities.To fulfill
his dreams of working in sports and
media, Hart had the opportunity to do
a radio interview for OK. He has also
written a sports piece for The Leader,
Elmhurst College’s newspaper.“The
program has given me all the tools that
I need to accomplish my goal while I’m
in college,” says Hart, who, like Mackowiak, struggles with autism.
“ELSA changed my life,” says Alayna
www.seenmagazine.us

Ayres, of Westmont, Ill.,
who learned to wrangle
Attention Deficit Disorder and dyslexia to stay
focused on her work and
goal of a college education.“It helped me realize
that I can be successful no
matter what life throws
at me.”After receiving her
ELSA certificate of completion, Ayres, who attends
ELSA graduate seminars,
confronted the stagnant
economy head on, becoming an Avon representative to earn some money
while she continues to job
hunt. She hopes to eventually work as an advocate
for people with learning
challenges.
For those wanting to explore independent living, ELSA works with
Monarch Living, a transitional housing
program, to get students started in a life
outside the family home. Mackowiak
and Ayres went their own route, moving
in with ELSA students and other roommates. Mackowiak continues to live
with two friends in a condo near campus while working at a paid internship
at Cossley Zoo in Wheaton, Ill., part of
his lifelong dream and long term plan of
working with animals.
Once Mackowiak learned self-reliance, there was no stopping him.“Up
until the day Mike graduated, he became the program’s cheerleader,” recalls
Cheeseman.
For the first three years of his ELSA
program, Mackowiak, took two subway
lines from his parents’ home in Orland
Park, getting up at 5:30 a.m., just to
get to his classes. Caffeine wasn’t the
motivator. Mackowiak now believed in
himself.“I felt like I was a real college
student,” says Mackowiak, who returned
to the program after graduating to mentor current ELSA students.“I wanted to
show them what campus life was like
and that it could be fun,” he says.
The road to a successful life might
be a little more bumpy for intellectually
challenged students, but thanks to programs like ELSA, it no longer contains a
Dead End sign.

Pathway
Building Paths to Bright Futures
Discover Pathway
The complete college experience
for students with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
OUR COMPREHENSIVE 2-YEAR
PROGRAM:

• Offers a blend of educational, social,
and vocational experiences, taught by
instructors sensitive to students’ needs
• Includes housing near the beautiful
UCLA campus, where students
can enjoy a wide range of social,
recreational, and cultural activities
• Builds a desire for lifelong
learning, independent living,
and a fulfilling career
For more information call
(310) 794-1235 or visit
uclaextension.edu/pathway.
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BY CHRISTIAN TASKE

Notre Dame College’s Academic
Support Center a ‘Refuge’

“For me, the Academic Support
Center is more than a learning center.
It’s a place of peace and quiet, a refuge away from the bustling campus.”
These words spoken by Chariya-Marie
(Char) summarize what Notre Dame
College’s Academic Support Center
means to its students with learning
differences.
Char is one of 85 students enrolled in the center, which opened
in 2006. Since then, it has helped students overcome learning disabilities
through comprehensive services ranging from individual tutoring to action
support groups and career advice.
With adaptive equipment and personal attention exceeding those services
required by law, the ASC unlocks the
potential of its gifted students.
“Unlike other colleges, NDC has a
support program that is tailored to my
needs,” Char says.“The staff took into
account that my learning style was
that of a visual learner and tutored
accordingly.”

Unique Services
Even though there are academic
support centers at colleges across the
country, few, if any, match the services
offered at Notre Dame.Twenty instructional advisors mentor students
throughout their collegiate careers.
In addition, the ASC is affiliated with
the Cleveland Clinic, and a doctor
and counselor meet with students
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bi-monthly to set
goals to increase
executive function.
“The ASC
helped me come
to terms with my
different learning
style and realize
the only person
holding me back
was myself,” says
Mike, who graduated in May with
a bachelors in
criminal justice.
A feature
unique to Notre
Dame’s Academic Support Center is its
career service. At the College, students
are required to complete an internship.
Funded by the Northrupp Trust and the
Lennon Foundation, career coaches work
with ASC students on interviewing skills,
résumé writing and securing references.
“I also learned note-taking skills and
strategies for organizing my schedule,”
Char says.“The social skills workshop
improved my ability to communicate, to
resolve conflict, and to be more reflective
in my choice of language.”
An advocate for human rights, Char
co-founded Notre Dame’s Neurodiversity Club, which educates the public to
respect those with brain differences and
builds “neurodiversity pride.” Graduating
with a bachelors in communication, Char
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plans to go to law school and work for
the American Civil Liberties Union. She is
convinced Notre Dame and the ASC prepared her for this ambitious career.

Fun-Filled, Service-Oriented
Learning Environment
But at Notre Dame, students not only
receive the best academic and career
services – they have a lot of fun, too.
With 23 scholarship sports and countless clubs, opportunities to be active are
abundant.
ASC student Kevin, for example, is the
photographer for the student newspaper
and president of the Poetry Club. His poems focusing on loss, people and nature
have been published in the College’s literary magazine.
“I write when I am inspired by a per-

Hope for Troubled Teens
son who means a lot to me, or by an
emotion which dominates my mind
at the time,” he says when asked what
inspires him to write such contemplative poetry.
Fellow ASC student Michael is the
co-president of NDC’s Choral Club
in which he sings baritone. His voice
is famous on campus and has been
heard as far as China, where Michael
went on a spring break trip sponsored
by Notre Dame. He describes the trip
as “a humbling experience.”
“As a result of my trip to China, I
gained much more appreciation for
the things I have,” he says.“It showed
me that many things I have always
taken for granted, such as clean drinking water, pollution laws, and freedom
of speech, do not exist for everyone.”
This empathy is constantly instilled
in the students through NDC’s many
service opportunities. ASC student
Emily, who overcame cancer as a
child, for example, volunteers for the
Cleveland Sight Center. She pursues a
degree in special education and hopes
to share insights from her personal
struggles with students.
“I learned at a very young age that
life for some people can be short,
that you should always find a way to
live life to the fullest, and a way to do
something you love because you only
have one life.”
Emily loves the performing arts,
which received a boost at Notre Dame
when professor Jacqi Loewy brought
her Broadway experience to the theatre program.This past year, it put on
performances of “Proof” and “The Laramie Project” in collaboration with the
Choral Club.
Char is one of the members of the
Choral Club, where she sung alto for
the last three years. She also served
on Student Government’s Food Committee, and, as a member of Campus
Ministry, built houses for Habitat for
Humanity.
But when it is time to focus on her
studies, Char knows she needs to step
away from the hustle and bustle on
campus.There is only one refuge she
visits then — the ASC.

Our staff loves Jesus and work hard to
model His example of care for others. We
want to connect to your whole family and
are excited to offer:
• An accredited boarding school
• Licensed therapeutic counseling
• Individual, group and family counseling
• Live-in mentorship support team
• Supportive learning environment
• New facilities, including a gym and
swimming pool
• Year-round program

800.584.5005
info@shelterwood.org
www.Shelterwood.org
Locations in Branson & Independence, MO

Christian Taske writes for Notre Dame
College.
www.seenmagazine.us
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special needs

o

BY JAMES McDANIEL

Racing with change
Technology accelerates success in LD education

Technology, communication and
brain research have dramatically affected the field of education, particularly LD education, over my 35 years
in education. This rapidly changing
landscape associated with the Information Age and advances in brain
research have affected today’s educators like science and technology have
affected no other generation that precedes them in the history of mankind.
The explosion of information alone
has stimulated the evolution of pedagogy and directed our understanding
of how we read and learn from scientific studies that focus on brains with
learning disabilities.
Advances in technology/communication and neuroscience/genetics:
1973 - Modern cell phones are invented
1979 - Apple invents the first home
computer
1985 - Nintendo Entertainment
System is released in US
1989 – The World Wide Web prototype system is built.
1990 - 1999 - “Decade of the
Brain”- National Institutes
of Mental Health of the National Institutes of Health
engage in a unique interagency initiative to achieve
goals set by George W. Bush
administration.
1995 - Kenneth Pugh and colleagues at Haskins Labora-
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tories and Yale University use
functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to reveal brain
activity associated with reading
and reading disabilities.
1991 - Anders Olsson transmits solitary
waves through an optical fiber
with a data rate of 32 billion bits
per second
1996 - Microsoft releases InternetMail
and News 1.0, a feature of its
third release of Internet Explorer.
This is later renamed Outlook.
2000 - Genetic researchers finish mapping human genes.
2001 - Email celebrates its 30th anniversary with virtually every
business in the developed world
signed on.
2005 – Dr. Jeffrey Gruen and his research team at Yale University
identified a gene that had patterns and variations that were
strongly associated with dyslexia.
2005 – Apple releases I-phone
2006 – The Dyslexia Foundation begins
Academic Centers for Excellence project with affiliated LD
schools to effectively bring science and practice together

Technology and Communication
During the past20 years, for the first
time in the history of formal education,
students’ access to information is no
longer dependent upon, or limited by,
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their teacher due to the universal store
of and access to, information available
on the internet. The teacher and one
text no longer represent the reservoir
of knowledge that produced those facts
that every sixth grader needed to know
as published by E.D. Hirsch in 1993. The
effective teacher was no longer the ‘sage
on the stage’ but became the ‘guide on
the side’ of his or her student.
Exacerbating the experience of withstanding the new tsunami of information,
instant communication and ‘connectedness’ heightened a strong wave of anxiety
for our generation of teachers. Resulting
heightened expectations of parents and
administrators kept teachers off balance
and tumbling in the surf. Parents became
known as ‘helicopter parents’ referring to
their soaring expectations for feedback
and demands for success without failure for their children. (Was it their fear
from the feeling of instability our rapidly
changing world gave them?) Accountability and expectations further increased
as teachers’ performance became tied to
their students’ success on standardized
measures of testing. And then ... the truth
became evident…no one had the answer.

Cognitive Neuroscience
Parallel with this wave of change in
our world has been an exploration of
new horizons we have not experienced
since the Age of Discovery that goes as
far back as the 15th century. Just as Magellan, Columbus, and da Gama explored

our globe and taught mankind about
what lay beyond the horizons of their
generation’s reality, so today, are neuroscientists revealing yet another set
of maps that expand our perceptions
of reality. The mapping of the human
brain is being done by such explorers
as Gallaburda, Pugh, and Dehaene and
is still in its infancy.
Human brains, these neuroscientists
have found, are profoundly adaptable,
robust in potential, and so very unique
from person to person in function,
though much more consistent in
structure or form. The first autopsy of
a dyslexic brain was performed in the
early 80’s by Dr. Albert Galaburda on
the brain of a Linden Hill student who
died suddenly at age 14 of a seizure.
Clearly our progress along this journey to fully map and understand our
brains is only just beginning and thus,
those attempting to draw conclusions
from current research, must be careful
not to extrapolate or generalize in the
name of finding the ultimate solution
to this highly complex riddle.
If it is true that brains function differently across our species, then how
is it that we have taught generations
with relatively uniform pedagogical
methodologies and curricula and have
evaluated each individual with a standardized, one-dimensional, measure….
in a standardized length of time with a
standardized mode of response. Who
are the winners and who are the losers when we teach our children thusly? This generation of teachers now
knows better. How will they proceed?

Literacy
Children in general have ‘special
needs.’ Those that we have labeled today as ‘special needs’ students are only
a direct bi-product of the choices that
were made along our evolutionary
path that has led us to the educational
programs that exist today in our public school systems. (What if schools
evolved to be highly active, transitory
educational labs that focused on doing
rather than sitting and listening? Who
would be the special needs students
then? ) Today’s educators must look
to learn from the practice of special
needs teachers. Understanding, resee RACING WITH CHANGE page 78
www.seenmagazine.us
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Racing with Change
continued from page 77

specting, and teaching according to
individual differences….curricularly,
pedagogically, and using multiple modalities, is just great teaching. Do our
teachers work in environments that
are conducive to their employment
of these features?
In his most recent publication,
Reading in the Brain, Stanislas Dehaene writes,
My firm conviction is that every
teacher should have some notion of
how reading operates in the child’s
brain … Children’s brains can also
be considered formidable machines
whose function is to learn. Each day
spent at school modifies a mind-boggling number of synapses. Neuronal
preferences switch, strategies emerge,
novel routines are laid down, and
new networks begin to communicate
with each other. If teachers ... can
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gain an understanding of all these internal
transformations, I am convinced that they
will be better equipped to discover new
and more efficient education strategies.
Dehaene continues as he reinforces the
need for teachers to continually reassess
chosen paths of teaching based on experimentation with educational options reflecting diverse learning styles of students
and outcomes of assessments in relation
to such adjustments…
Although pedagogy will never be an
exact science, some ways of feeding the
brain with written words are more effective than others. Every teacher bears
the burden of experimenting carefully
and rigorously to identify the appropriate
stimulation strategies that will provide
students’ brains with an optimal daily
enrichment. Reading in the Brain, Dehaene,
2009, pp. 232-233.
Will our teachers be given the time or
license to ‘experiment’ to improve their
craft? Will superintendants and unions
agree to return focus to our children?
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LD: the R&D of Education
As Headmaster of a small boarding/
day school for boys with learning differences and attention issues, it is my
job to ensure that Linden Hill leads in
this capacity. Though it is paramount
that our teachers’ curricula be rooted in
evidence-based practices (Orton-Gillingham, Wilson, Linda Mood-Bell, etc.), they
simultaneously strive to understand each
child’s learning preferences with regard
to modality of experience. “Praxis” is that
dance between theory and practice and
should be exercised by every educator,
special needs or mainstream. This is
what Dehaene referred to in his directive to teachers to carefully experiment
to address individual needs. Training and
understanding in the multi-disciplinary
cognitive neuroscience is essential training for teachers to excel in this arena. It
is also expensive.
Cognitive neuroscience is an academic
field concerned with the scientific study
of biological substrates underlying cogni-

tion], with a specific focus on the
neural substrates
of mental processes. It addresses the
questions of how
psychological/cognitive functions
are produced by
the brain. Cognitive neuroscience
is a branch of
both psychology
and neuroscience,
overlapping with
disciplines such as
physiological psychology, cognitive
psychology and
neuropsychology.
Cognitive neuroscience relies
upon theories in
cognitive science
coupled with
evidence from
neuropsychology,
and computational
modeling. - Wikipedia
The Dyslexia
Foundation is
currently launching a project called
Academic Centers for Excellence in
conjunction with Haskins Laboratories,The Brehm School (Illinois), the
Linden Hill Institute,The Good Samaritan Foundation and approximately
twenty LD schools. The purpose of
this longitudinal project is to track
performance outcomes of students
with learning disabilities after intervention with evidence-based curricula:
the simple, essential question to be addressed,“What works and for whom?”
The science community has been
generous in its support of this effort
helping shape the process of data
gathering and analysis, and Director,
William Baker has been tireless in his
effort to bring this concept into its
current form of reality. A good percentage of new research and development for cognition and learning is
focused on learning disabilities, thus
providing a wonderful opportunity for
our LD schools to emerge as leaders in
www.seenmagazine.us
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Cottey
College, an
independent,
liberal arts and
science college for women, is a
place where women learn to become leaders, ﬁnd their voice,
and are encouraged to succeed.
Looking for intellectual
engagement? Cottey’s low
9:1 student to faculty ratio and
average class size of 13 means
you’ll get individual attention
from your professors.

the ongoing development of effective
teaching and learning. Viva la difference!

Today’s Teachers’ Score Card
Teachers have higher communication and student performance expectations from parents and administrators.
Teachers’ responsibilities are complicated by emotional and physical
wellness issues of their students more
so than ever before in history due to
evolving societal and technological
pressures.
Training in Cognitive Neuroscience
is essential for the current and future
generation of educators.
“Every teacher bears the burden of
experimenting carefully and rigorously
to identify the appropriate stimulation
strategies that will provide students’
brains with an optimal daily enrichment.” Dehaene
LD is the R&D of ED…ucation.

Want to become a leader?
Cottey has a four-level leadership certiﬁcation program and
a leadership course, offering
academic credit, that is open to
all students.
Want to broaden your global
horizons? Cottey offers an
educational trip to a European
city for every second-year student over spring break.
Want to learn more? Call, email, or visit us on the Web.

www.cottey.edu
1-888-526-8839
Cottey College
1000 W. Austin
Nevada, MO 64772

James McDaniel is Headmaster of Linden Hill
School.
SouthEast Education Network  FALL 2010
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mental health
BY CELIA BANTING



Therapeutic Novels
Teenagers experience healing through reading

What is Bibliotherapy?
The popularity of self-help books
indicates that individuals use reading
as a form of self-development and
healing, and while many are able to
seek professional help through psychiatric agencies, a great many more
either cannot access psychiatric services for financial reasons or do not
wish to, and that is where self-help
texts come into their own.The term
“bibliotherapy” means to experience
healing through reading, and can be
used alone or as an adjunct to therapy
with a counselor.The reader identifies with the characters in a book
and realizes that they are not alone
with the problems they experience in
their lives. When the reader becomes
emotionally involved in the story they
find it easier to express their own
emotions, learn to problem solve and
gain alternative perspectives.

Why Bibliotherapy for
Teenagers?
I studied teenage suicide for my
PhD thesis after professionals identified that many suicides occurred in
adolescents who they would not
have considered at risk, and I identified twelve risk factors, which, when
combined, increased the likelihood
that a teenager could attempt suicide.
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I wanted to do something, anything, to help
adolescents avoid this
violent and irreversible act. I interviewed
numerous adolescents
in juvenile detention
and behavioral health
facilities as part of my
research and recognized
that so many disadvantaged and at risk teenagers were poor readers.
They felt intimidated
by this and shied away
from studying or learning, which compounded
their problems. With this
in mind I began to write
therapeutic novels to address those twelve risk
factors, simply, so that
even the poorest reader
could manage and benefit from them.The 2007
National Assessment of
Educational Progress
(NAEP) showed that
69% of eighth graders
were below proficiency
levels, so the novels have
a larger font than usual,
shorter sentences, and
use simple language.
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The 12 Risk Factors for Teen
Suicide
It is commonly accepted that familial suicide is a risk for other family
members, each having assimilated the
message that “If life gets too tough
around here, I can always opt out,” and
my research shows that it is still the
greatest risk factor. However, when I
examined my data further, I found a
disturbing number of other risk factors
that research at that time had not identified.Teenagers from one-parent families
were at greater risk and those with a
negative relationship with step-parents
were also at greater risk.Those who
felt that they didn’t belong anywhere,
weren’t good enough, wished that
they’d never been born, felt powerless
and couldn’t think for themselves also
were at risk, yet for many teenagers
these risk factors were tempered by
“buffers,” people, resources, that helped
teenagers cope with these life stressors.
Those without support, when these risk
factors were combined, were more likely to attempt suicide, seeing no other
way out. I wanted to provide troubled
teenagers with a “buffer” so that when
they felt despair they could gain comfort and realize that suicide was not
the answer, they weren’t alone and that
there was hope.

teenage pregnancy, sexual
abuse, drug addiction, cutting and self-harming, eating
disorders, behavior modification and parenting skills,
and coping with divorce
and blended families. What
is unique about these books
is that they are written in
the first person and in the
present tense so that the
reader identifies with the
main character’s thoughts
and feelings and progresses
through the therapeutic
process vicariously as the
main character. Each book has therapeutic fables, which teachers, school
counselors, social workers, therapists
and nurses can use to generate discussions about sensitive issues. Each book
also provides three consistent loving
role models, Miss Tina (therapist), Miss
Cassie (life skills teacher) and Ken

(counselor) who offer a literary safe haven
to the reader so that teenagers can gain
comfort from them when they feel alone
and distressed.
Although teenagers were my target
audience these books are not only useful
for them.They provide student teachers,
counselors, therapists and nurses not only
effective therapeutic interventions to use
in their practice, but also a means to selfactualize in their chosen professions.

My Vision
So often teenagers go home each night
to the same situation that led them to experience despair, and nothing in the family
changes. If teenagers can take these books
home, parents could learn from them too,
thus breaking the cycle of inter-generational pathology. My vision is to help as many
young people, everywhere, avoid suicide,
so that they realize their true potential,
learn coping skills, and keep themselves
safe in the future.

Therapeutic Novels for Adolescents
Wighita Press is committed to publishing high quality
books that offer help to troubled children and
adolescents in a way that identifies with
their situations.
The “I Only Said” series’ purpose is
to help the reader cope with their
problems and to avoid the extreme
act of suicide. Therefore, these
stories place emphasis on
therapeutic interventions.

What is Unique About the “I Only
Said” Series of Therapeutic Novels?
The series of novels, current ten, address the following issues: anger management, understanding adult co-dependence, bullying, peer pressure, having
casual sex to fit in with the in-crowd,
grief and depression, drinking alcohol,
www.seenmagazine.us

www.wighitapress.com • 501-455-0905 • contact@wighitapress.net
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bullying
BY SANDY RAGONA

d

Skills for bystanders
A look at bullying triangulation:
Why bystanders don’t get involved

In the triangulation of harassment,
there is a bully, victim and bystanders.
Much has been written on the power
and control of why children bully.
Likewise, we understand the effects
of victimization. However, the role of
a bystander is misunderstood and not
emphasized in the literature.
Today, many children react to bully-

ing situations out of fear and trepidation.
They believe that they could become the
bully’s next victim. Their actions or no
actions are passively standing by or ignoring the bully. Children are afraid because
they lack skills.
When facing these situations alone,
children retreat as a flight response. As
educators, we need to reverse this men-

tality to a more proactive response.

Stop the Violence
As the author of the book, Becoming
Someone’s Hero, I wrote a children’s
story to facilitate ways to respond appropriately and firmly in rescuing victims
from playground bullies. I helped my
elementary students learn powerful steps

to stop bullying as a bystander. My
research helped to define skills that all
elementary children need when in the
role of a bystander.
Action Plan for Bystanders
Step 1: Feel something’s wrong
Step 2: Get a group
Step 3:Tell the bully to stop
Step 4: Invite and play with the victim
Step 5: Report it
Elementary students can learn these
steps, feel empower to help a victim
and become someone’s hero. In my
research, my elementary students retained these steps throughout the year
through periodic post testing.

Ways to Teach Bystander Skills
Starting in kindergarten, students
begin to understand empathy. Teachers
and school counselors can help students to develop empathetic responses.
Teaching students about their own
emotions and reactions is the first step
to becoming an effective bystander.
Just as we teach students about protecting themselves from abuse, we
need to help students understand and
trust their instincts.
Moving beyond the old advice of,
“just ignore it,” educators need to help
students understand that we don’t
need to act alone to respond to a bullying situation.Teach students how to
form a group and the whys of group
response in times of need. Students,
who are confident in standing up for
themselves, can organize others when
they see another student who is being
bullied. We can not ignore these problems any more.
Once a group is formed, the group
assertively tells the bully to stop. While
in this group, students feel the comfort
of numbers and understand they don’t
have to stand alone. We have just eliminated the fear and the flight response.
While the group assertively tells the
bully to stop, simultaneously, the group
is telling the victim to get out of the
situation and come join their group. In
my school, we call it a rescue mission.
Once the victim is rescued, the
group offers support, empathy and an
invitation to join them to play at recess.
The group reports the harassment/
www.seenmagazine.us

bullying situation to school
authorities.

Become Someone’s Hero
The role of a hero is
someone who goes above
and beyond to help another
person.
Every student needs to
learn how to stand up for
themselves and other people. We can not ignore and
passively stand by anymore.
The image of real heroes is
the satisfaction and feelings
of compassion while helping a victim of bullying.
Can we all become someone’s
hero?
Can we stop reacting to problems
and starting teaching real skills that
stop problems?
The answer to these two questions
lies in the power of educators to start
the real work now. Please don’t give

the advice to just ignore it.
(Portions of this article were taken from
the book, Becoming Someone’s Hero by
Sandy Ragona.)
Sandy Ragona is a school counselor in Dubuque,
Iowa and author of four books. For more information email sragona@dubuque.k12.ia.us or contact youthlightbooks.com.)
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special needs
BY LAUREN STAFFORD



Technology transforms the autism classroom

Lauren Stafford has
worked as an Intervention
Specialist in the field of
autism in public and private school settings in Virginia and Ohio. Ms. Stafford
worked as an Intervention
Specialist for Monarch
School for 10 years, where
she also served as an Academic Supervisor for four
years, and acted as Entry Year
Coordinator, LPDC Chairperson, Data Coordinator, and
collaborator with Children’s
Hospital Boston. Ms. Stafford
is currently the Director
of Instructional Design for
Monarch Teaching Technologies.

Finding What Works
Autism is a spectrum disorder with
a beautiful range of abilities and disabilities making each child unique.
Finding ways to unlock the potential
of each student can be difficult and
truly rewarding. Research has proven
that individuals with ASD typically
use visual processing as their dominant information processing mode,
and because of that strength they
usually possess a heightened interest in visual materials. One would be
hard pressed to find an autism classroom that doesn’t use visual schedules, token boards or other visual
behavioral supports in therapy.They
are used in almost every intervention
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paradigm, making them philosophy neutral. How visuals are used in the autism
classroom needs to go beyond the basics
though for the child with ASD to succeed.

Visual Immersion — Beyond the
Basics
The Visual Language Program at the
Monarch Center for Autism at Bellefaire
JCB, in Shaker Heights, OH goes far beyond the basics.The program is the core
of the teaching model at Monarch, permeating every aspect of a student’s day. Visuals are everywhere for organization, such
as schedules, timers and token boards;
instruction, including visually rich stories
for social learning or visually supported
learning games; and expression, such as
topic boards and augmentative and al-
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ternative communication
(AAC) devices.
Monarch developed the
successful evidence-based
Visual Language Programming in partnership with
Howard Shane, PhD. Dr.
Shane, director of the Center for Communication
Enhancement at CHB, led
a team of clinicians from
CHB and Harvard Medical
School and worked with the
Monarch staff and students
to develop and research the
model (as documented in
his book Visual Language in
Autism [Plural Press, 2008]).
The research involved
proved that ubiquitous use
of visual materials and supports throughout a student’s day leads to
greater success.

Presentation Also A Key Factor
Part of Shane’s work proved what
educators and parents working with
this population for any length of time
knew anecdotally to be true: that young
individuals with ASD are more attracted
to, and choose to spend more time with,
electronic media than with any other
forms of play combined. It makes sense
then to take advantage of this affinity in
education. Doing so has been proven effective. One study showed that students
with ASD were attentive to a computergenerated lesson 97 percent of the time
and learned 74 percent of the targeted

®
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nouns, compared to
62 percent attentiveness to a teacherdirected lesson where
they learned just 41
percent of the material.“We now know
ubiquitous use of individualized, meaningful
visual supports for
organization, expression and instruction
is very effective with
this population,” Shane
said.“Presenting those
supports interactively
on a computer or electronic whiteboard makes them even more
effective.”
But How?
The question became how do you create and maintain an
environment that can sustain the customized visuals needed for
all parts of a child’s day? And how do you provide visuals that
can be presented interactively on computers or whiteboards to
maximize their impact? As they implemented visual immersion
for each student in every classroom at Monarch, creating all the
individualized visual-based materials needed became one of
their biggest challenges--it can be a full time job for an army of
media specialists.
Monarch’s answer is a program called VizZle® developed
specifically to meet just those challenges.The Web-based visual learning software developed by the Monarch school staff
through an affiliate organization, Monarch Teaching Technologies Inc., has launched the school into efficient 21st century
learning. After four years of development and testing, both at
Monarch and in public school classrooms, VizZle is now available to any teacher, therapist or parent with access to the Web.
VizZle has opened doors for students with ASD.The program
is at its core an authoring tool.Teachers can browse more than
15,000 pieces of media to create any content or curriculum using series of templates that mimic what they do every day in
the classroom.They then share lessons through the library, so
nobody has to reinvent the wheel every time a lesson is needed.
Thousands of adapted and peer reviewed lessons and tools are
searchable by subject, age level and keyword.
Lessons can be linked to IEP goals and objectives to print reports and make data driven decisions.The program also allows
everyone on the student’s teaching team, including parents, to
share materials to enhance generalization. It is touch friendly
and has changed the dynamics of group learning by using interactive write boards to engage students and present material in a
multi-sensory format. It can also be used to introduce skills in a
1:1 setting and allows setting up playlists that can be organized
for independent work at a computer station in the classroom.
Technology is a powerful tool, allowing the transformation of
the autism classroom, and student’s lives, one click at a time!

BESSIE AWARDS
ComputED Gazette, Carlsbad, CA

see for yourself!
For more information and a free trial,
visit www.monarchtt.com or
call 1-800-593-1934

Lauren Stafford is an Intervention Specialist and Director of Instructional
Design at MTT Inc.
www.seenmagazine.us
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empowering students
BY BRENDA POAGE

Empowering students
through communication

Nobody has to tell me that bullying is real. I’ve lived it. From the time
I started school in a small town in
Texas, I was mercilessly teased, harassed, and called hurtful names. It
was out of those experiences that I
wrote Ima Nobody Becomes a Somebody. One reality about my situation
kept me paralyzed — helpless to do
anything about the constant bullying
I received. And I wonder if the same
may be true of some of the students
in your classroom.
The reality? I had no one — no
one — to talk to. After all, to a kid
there’s only one thing worse than
being bullied, and that’s being labeled
a snitch… narc … a tattletale. And it
was the adults in my life — parents
and teachers — who reinforced the
idea.You tattle … you’re in just as
much trouble as the perp.
I wonder if in the process of
teaching children not to rat out their
friends (or enemies!) or tattle about
every offense and offender, we have
inadvertently opened the door to all
sorts of bullying. Surely there’s a better way.

Tattle Talk — What it Is and Isn’t
We make a distinction between being a tattletale and tattle talking. Children tattle for the express purpose of
exposing someone and getting them
in trouble.This is the behavior that is
frowned upon and can turn victims
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into outcasts by both their peers and
sometimes even adults. Nobody (including me) likes a tattletale. But Tattle Talk is
different. Starting with our own children,
we set about to open a bridge of communication between children and adults.Tattle Talk involves building a lasting, trusting
relationship.Tattle Talk teaches kids how
to talk to adults, first by teaching adults
how to listen.

Tattle Talk in Action
Emily is normally a bright, active eightyear-old student who is eager to participate in schoolwork. But for two days
she has been withdrawn and appears
troubled. While any number of causes
could be behind the change in her behavior, if Emily knows she has a safe place to
talk about her feelings and what is behind
them, maybe that kind of trust can resolve
a difficult situation.This doesn’t happen
automatically, and there are no guarantees
that it is happening at home. Emily’s situation, duplicated in millions of ways in
schools and homes across America, calls
for a partnership between parents, teachers and other trusted adults. In an ideal
setting, Emily can have an opportunity
to identify and communicate her feelings (fear, sadness, etc.) and the causes
behind them to an adult she trusts. Often
that’s all she needs – a chance to find
love, support, and understanding. At other
times, she may need some guidance. And
in more serious situations, she may need
adult intervention.
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Ideally, parents start teaching children
to communicate their feelings at an early
age. However, I don’t think it’s ever too
late to initiate a trust relationship with a
child. And as children progress, new age
and developmental dynamics call for new
levels of understanding and communication.
The simplest belief that forms such
a foundation is for the child to believe
it’s OK to come to parents, teachers, or
trusted adults to discuss their problems
and feelings. We may assume they understand that, but often our assumptions are
misplaced. Adults who seem uninterested,
unwilling to be interrupted, or irritated
by child-sized problems may find the kids
in their world trying to cope on their
own. Children are not looking for a
best friend in an adult.They look to adults
for guidance, safety, and love and understanding. When we show our children
or students that their needs can come
before our agenda, they will share those
needs with us. And when we show them
we trust them, they in turn will trust us.

Listening So Kids Will Talk
At Tattle Talk, we emphasize the importance of what we call “The Three-S
System”:
Silently sit,
Silently listen,
Slow to speak.
Children need to know that you care
see EMPOWERING STUDENTS page 88

Empowering Kids by Teaching
Them to Communicate
When children are faced with bullies, they often try to get revenge by tattling, earning the child the label of “narc” or a “snitch.” More seriously, being told not to tattle
only serves to close the lines of communication between the child and the adult.
Brenda Poage, author of the anti-bullying children’s book Ima Nobody Becomes
Somebody (published by AuthorHouse), along with a child psychologist and a
youth counselor, has developed a new program to battle the problem. Tattle Talk™
teaches kids the difference between tattling for revenge and seeking help for safety
reasons. It also teaches adults to listen—to not disregard a child’s feelings if he or
she seeks them out for help.
photo by James Price Photography

Materials and curriculum will be available for Tattle Talk™ later this fall 2010. We are
currently booking seminars for Tattle Talk™.

Ima Nobody Becomes Somebody!

Brenda Poage is the author of Ima
Nobody Becomes Somebody! and
a co-founder of Tattle Talk™.

Book One in the Ima Nobody Series

Kyle Poage is a co-founder of Tattle Talk™.
Andy Wood is a partner of Tattle Talk™ and is the managing
partner of the LifeVesting Group, a professional association
that provides professional and pastoral counseling, life coaching,
communication services and consulting.
Ima Nobody and Tattle Talk™ have been featured on:

KLVT Radio
The Ima Nobody series book has
been added to Burnet CISD as an
AR book.

Ima Nobody Becomes Somebody! can be purchased
from Imanobody.net as autographed and has links to
non-autographed materials and ebooks.
Visit our blog on Imanobody.net or on Tattletalk.info.
Tattle Talk™ is a non-pro¿t organization.

Do you remember the
bully in ¿rst grade?
Many children face this
issue on a daily basis,
as Ima Nobody does in
this book.
Dealing with differences
and dealing with the
reactions of those
angered by it are tough
issues for children.
Take the journey with Ima and her ¿rst grade
classmates as they discover their own selfworth, strengths and weaknesses. There are
many books out there that face this issue, but
there needs to be more books that deal with
the same issue on a kid’s level.
This story does not tell children how to react
to Ima’s predicament. It does however show a
positive way in which Ima deals with the
situation.

Empowering Students
continued from page 86

enough to sit with them, and listen to their problems or
concerns without being interrupted. Active and alert listening techniques can encourage
reluctant or hesitant children to
continue sharing until they’ve
said all they need to say.They can
also help you “hear” more than the
words. Observe body language and
other nonverbal communication.
Otherwise, avoid speaking until
you know that the child is finished
venting.
We also stress the importance of
LAFing with the child:
• Listen to the child and their
needs.
• Advise your child on the best
way to handle the situation.
• Follow up with your child the next day.
Teach kids that it’s healthy to talk about the issues that
bother them, and that we love and accept them, no matter
what.

Why Tattle Talk Matters
If it’s true that with one issue alone — bullying — as many
as 50 percent of school-aged children report being victims on
some level, there is a desperate need for Tattle Talk. Adults and
children need to know how to communicate with each other.
Children need to know when Tattle
Talk is necessary, why it is so important, and how to do it. Adults need
to learn how to listen to children,
and why it is so important to make
Tattle Talk a daily part of a happier,
healthier lifestyle with their child.
Tattle talk need not be seen as
an interruption to an educator’s
agenda. By opening doors of communication, honing the verbal and
listening skills for both children
and adults, and offering life skills to
all involved (including the bullies!),
you have the opportunity to develop a new generation of lifelong
learners. And that is the kind of relationship worth investing
your time in.
Brenda Poage is the Co-Founder of Tattle Talk, a non-profit organization
and the author of Ima Nobody Becomes Somebody, the series.

The North Carolina Truck
Driver Training School
has the distinction of
being the oldest and
most successful truck
driver training school
in the nation.
The North Carolina Truck Driver Training School at
Johnston Community College, is certi¿ed by the State
of North Carolina Division of Motor Vehicles as a third
party tester and is authorized to administer and score
the Commercial Driver’s License Skills Test pursuant to
provisions and authority of the Division.
The North Carolina Truck Driver Training School
at Johnston Community College

800-691-2220

www.johnstoncc.edu/academics/tdt/tdt.html
Located at Johnston Community College, Smith¿eld, NC
at exit 95 on I-95 and Hwy. 70 Business.
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LIMESTONE COLLEGE
Main Campus, Gaffney, SC
Extended Campus Sites in SC:
Gaffney, Greer, Columbia,
Charleston, Florence, Kingstree,
Lowcountry, Aiken/ N Augusta

EXTENDED CAMPUS
EARN YOUR DEGREE ONLINE
OR IN THE CLASSROOM
• Accelerated Program
• 8-Week Internet Courses
• 4 - Week Classroom Courses
• Affordable Tuition
• Financial Aid
• Transfer Credit
• Associate and Bachelor
Degrees Available
AVAILABLE MAJORS:
Business Administration (6 concentrations)
Computer Science (8 concentrations)
Psychology
Criminal Justice
Human Resource Development
Liberal Studies
Elementary Education
Social Work

1-866-654-2223
www.limestone.edu/ec
A Campus Without Boundaries

teaching student behavior
BY RANDY SPRICK, Ph.D.

&

Shaping student behavior

Teachers deserve our commendation and gratitude for the work they
do for, as any educator will tell you,
teaching is not an easy job. Witness
the enormous turnaround among
first year teachers—as many as half of
them will leave the profession within
five years. And often, in survey after
survey, student misbehavior ranks
high as one of the major forces driving this exodus.
Managing and motivating students
is what teachers do when they are at
their best.Teachers who do this well
avoid power struggles, communicate
high expectations, remain calm in
difficult situations, and inspire even
the most reluctant students.These
teachers succeed because they know
how to manage the mechanisms that
positively impact student behavior.
Some teachers are naturals at this.
Others may require training and
practice. But, the more mechanisms
(i.e., strategies or tools) that teachers
master, the better able they will be to
evaluate and address behavioral problems calmly and to motivate students
effectively.

Using STOIC
When I work with teachers as a
professional developer for Safe & Civil Schools, I use the acronym STOIC
to describe five major variables teachers can control in shaping student
behavior.

90

Structure your classroom for success.
The way the classroom is organized
(physical setting, schedule, routines and
procedures, etc.) has a huge impact on
student behavior. Effective teachers carefully structure their classrooms to prompt
responsible student behavior.
Teach behavioral expectations to students. Effective teachers explicitly teach
students how to behave responsibly and
respectfully in every classroom situation—teacher-directed instruction, independent seatwork, cooperative groups,
tests, and all major transitions.
Observe and supervise. Effective teachers monitor student behavior by physically circulating whenever possible and visually scanning all parts of the classroom
frequently. In addition, effective teachers
use meaningful data to observe student
behavior, particularly chronic misbehavior,
in objective ways and to monitor trends
across time.
Interact positively with students. When
students are behaving responsibly, the
teacher provides them with attention and
specific descriptive feedback on their behavior.Teachers should focus more time,
attention, and energy on acknowledging
responsible behavior than on responding
to misbehavior — what I call a high ratio
of positive to negative interactions.
Correct fluently. Teachers should preplan their responses to misbehavior to
ensure that they respond in a brief, calm,
and consistent manner, increasing the
chances that the flow of instruction is
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maintained. In addition, with chronic and
severe misbehavior, the teacher should
think about the function of the misbehavior (Why is the student misbehaving?)
and build a plan that ensures that the
student learns and exhibits appropriate
behavior.
Using STOIC as a guideline, teachers
can find or create tools that will help
them establish a calm, safe, and orderly
environment that is conducive to learning.

The T of STOIC
For instance, in my experience, many
teachers beyond grade three often make
the mistake of believing that students
“should know how to behave” in the
classroom. For a variety of reasons, this is
simply not the case in today’s educational
setting.
Using the T of STOIC, good teachers will develop and teach lessons on
behavior directly and explicitly in their
classrooms—just like a coach teaches
basketball.
At the beginning of the season, the
coach drills all players on the fundamental skills and strategies of the sport.The
players practice these skills over and over
until they have mastered them. Coaches
teach big concepts like teamwork, cooperation, and sportsmanship, but first
they focus on the basics. As the season
progresses, they build on what players
have learned and introduce new skills as
needed. When necessary, they return to

the basics for more practice.
Teachers can do this too. Develop lessons with clear instruction on overarching concepts like respect, responsibility,
and cooperation, but also on “plays” like
whether students can get up and sharpen
pencils during independent work or talk
during choice time.Then provide opportunities for students to practice these skills
until they gain mastery over them. During
the year, refresh student memory on the
basics before advancing to more complex
skills—and always provide ample time for
PRACTICE.

The I of STOIC
One of the most important tools that
teachers can use relates to the I in STOIC
— Interact positively. In my seminars, I call
this tool the Ratio of Positive Interactions.
The Ratio of Positive Interactions, or RPI, defines the relationship between positive and negative teacher-to-student
interactions. If teachers want to succeed at shaping student
behavior, they should plan to interact at least three times
more often with each student when that student is behaving
appropriately than when he or she is misbehaving.The RPI is
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a minimum of 3:1.
In my experience, RPI is one of the most
essential tools in a teacher’s toolkit. It fosters a caring classroom environment, and
because it creates positive relationships
between teachers and students, it is one of
the most effective tools available for promoting behavioral change.

The Mechanisms of Teaching
Every profession has its mechanisms—
devices, machines, instruments, or tools—
that aid in the performance of the job.
Teaching is no exception.
Effective teachers know the mechanisms
to manage student behavior, motivate
student achievement, and create safe and
nurturing classroom climates. Some come
to this knowledge naturally, others have
learned it through experience and training. For any teacher
who truly aspires to shape student behavior for the better,
however, knowledge of these mechanisms is essential.
Randy Sprick is an educational consultant and Director of Safe and Civil
Schools. For more information call 800-323-8819 or visit www.safeandcivilschools.com.
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the book report
BY CHARLES SOSNIK



Extraordinary, Ordinary People
A Memoir of Family
Written by Condoleezza Rice
From Crown Publishing – Random House

Rarely has education had such an important focus as that
of the family of Condoleezza Rice. Her mother had five siblings, all born in the 1920s, and each graduated college.That’s
a rare feat in any family. In the Jim Crow South of that era, it is
remarkable.
A good illustration of the importance of education in her
family can be seen in this passage:

some little girls in the neighborhood. In another, she recalls
the bombing of a local church and the ensuing community
reaction. Both were related matter-of-factly in wonderful detail, and commentary was provided from her perspective as a
child when the events occurred.This has the effect of placing
the reader within these events, making them very real.
For example:

My father remembered many days of eating bread sandwiches – bread with mayonnaise and nothing else. On Sundays Grandmother prepared “Sunday Surprise,” but it was
no mystery because it was red beans and rice with whatever crayfish Granddaddy and my father could fish from the
creek.Yet, there was Granddaddy with nine, leather bound,
gold-embossed books: the works of Hugo, Shakespeare,
Balzac and others. Each book begins with a summary essay about the author and his work. My grandmother asked
how much they had cost. Granddaddy Rice admitted they
cost ninety dollars but not to worry because he had purchased them on time. They would only have to pay three
dollars per month for the next three years .Grandmother
was furious but Granddaddy held his ground and refused
to return the books. I am so grateful that he did not give
in. One of the proudest days of my life was when my father
gave me the five surviving books as I left for the ceremony
to receive my Ph.D.

I remember Mrs. Florence Rice rushing in to say that it
must have been a bomb. Everyone immediately wondered if
the explosion was in our neighborhood about five minutes
away.Within what seemed like hours but was probably only
a few minutes, someone called the church to say that Sixteenth Street Baptist had been bombed.
An hour or so later word came that the bomb had killed
four little girls who were in the bathroom. I don’t remember how long it was but we soon knew their names. Back
at home we turned on the television. Footage from the
bombed out church was all over the news along with the
unbelievably sad pictures of little bodies being removed
from the wreckage and taken away in hearses. My parents
were constantly on the phone to members of the family and
to friends across Birmingham. The men of the community
took up the neighborhood watch. But I remember feeling,
for the first time, that they were really powerless to stop this
type of tragedy. I just sat and watched television.When it
came time to go to sleep, I asked if I could sleep in my parents’ bed.
I stayed home from school the next day, as did all my
friends. My father and mother went to work but I went to
my grandmother’s house. She was as dazed as anyone, and
just kept saying that the Lord worked in mysterious ways. I

Throughout her book Extraordinary, Ordinary People - a
Memoir of Family, Dr. Rice provides a documentary style account of the events of her life as seen through her own eyes.
In what may be nearly perfect recall, she recounts events
from her early childhood. In one, she has a disagreement with
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remember thinking that these mysterious
ways were awfully cruel, but I didn’t say
anything to my devout grandmother.
The outrage would settle on our community, but at first we were just sad.
Birmingham isn’t that big and everyone
knew at least one of those little girls. This
was a deeply personal tragedy. My friend
Vanessa Hunter only remembers that she
saw Denise in the Hallway that Friday.
They had talked about not having any
homework that weekend. Cynthia and
Denise were from the neighborhood. I
knew Denise best; though she was older,
we would still play dolls together.
These were the times from which Dr.
Rice came. Her life is a remarkable journey which began in a
segregated society in Alabama and has culminated (thus far)
with a career that includes the positions of National Security
Advisor and United States Secretary of State. Equally fascinating is her political experience, although the focus of the book
remains squarely on her family. When discussing the Bush
presidential campaign of 1999, she wrote:

www.seenmagazine.us

I loved the pace and the sense of being part of an adventure. Life had settled
into a nice post-Provost pattern and I was
quite content. I would discuss the campaign frequently with Daddy.When I arranged to have George W. Bush meet my father during a trip to Palo Alto in the Fall of
1999, Daddy was hooked. He peppered me
every
night with questions that I couldn’t
e
answer
about campaign strategy.“How in
a
the
t world did we screw up in New Hampshire?
George Bush isn’t getting through to
sh
people
that he is going to be different. That
pe
is what people need to know.” John Rice was
a loyal republican. He loved Governor Bush
and
an my association with the campaign.
Extraordinary,
Ordinary People is at once
E
interesting, endearing and inspiring. For educators, it is a must
read, reminding us of the value of education. It is also a quite
realistic historical account of southern society that, if not gone
with the wind, is at least a faded memory.This history is a part
of us. It is who we are, and well worth our effort to understand it.
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fundraising
BY JEFF ELLENBERGER

Y

Fundraising
Beneficial to students and the bottom line

As a direct result of current uncertain economic times, many schools
and school organizations are relying
on fundraising to bridge the gap (fill
the holes) in their budgets. More so
now than ever, the importance of a
successful fundraiser is critical.
The benefits of fundraising can
be two-fold. An effectively executed
fundraiser can supplement tight budgets and possibly avoid program cuts.
Just as important, the fundraising
experience, can be both fulfilling and
educational for the students involved.
Select your fundraiser, then work
with students to set a realistic (attainable) goal and develop a plan of
action. Use this opportunity to teach
students how to create a business
plan. Engaging them to develop their
own strategies for marketing, advertising, sales coverage, scheduling,
and distribution will create a more
meaningful and successful student
experience. Use the “learning tool”
approach for your next fundraiser to
make it more effective, more educational, and more fun.
With many options from which to
choose, selecting a fundraiser may
seem complicated. Carefully consider
the many options available, then follow your instincts. Base your selection on what you feel will be of most
www.seenmagazine.us

interest to both the school community
and your community at large.Then, make
sure the product you’ve selected meets
your school’s approval.
Once your decision has been made, be
sure to choose a reputable fundraising
company. Do not hesitate to ask for customer testimonials and referrals. Check
out ratings with the Better Business Bureau. Ask how long the company has been
in business. Is customer satisfaction guaranteed? Needless to say, it is important to

deal with a well established, reputable
fundraising company that stands behind
its product.
Like you would expect from any other
business, products that fail or arrive damaged should be replaced at no additional
charge. Check the bottom line and look
for hidden costs. Make sure that all of
the support materials you need, such as
brochures and order forms, are furnished
free of charge. Remember, any add-on
costs, like shipping (shipping should be
free!), detract from your profit.
Keep it simple! The group leader in
charge of the program does not want to
be saddled with complicated tally sheets
and order forms. It should not require an
MBA to calculate your profit. Work with
products that are easy to sell and with
a program that’s easy to administrate.
Remember, this is supposed to be fun for
both the sellers and the group leader.
Customer service is vital! When and
if questions arise, there should be a tollfree number available to connect with a
trained customer service staff to directly
handle any questions you may have (i.e.
running the program, questions regarding product, additional orders, tabulation,
payment, etc.).
The price of the product is key to
success! Let’s face it, money is still tight.
A fundraiser with products selling for
see FUNDRAISING page 96
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Fundraising
continued from page 95

Pizza boxes and candy wrappers end up
in landfills. Dutch Mill Bulbs turn into
spectacular flowers year after year
after year!
They’re eco-friendly and economical at
only $6 per order. And with 50% profit on
every sale, your bank account will green
up fast. It’s easy to see why Dutch Mill
Bulbs has become a perennial fundraising
success!
Go green today! To request your free sales
brochures, call us at1-800-533-8824, email
us at info@dutchmillbulbs.com, or visit us
on the web at www.dutchmillbulbs.com

Call for free sales kits!

1-800-533-8824 Ext. 204
www.dutchmillbulbs.com
PO Box 407 • Hershey, PA 17033
FUNDRAISING WITH BULBS SINCE 1960.
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$10.00 or less has greater appeal than sales of more expensive items. In the “belt-tightening” economy in which we live,
today’s consumers – out of necessity – are more budget-conscious than ever before. Bottom line – the higher the price, the
tougher the sell.
Value is as important as price.Your customers are making a
purchase (not a donation), therefore they expect the product
to perform and meet their expectations. It better look as good
as the beautiful picture in the sales brochure on which their
buying decision was based!
Once you’ve decided what you want to sell and selected a
company to work with, it’s time to create some excitement!
Enlist a highly motivated and organized individual to serve as
your fundraising chairperson. Hold a kickoff meeting to generate enthusiasm, get organized, stress participation, and review
the program. Do not assume everyone knows what they are
supposed to do.
Get your sales team off to a comfortable start by advising
them to start with family, friends, and neighbors. Remind them
to always be courteous and polite. If your group has uniforms,
ask the school for permission to wear them as they solicit
sales. Set a goal that’s realistic and convey the importance of
achieving it. Keep everyone on the same page for maximum
results. Schedule your fundraiser to avoid competing with
others your community.Tap your local media outlets to help
spread the word. Set a clear end date (two to three weeks
recommended). Upon completion, hold a wrap-up meeting to
thank everyone for their efforts and share the results. Don’t
forget to acknowledge key individuals and thank the community.
Most importantly, have fun!
Jeff Ellenberger is president and owner of Dutch Mill Bulbs. For more information visit dutchmillbulbs.com

technology and teaching
BY BOB KIRBY

2

Can you hear me now?
Taking classrooms out of the technological dead zone

Wake up. Send e-mail. Shower.
Read CNN.com. Commute. Update
Twitter.The Internet era significantly
altered the way most of us go about
our daily lives. With smart-phones,
wireless Internet access, blogs and
social networking, we communicate
and learn from each other in ways
that are drastically different from
just a few years ago. It should be no
surprise, then, that today’s students
retain and process information differently as well.Yet, many of the tools
that we use to teach students —
print textbooks, pencils, paper and
blackboards — remain static.
In June, CDW Government LLC
(CDW-G) released its 2010 21stCentury Classroom Report, a survey
of high school students, faculty and
information technology (IT) professionals.The report found that just
eight percent of high school teachers
believe technology is fully integrated
into the classroom, while less than
half (43 percent) of the faculty design lesson plans that enable students
to use technology in the classroom.
Just 26 percent of students report
that they feel encouraged to use
technology throughout the day.This
disconnect is disconcerting.
In the ideal modern classroom,
technology is not just an add-on; it
www.seenmagazine.us

is an integral part of the curriculum that
connects students and teachers to each
other and further engages students and
teachers in the learning process.To realize
this ideal, administrators, IT professionals
and faculty must appropriate funding and
dedicate time towards purchasing, installing and integrating new technologies in
the classroom. More specifically, the modern classroom requires a robust infrastructure, cutting-edge technology and diverse
professional development.

Begin with IT Infrastructure
Before districts build-out the modern
classroom, they need to focus on ensuring
a robust network to handle the technology. Increasing access to technology in
the classroom can overwhelm existing
networks. More users, devices and wireless access points translates to more data
processing across the network. At the
same time, increased access to technology
opens the network to potential security
vulnerabilities. Some of these challenges
can be overcome by manpower, while
others require a more complex mixture of
time, energy and resources.
Districts should evaluate their current
data center capacity and data backup
processes to ensure that the network can
support increased traffic. Are some servers grossly underutilized, while others are
overloaded? Is data backed up offsite, and

how often? How quickly can the district
restart critical data systems after a disruption?
One solution is server and storage virtualization, which increases hardware utilization while often decreasing the data
center footprint. Hardware, power and
cooling costs are reduced, and streamlined technology management frees IT
staff to focus on other priorities, including classroom support.
Additionally, some schools are moving
to desktop virtualization, a method of
running multiple desktops from the data
center. Applications are updated centrally,
further maximizing IT staff time, and
desktop client devices can be shut off
centrally, conserving power and extending the life of devices.
Virtualization also helps schools combat the increase in security threats that
accompanies widespread technology access. IT staff can push out applications,
patches and virus protection from a central location, rather than updating each
machine individually.The network should
also be routinely monitored for security
vulnerabilities. Additionally, compartmentalizing student, faculty and administrator
access also offers an added layer of protection.
A robust IT infrastructure is critical
to ensuring that resources, energy and
see CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW? page 98
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Can You Hear Me Now?
continued from page 97

money are not wasted, and without it, even the most powerful technologies will fail.

Build a Modern, Responsive Classroom
With a solid infrastructure in place, schools can design
classrooms that will foster interactive, engaging learning
experiences.The following technologies are integral in developing a modern classroom that meets student needs and
responds to changing conditions:
Enhanced audio systems: In childhood games of telephone — where the leader passes a word or phrase to someone, who then passes it to someone else, and so on — we
discover anecdotally how hearing and understanding are separated.The same principle holds true for students who may
sit towards the back of the classroom, away from the teacher.
Employing a classroom audio system, including a wireless
microphone and surround-sound speakers, brings a teacher’s
voice to students, ensuring clear instruction from the front
row to the back.
Interactive whiteboards: Interactive whiteboards enable faculty to teach from anywhere in the classroom, using
a mobile computing device to project the lesson plan onto

the board’s surface.The surface then becomes akin to a giant touch-screen computer, facilitating teacher and student
interaction.Teachers can save the lesson and student input to
the network and print documents or send them directly to
students as notes.
Student response systems (SRS): SRS are perhaps one of
the most exciting technologies to develop during the past
few years. With SRS, teachers can pre-program questions or
create them on the fly to ascertain student comprehension.
The technology involves students more fully in the lesson and
allows teachers to alter lesson plans quickly based upon student feedback.
Student computing devices and digital content: Laptops,
netbooks and smart phones are pushing classroom technology beyond word processing and PowerPoint presentations.
And when a student computing device is combined with the
growing library of digital content, it can augment and often
replace traditional textbooks, enabling student access to information beyond the text and reducing districts’ textbook bills.
Telepresence and virtual learning: Though gaining in
popularity in higher education, these are emerging technologies in K-12.Telepresence can connect students across the
globe in a way that was never possible before.Years ago,
American students relied on the mail system to deliver letters
to pen pals in Europe, Asia and South America.Today, students
share experiences daily via the Internet and webcams to students across the globe.The technology can also offer students
in remote or small districts the opportunity to take advanced
and specialty courses not offered in their schools.

Invest in Professional Development
Now that we have the technology infrastructure and the
classroom tools, what do we do with them? Like all other
teaching tools, faculty members need to learn how to use
technology to support and improve their teaching capabilities and lessons. Districts need to understand that the depth
and frequency of professional development they provide is
directly tied to the success or failure of a district’s technological program. Infrastructure and classroom technology will
have little impact if teachers do not understand how to use
their new tools or feel uncomfortable integrating them into
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the curriculum.
Successful professional development programs begin long before the
shiny new computers and interactive
whiteboards arrive at the school’s
loading dock. Faculty must first buy
into the idea that technology is a
positive tool for teaching students,
which often requires them to learn
new skills and overcome reservations
about providing technology access to
students.
After the technology is implemented, districts must continue to
provide professional development in
order to reinforce teachers’ skills and
help them develop new ones. Without
continual reinforcement providing
teachers the opportunity to test and
troubleshoot new uses of the technology, teachers can “get stuck.” Biweekly or monthly “tech refresh” sessions, led by faculty peers, are a great way to ensure
that teachers are actively using the tools and expanding their
skills.

30,000 Foot View: Where Technology in the Classroom
is Heading

skills.This education “power couple”
can improve teacher creativity by
knocking down the walls of the classroom, allowing teachers and students
alike the opportunity to expand horizons of their education.
In CDW-G’s 21st-Century Classroom Report, just 43 percent of students reported that their high school
was meeting their technology needs.
It is time to listen to them. Students
are eager to learn – and learn interactively. With a robust IT infrastructure
in place, districts can integrate technology into the classroom and, in conjunction with the proper professional
development, teachers can succeed
in delivering learning in ways that
best fit 21st century students’ needs.
Students will benefit from engaging
learning experiences that go beyond our e-mail, CNN.com
and Twitter habits, and ultimately, prepare them for the transition to higher education and/or the workforce.
Bob Kirby is vice president, K-12 education, CDW Government LLC. For
information.

CDW-G’s 21st-Century Classroom Report asked students
which one technology tool will be most helpful to their
education. Students reported that computing devices and
digital content are their top choices; in other words – access.
Computing devices and digital content have the potential to
radically transform education.Though the increased access
can be disconcerting at first, if used properly, the increase in
students’ active engagement in the learning process will soon
assuage the initial fears.
Computing devices, whether desktops, netbooks or even
smartphones, give students ready access to information and
provide students with a communication tool to connect with
each other and with their teachers. Additionally, with their
own computing device, students are free to learn and explore
on their own time. Aiding student access is the increased
use of wireless networks, either supported by the district or
provided in partnership with third-party vendors, like cellular
companies, which some districts are beginning to do.
Digital content, which includes everything from digital
textbooks to online content to open source information and
curriculum, is gaining traction in education as well.The sheer
cost to replace print textbooks every few years, is enough to
give districts pause. Presently, many districts are evaluating
the cost of new textbooks, which can run into the hundreds
of thousands of dollars, and comparing the cost of a computing device and licenses for copyrighted material. What they
find is that the latter option is more cost effective in the long
term.
Combining computing devices and digital content, districts
can cut textbook expenditures, eliminate paper textbooks,
and provide students with access to essential 21st-century
www.seenmagazine.us
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technology
BY JEFF McNAUGHT



The Changing face of computing

Get green with IT

(This is part three of a three part series.)
Throughout today’s school districts, students are encouraged to
be environmentally conscious. Recycling of paper, bottles and cans is
now standard practice. Children are
encouraged to compost. If you take
a closer look at the computer labs,
however, you will see a different story. In most labs, you will find bulky
PCs that consume a large amount of
energy and contribute to classroom
white noise. The heat they generate is also substantial, almost always
necessitating air conditioning which
results in additional energy costs. It’s
a vicious circle. But, now there is an
alternative for districts to ‘green’ their
IT departments and computer labs.
In this article, we will examine more
than just powering down computers
in the lab to how virtual clients just
might be the key to school districts
realizing a Green IT philosophy.
Green IT is one of the many buzzwords du jour coming out of the
technology world. A simple definition of Green IT is environmentallysustainable computing practices.
This is a lofty ideal and one that
many businesses and schools are
tackling in different ways. But what
we do know is that schools are making decisions about their IT infra-
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structure with the environment
in mind, and it doesn’t have to be
a huge investment. In fact, sometimes the energy savings alone
pay for the IT expenses.

PCs – the SUVs of the
Computing Industry
PCs have become the SUVs of the
computing infrastructure – bulky,
unwieldy, high-maintenance
energy hogs. A PC requires a
healthcare plan because PCs call
in sick and their lifecycle isn’t
very long. A PC requires HR
because they require tremendous
amounts of maintenance. The
‘salary’ of a PC is significantly
higher than its capital cost, and
far higher than that associated
with a virtual desktop device.
Virtual clients, however, act and
look just like a PC, but have
no moving parts (including
a fan), they have no storage
capability and they get all of
their computing power from the network.
Forrester Research estimates that a PC
wastes as much as half of the energy
that it consumes1. A typical desktop PC
uses between 60 to 250 watts of power
per-hour. Compare this to a virtual client,
which uses between 6.6 and 36 watts
of power per-hour. To put this into
perspective, 6.6 watts of electricity is the
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perspective, 6.6 watts of electricity is the
equivalent of a single “C7” light bulb on a
Christmas tree.
Furthermore, with an average lifecycle of
just 2-3 years, PCs produce a tremendous
amount of electronic waste when they
are discarded and replaced. With virtual
clients lasting up to 9-10 years, the
amount of e-waste saved from landfill is

huge. Here’s an example: let’s say your
district has 1,000 computers. If you
simply forgo one purchase replacement
cycle, you will eliminate 27 tons of
e-waste after six years of use.

The Green Computing Alternative
By merely switching from PCs to
virtual clients, schools can maximize
energy efficiency, promote recycling and
minimize waste – three of the main cornerstones of Green IT. Most attention in
the corporate world has been focused
on server virtualization; reducing energy
back in the data center. Large server
farms consume huge amounts of energy.
Buildings dedicated to these server
farms require a substantial electrical
infrastructure. So, it is natural for large
corporations to want to examine how
they can reduce energy consumption at
the data center. But, now the desktop is
being examined in closer detail.
Research reveals that the desktop
might reap larger energy savings than
the server. If you are a district that pays
your own energy bills, this cost saving
alone is reason enough to make the
switch. According to the Climate Group,
PCs and related peripherals consumed
almost three times the amount of energy as the data center.
Here are some of the environmental
benefits of using virtual clients:
• Less materials and energy are used
in production compared to a PC
• Virtual clients are small in size and
weight which reduces the cost and
energy required for transportation
• Less materials also means less to
dispose of at the end of its life
• Up to 90 percent of the unit can be
recycled, and up to 99 percent of
the packaging can be recycled as
well
• Low heat output means less power
needed for air-conditioning systems
• Virtual clients use up to 90 percent
less energy than a PC, resulting in
131,810 fewer Kw/H and energy
savings of $11,784 per 1,000 devices

What does this mean for schools?
The major green benefit of virtual
clients is the reduced amount of energy
see GET GREEN WITH IT page 102
www.seenmagazine.us
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usage. A related benefit is the reduction of white noise. When we talk to
school districts about the difference
between PCs and virtual clients, almost all say that they are surprised
how quiet and cool the virtual clients
are. They didn’t realize how much
white noise the PCs produce until
they are gone. Virtual clients don’t
have an internal fan and the labs don’t
need extra fans for keeping the room
cool because of the heat of the PCs.
An ideal computer implementation
would look very similar to the one
installed at Queen Margaret University in Edinburgh, Scotland. In 2007,
the university opened a new campus
that met the Building Research Establishments Environmental Method
(BREEAM) excellence rating – the
highest rating of environmental building standards. There are strict guidelines to adhere to in order to achieve
this rating, including air conditioning
requirements. The heat produced
by conventional PCs combined with
the heat generated by people simply could not be handled by natural
ventilation. In fact, the human body
generates more heat than a virtual
client. “We’ve been shown that a human body of an average person at rest
generates 356 BTUs (British thermal
units), which converts into 75 watts,”
says Fraser Muir, director of Information Services for QMU. So a better
solution needed to be identified. In
QMU’s case, they slashed their heat
output by 50% when using virtual
clients and met the BREEAM strict
air conditioning
requirements.
That directly
impacts their energy
bill by being able to use less air conditioning. “Even when you add in the
power output of the flat screen monitor, each thin computer terminal generates up to 42 watts,” adds Muir.
While having a new facility is something that school districts the
world over dream of, we
know this is not realistic for most schools.

Instead, they are looking at ways to improve their computer lab. Back on this
side of the pond, Brian Seaman, network
administrator at Western Wayne School
District in Pennsylvania, is removing PCs
in his district in favor of virtual clients.
“I believe that what we are deploying
today is the future of education computing. There is a misconception that virtual clients don’t have the ability to handle
today’s computing needs – audio, video,
multiple screens and the like. Nothing
could be further from the truth. For any
school or university that’s wondered
whether virtual clients can make their
IT arm a more efficient department -- all
while saving time, money and energy
costs -- the answer is a resounding ‘yes.’
We are phasing out PCs in favor of virtual clients throughout the district.”
It’s no wonder that Brian was named
to the 2009 National School Boards Association’s Technology Leadership Network (TLN) annual list of “20 to Watch”
emerging leaders in education technology.
If you are a school or a district serious
about adopting a green IT philosophy
consider swapping out PCs in favor of
virtual clients. This eco-friendly option
will begin to reap immediate cost savings as well as additional environmental
benefits for years to come - the kind of
benefits that today’s students will appreciate down the road.
Jeff McNaught is Chief Marketing and Strategy
Officer at Wyse Technology. For information,
visit www.wyse.com.

health
BY ADRIENNE AMMERMAN

K

School-based health care:
How it is funded

(This is part three of a three-part series
on school-based health care.)
School-based health centers (SBHCs) provide primary care, mental
health services, and sometimes oral
health care to students where they
are: in school. In the final part of this
three-part series from the National
Assembly on School-Based Health
Care (NASBHC) we will explore how
SBHCs are currently funded, some of
the financial challenges they are facing, and how they will benefit from
the health care reform legislation.

Sources of Funding for SchoolBased Health Centers
Research and evaluations have
demonstrated that, in addition to
being a common sense approach to
ensuring that all children and adolescents are healthy and achieving to
their fullest potential, school-based
health centers (SBHCs) are cost-effective investments of public resources.
“Our studies have proven that we
are effective in lowering the cost to
Medicaid and any third-party payer
system by reducing hospitalization
and inappropriate ER use,” says Dr.
Veda Johnson, Assistant Professor of
Pediatrics at Emory University School
of Medicine. “We’ve demonstrated
in a very practical way that SBHCs
www.seenmagazine.us

decrease the cost of transportation because children are right there. SBHCs also
reduce the cost of medication and drug
use because we don’t prescribe as many
medications as in a routine physicians’ office because we can monitor them more
closely.”
So how are SBHCs currently funded?
For answers, we can look to the most recent National School-Based Health Care
Census.This 360-degree view of the role
of SBHCs in meeting the needs of underserved children and adolescents presents
trend data on demographics, staffing,
operations, prevention activities, clinical
services, and policies.
Sponsors (organizations that serve
as the primary administrative home) of
SBHCs are most typically a local health
care organization, such as a community
health center (28 percent), a hospital (25
percent), or a local health department (15
percent). Other community sponsors include nonprofit organizations, universities,
and mental health agencies.Twelve percent of SBHCs are sponsored by a school
system. SBHCs often receive additional
support from schools and others through
in-kind donations of space and services.
The majority indicate that they do not
have financial responsibility for construction and renovation, maintenance and/or
janitorial services, utilities, or rent.
The majority of SBHCs bill public insur-

ance for health center visits, including
Medicaid (81 percent), the Children’s
Health Insurance Program (68 percent),
and Tri-Care (41 percent).Tri-Care is the
health care program serving active duty
service members, National Guard and
Reserve members, retirees, their families,
and survivors. Fifty-nine percent of SBHCs bill private insurance; 38 percent bill
students or families directly. A majority of
SBHCs (85 percent) also assist children
and families with enrollment in public
insurance programs. Improving the effectiveness of billing and collection practices and enrolling children and families
in public insurance (so there is a payor)
has been a major focus of sustainability
efforts for SBHCs.
SBHCs also report receiving support
from a variety of revenue sources not
related to billing, including state government (76 percent), private foundations
(50 percent), sponsor organizations (49
percent), and school or school district (46
percent).Thirty-nine percent of SBHCs
receive funding from the federal government.
A closer look at federal and state funding sources indicates support from a
diverse base of federal programs. Almost
a quarter (23 percent) of SBHCs receive
section 330 monies through the Public Health Service Act for community,
see SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH page 104
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Care
continued from page 103

migrant, and rural health centers;
these SBHCS are mainly sponsored
by Community Health Centers. State
Departments of Public Health are the
most common source of state funds –
almost half of SBHCs report receiving
funds from these state entities– while
the departments of human or social
services and education fund about 11
percent of programs. In twenty-one
states, the state funds or sponsors a
grant program specifically dedicated
to SBHCs.1

Challenges in the States: Budget
Cuts and Layoffs
NASBHC’s Census discovered that
a growing number of SBHCs see
members of the community beyond
the students at their school – with
just 36 percent of SBHCs reporting
they serve only children who attend
the school(s) they serve.These patient populations include students
from other schools in the community, out-of-school youth, faculty and
school personnel, family members
of students, and other community
members. Clearly, the weak national
economy, coupled with loss of
employer-sponsored health care, has
increased the demand for affordable
health care.
Yet, in the current economic climate, many state programs are struggling to maintain support for the
SBHCs they currently fund. Even as
communities across the country require expanded primary care hours,
oral health, and expanded mental
health services many SBHCs are at
risk of cutting services and staff or
even closing due to the current economic downturn, insufficient reimbursement for patient services, and
slashed local funding.
Layoffs and hiring freezes have
also reduced the number of providers on-site to deliver care. Sue Catchings is CEO of Health Care Centers
in Schools in Baton Rouge:“We have
an $11 million commitment from the
state that funds 65 clinics.The prob-
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lem is that we have expenses
that continue to escalate at the
same time we’ve been in flat
budgets. Last year every contract
suffered a 4 percent cut, which
is a lot when you’re on a shoe
string budget. Every time we get
cut we have to look at whether
we can afford the staff that we
have … and it becomes increasingly difficult to keep people in
place.”
Angie Ruiz, Director of Jefferson Parish School-Based Health
Centers in Louisiana, is responsible for five SBHCs. One of her
centers at Bonnabel High School,
just outside New Orleans, recently faced a close call — nearly shutting its doors after the
operational funding it received
from a private foundation ran
out.The school system had a $30
million budget cut and couldn’t
pick up the slack.“Fortunately,
we had a lot of support from the
School based health center, Bonnabel Clinic.
community,” says Ruiz.“We had
had some breakfasts with local
we could get some federal funding to
business leaders during the year and an
support our other sources we’d have
advocacy training with our state lobbyists.
more sustainable funding than relying
When we saw that the center was threatjust on the state, which is in bad shape.”
ened we got all of our supporters to call
Champions of school-based health
our Senator to ask for help — we even got
care in Congress agree about the role of
the principal who taught the Senator’s son the federal government: Congressman
to call him.”
Chris Murphy from Connecticut recently
The intensive grassroots advocacy efsaid,“We need to tell Washington that
forts paid off when the Senator was able
this should not be just a responsibility
to secure a last-minute $75,000 line item
of states and local governments; that the
for the Bonnabel SBHC in the state budget. federal government should be stepping
Ruiz says,“We’re continuing to pursue loup to the plate in a bigger way to supcal businesses, banks, and other partners
port local school-based health centers.”
and writing grants to make up the budget
That is exactly what SBHCs have been
difference. It’s a constant struggle. Next
working to achieve over the past several
year we’ll have to go back and fight again
years … and the results are starting to
after a year’s reprieve.”
show.
Indeed, NASBHC has found that state
Health Care Reform and Schoolgovernment agencies with jurisdiction
Based Health Care
over SBHC programs are not expecting
NASBHC — with the help of chamadditional financial support in the compions in Congress, our state affiliates
ing years.2 In a survey conducted in late
and associations, and advocates from
2009, states were asked about the funding
across the country – has made signifiprospects for SBHCs. Of those 39 states
cant progress in advancing SBHCs as a
answering the question, only two thought
vital component of health care reform.
it was even “somewhat likely” that stateThe Patient Protection and Affordable
level financial support for SBHCs would
Care Act (P.L.111-148), signed into law
increase in the next two to three years.
by President Obama on March 23, 2010,
For Ruiz, one potential fix is clear:“If
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includes a federal
authorization for
SBHCs in Section
4101(b) – a huge
victory for vulnerable children and
adolescents and for
SBHCs.
A second provision that mandates
$200 million over
four years to SBHCs is restricted
for capital projects
(Sec. 4101(a)). This
provision was intended to support
struggling SBHCs
and to deliver services directly to
ties that desire to open health centers at
vulnerable kids — but ended up betheir schools.
ing limited to capital improvements
For real-life examples of the critical imand equipment purchases, with exportance of operational funding one need
penditures for health care services
only look as far as North Carolina. Last
and personnel specifically excluded.
year, the state lost funding for two clinics
The capital funds could allow some
($124,000, or about 10 percent of their
SBHCs to be built or expanded, but
$1.5 million state funding). Five other
clinics need a sustainable source of
clinics lost funding to newer centers in
operations funding in order to prothe state’s concurrent granting process, as
vide services for the children and
there was just not enough to award to all
adolescents who
that deserved. They were
depend on them
able to use bridge fundfor care.
ing from a local foundaWithout support
tion to keep those clinics
for the operational
from closing for one year,
costs needed to
but that funding will end
support a clinic,
this year.
the effectiveness of
Connie Parker, Executhe capital money
tive Director of the North
already allocated
Carolina School Commuto SBHCs in the
nity Health Alliance, has
Affordable Care
been telling SBHCs in her
Act under section
state to hang in there as
4101(a) will be
best they can until federal
greatly limited.The
funding comes through
original House— but the fact that the
passed bill identiemergency appropriafied a $50 million
tions are for capital funds
appropriation for
only will not help the
Congressman Sarbanes
the newly authoclinics that are struggling
rized school-based
to stay open.
health center program. NASBHC is
“I’m afraid we’re going to lose at least
asking that the $50 million identified two centers,” says Parker.“Another clinic
in the original House-passed bill be
has had to cut their hours in half.These
appropriated in 2010 to enable SBcommunities are in poor counties with
HCs to keep their doors open, and to very little access to health care for this age
give critical resources to communigroup … it’s definitely going to impact
www.seenmagazine.us

the health of these kids
in the long run because
they have no other
place to go. We’re trying
to work as hard as we
can in all the cracks and
crevices of funding to
try to help these folks
stay open.”

The Future of SchoolBased Health Centers
Despite all of the
challenges SBHCs face,
the model appears to be
here to stay. According
to NASBHC’s 2007-08
Census, seventy-two
percent of the nation’s
SBHCs are five years or
older, up from 41 percent in 1998. Also,
287 SBHCs opened in the past four years.
These numbers attest to a continued
community support of and demand for
the model.
Parker reflects the optimism of many
of the people in her state with whom she
communicates:“I’m working with three
communities that are at various stages of
trying to get school-based health centers
off the ground.The nice thing about it for
me is that it’s the school systems that are
searching for funding — schools are recognizing that healthy students do better
academically, and that’s a big turn-around
in the past 15 years that I’ve been watching the trends.”
Policymakers are also increasingly
recognizing the value in supporting SBHCs. As Congressman Sarbanes (D-MD)
told a crowd of hundreds of advocates
at the National School-Based Health Care
Advocacy Day rally on Capitol Hill this
summer,“There has to be a school-based
health center in every school … This is
an investment. We are going to save so
many more multiples of $50 million over
the long term if we invest those dollars
today.”
If you want to support SBHCs’ efforts to remain
sustainable through federal funding, please donate to NASBHC at www.nasbhc.org/donate.
Adrienne Ammerman is director of communications at the National Assembly on School-Based
Health Care. For more information visit www.
nasbhc.org.
SouthEast Education Network  FALL 2010
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physical ﬁtness
BY BETTY KERN, MS, CSCS

h

Motivating teen girls with a
PERSONAL FITNESS PROGRAM

Have you ever wondered if it was
possible to get teen girls excited
about exercise and eating healthier?
Do you think it is possible to successfully reach that student who “has
never liked physical education class”?
Here’s what some of the girls from
Springfield High School in Akron,
Ohio had to say about their “Personal
Training Class” (a physical education
elective for juniors and seniors).
“Joining this class has helped me
realize that I can do anything if I set
my mind to it!” — Stephanie
“This is a class that will get your
mind off other subjects … but it
wasn’t all fun and games … we
learned a lot and had fun!” — Stephanie S.
“This class has helped me greatly
to get over my bulimia. I’m more
aware of my nutrition vs. just wanting
to be thin and not caring how it happens.” — Rachel
“This is a good class for insecure
girls!” — Tina
“I have done better in school because I feel better about myself.” —
Cheryl
“During the middle of the semester I could feel my body was more
limber, stronger and overall healthier!
I am going to miss this class!” — Catie
This class has been an amazing
experience … it has had such a good
impact on my attitude! I’ve lost two
pant sizes and reduced some major
stress. I love this class so much!” —
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Tasha (three time Ab Challenge winner…
took the class three times)
“I love this class! My back is stronger
since I started doing yoga, and I haven’t
had to take any medication for my acid
reflux. I think everyone should take this
class. I’ve even got my mom and my little
sister doing some of the yoga with me.”
Amanda (who has scoliosis)
“Mrs. Kern ... thank you for having this
class! I used to think that I couldn’t do
anything physical … but now I know I
can do anything I set my mind to doing! I
have lost 30 pounds this year!”Amanda
“I have had a lot of stress in my life for
a long time, and this class helps so much.
My back had been bothering me a lot
more before this class. I have learned so
much in this class!” — Erin (took the class
three times)
“I would have never made it through
my senior year without this class! It
helped me focus on positive things and
feel better physically and emotionally.”
— Abbie (took the class two times and is
majoring in nutrition in college)
“The atmosphere was really positive
because it was all girls … we got along
really well and had fun!” — Katie
As the girls’ quotes indicate, mission
accomplished! The impact of this class
was amazing: poor nutritional habits were
dropped, healthy habits were adopted,
inactive teen girls were now exercising
daily and keeping a nutrition and exercise
journal, self-confidence and self-esteem
soared, study habits and grades improved,
attitudes towards healthy eating and ex-
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ercise changed, weight and inches lost,
muscle tone gained, new friendships
were built, strong, healthy student-teacher relationships developed, and girls had
fun!
Why is this class so successful? It provides a unique option for teen girls. New
fitness activities are taught by the teacher
who encourages participation by all students. An individualized approach is taken within a group setting. Personal goals
are established, tracked and rewarded.
Challenge competitions allow for success
regardless of ability differences. For example, during the “Distance Challenge” all
miles completed count toward the challenge goal. So if a girl does not like to run,
she can walk her miles.
Individual advice and consultation is
provided outside of class time if necessary. Flexibility in class activities within
predetermined parameters also helps
the girls feel a sense of ownership of the
class because student feedback is valued
and acknowledged. Providing an encouraging and nurturing environment with
girl essentials, healthy snacks and a listening caring ear helps girls feel comfortable
and motivates them to participate. Most
importantly, the girls experience results.
The “Personal Training Class” was born
out of the desire to help teenage girls
make the connection between their current lifestyle habits and their energy levels, physical fitness, school performance,
weight and health issues. Countless high
school girls are dissatisfied with their
bodies, energy level, grades, skin and

general health. In addition, some girls experience extreme
mood swings and emotional ups and downs.Through conversation, it became apparent that these students did not
understand the impact of their daily lifestyle habits. With
administrative support, it was decided that it was time to
make a difference in the lives of the girls at Springfield
High School.
Class curriculum goals include: provide nutrition, fitness and health information to teen girls enabling them to
make informed lifestyle decisions; provide a ‘safe’ environment for self-expression through discussion of topics and
issues important to young women; provide an accepting,
non-competitive atmosphere; provide an opportunity to
achieve fitness goals that seem unattainable; encourage
trying new fitness activities to help them grow in selfconfidence and self-esteem; encourage healthy eating habits; hold “Challenges” to encourage activity; examine habits
through journaling; focus on self-improvement and celebration of individual differences; create an environment that
allows girls to be comfortable with each other, the teacher
and themselves (that means sometimes we laugh at each
other and the teacher); demonstrate that FITNESS CAN BE
FUN! The main goal of the class is to help each girl meet
her personal fitness goals!
Fitness activities are the focus of the class and include a
variety of exercises: yoga, group weight training, individual
weight training, resistance bands, fitness balls, kick boxing,
core workout, fitness frenzy workouts, and other fun fitness
activities.“Classroom Days” are incorporated to discuss nutrition and fitness basics along with other topics of interest.
Semester projects challenged students to dig a little deeper
on the topics and apply them to their lives. In addition,
field trips provide an opportunity for students to demonstrate new fitness activity skills while teaching elementary
and middle school age students.
How did a class like “Personal Training” get started at
Springfield High School in Akron, Ohio? What would you
have to do to get a girl’s program established at your
school? Here are steps to follow to initiate a new program:
submit a letter to request a new class; include objectives
and goals; present curriculum to administration; estimate
costs for equipment, etc.; be persistent (you may have to
ask more than once); be prepared to “sell” this to administration; bargain shop for equipment (check online, discount stores, garage sales, look for “seconds”); consider a
class fee to help pay for journals and equipment and look
for grant money to fund the program!
Once the class is adopted, generate enthusiasm for the
class by hanging up posters advertising a new class, talking to girls in PE classes, getting counselors to promote the
new opportunity, holding an after-school preview of the
class and doing a fitness activity.
Possibly the most important contributor to the success
of a new program is the role of the teacher.
Believe in yourself:
•You can make a change in the PE environment
•You can learn new fitness activities and teach them to
your students
•You can be an advocate for your whole school for
www.seenmagazine.us

healthier living (Wellness)
•You can make a difference in the lives of your students
•You can be an example of healthy living and physical fitness!
Believe in the program:
•It will generate enthusiasm for physical fitness
•It will generate a positive atmosphere in the class
•It will be more successful with teacher participation
•It will set high expectations and standards for the students
•It will be successful!
Believe in the students:
•They will make changes in their lives
•They will adopt new eating habits
•They will become more physically active and enjoy it; they
will be excited about a new program
•They will make decisions that will lead to a healthier lifestyle
•Their enthusiasm will have a positive effect on the whole
school environment!
With the obesity and health issues facing our nation, it is time
for physical education and health teachers to implement new
programs that reach out to a variety of students to teach them
healthy lifestyle habits and that “fitness can be fun.” Go make a
difference in your school!
Betty Kern is president of PE Fit. For information, visit www.pejournal.com.
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SEEN Classroom Product Review
(stuff you should know about)

History in a Box
This multimedia resource kit by the Gilder Lehrman Institute
of American History includes an educator’s book and a variety
of colorful materials and resources for history classrooms that
encourage literacy skills and critical thinking. Includes: a book of
primary-source documents with historical background, artwork,
maps, and study questions, posters of period documents and illustrations, portrait cards of key figures and iconography, and a DVD
of lectures by leading scholars.
For more information, visit www.gilderlehrmanstore.org

Take 10 Reading
Take 10 Reading by Recorded Books is a new practice tool for teaching essential
reading strategies to adolescent learners in 10 minutes per day. It provides in-depth
lessons for each key skill, enabling teaching through pre-selected texts or current
curriculum texts.
For more information, visit www.recordedbooks.com

Shurley English
Shurley Grammar is a 15-week program designed to give students
an intensive study of grammar. By focusing on grammar fundamentals,
Shurley Grammar helps students understand each sentence part and
how the parts work together to create a variety of sentences. Includes
the Teacher’s Manual, the Jingle CD, and the Student Workbook.
For more information, visit www.shurley.com

Turtle Books
Jason and Nordic publishes Turtle Books for children with special needs and their friends.The hero of each story is the child
with special needs.These may be down syndrome, muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, hearing or visual impairment,
autism and oral motor control. Great for inclusion and sibling understanding.
For more information, visit www.jasonandnordic.com

Knowledge Matters
Knowledge Matters publishes virtual business simulations
for high school students. Students learn about personal finance, business management, promotion, merchandising, hiring and supervising employees, and more. Products include
Personal Finance, Retailing, Sports, Management and Restaurant Management.
For more information, visit www.knowledgematters.com

Brik-A-Blok
The BRIK-A-BLOK toy system provides an easy means for
any child to recreate the word that surrounds them.. Easy
to assemble panels come together to give kids the power to
build their own world.The BRIK-A-BLOK™ toy system can
be used inside or outside. When play time is over, kids can
simply disassemble and store the set in the storage bag provided. Gigantic structures can be disassembled and stored in
a small 16” x 16” x 23” space.
For more information, visit www.brickablok.com

teaching through travel



Creating memorable
learning experiences
“Travel is broadening” is a timeworn cliché that is used because it
is true.Travel by its very nature is
educational, as travelers encounter
numerous objects, ideas and experiences different from their everyday
lives—landscapes and architecture,
people, ideas, and cultures.

For school groups, the inherent educational value of travel can be greatly
enhanced by incorporating visits to museums, science and nature centers, zoos,
botanic gardens and historic sites into
your class trip. In addition to their standard tours and exhibits, most museums
also offer special programs keyed to local

or state standards of learning for K-12
school groups.
It is the business of museums, historic
sites, and science/nature centers to create memorable experiences that evoke
emotion, prompt discussion, and spark
the desire to learn. These institutions can
express the history, culture and spirit of a

city or region, convey detailed knowledge of a famous person
or event, transport visitors back into the past, and open eyes
and minds to new ideas and new worlds.
The Atlanta History Center does all of these things.Their
33-acre main campus, six miles north of downtown Atlanta,
includes one of the Southeast’s largest history museums, two
historic houses including an antebellum living history farm,
the Centennial Olympic Games Museum, six historic gardens,
and the Kenan Research Center. A second campus in midtown
Atlanta features the Margaret Mitchell House, the apartment
building where novelist Margaret Mitchell wrote “Gone with
the Wind.”
The History Center’s education department offers ten
different school programs, from “Georgia Farm Life”, where
students participate in the everyday activities of a Civil Warera farm, to “Fulfilling the Dream,” where students examine
the role of Atlanta in the Civil Rights movement by analyzing
primary documents under the guidance of archivists in the
Kenan Research Center.
Student visitors to the History Center can also follow in
the footsteps of Georgia’s first people in an exciting journey
through the woods to identify native plants used by American
Indians, or explore the history of the Olympic games and
learn what it takes to become an Olympic athlete in a program that incorporates geography, economics, mathematics,
and science curriculum, designed to compliment Social Stud-
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ies standards. Learn more about the Atlanta History Center’s
programs at www.atlantahistoryceenter.com
Science museums and nature centers have a long tradition of leadership in promoting STEM learning through immersive experiences and hands-on activities.They are hugely
popular with school groups and families alike, featuring the
latest technology as well as engaging live demonstrations,
incorporating a visit to a city’s science or nature center can
add a new dimension to your travels.
Some of my most memorable learning experiences have
come from nature centers whose missions combine environmental education and animal rehabilitation.The Carolina
Raptor Center is nestled in the rolling Piedmont hills of Latta
Plantation Nature Preserve, just 15 minutes from uptown
Charlotte, NC. Dedicated to environmental stewardship
and the conservation of birds of prey through education, research, and rehabilitation, the Center cares for approximately
700 injured or orphaned raptors every year.
In addition to the rehabilitation facility, the complex
includes a ¾ mile nature trail with habitats for over 23 species of raptors, an environmental education center, and an
outdoor amphitheatre. School groups may choose from 14
curriculum-based programs that incorporate hands-on activities, a touch table with real feathers, beaks, and feet, as well as
see TEACHING THROUGH TRAVEL page 112
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encounters with live birds.
Numerous volunteer and internship opportunities make
the Carolina Raptor Center an important venue for experiential learning at many levels.The Center’s unique Raptor-Keeper-for-a-Day program allows participants spend a day assisting
staff in caring for the birds. Visitors can stay in touch through
the Center’s website, www.carolinaraptorcenter.org, which
features videos, current events, and a wealth of information
about birds of prey.
To my mind, one of the best parts of travel is gaining a
“sense of place” for a town or region and learning about the
people who influenced its development. We typically look to
historic houses, sites, and history museums for architecture,
objects and stories that convey an area’s culture and history.
However, art museums can also provide powerful insights
into the spirit of a community.
A visit to the Walter Anderson Museum of Art (WAMA) in
the picturesque Gulf Coast town of Ocean Springs, MS, is an
enchanting and unique experience. WAMA celebrates the
works of Walter Inglis Anderson (1903 – 1965), whose depictions of the plants, animals and people of the Gulf Coast have
placed him among the forefront of 20th century American

painters. His brothers, Peter Anderson and James McConnell
Anderson, were also accomplished painters and ceramicists.
The museum’s permanent collection includes paintings,
drawings, prints, ceramics and carvings by all three artists
that vividly convey Gulf Coast life in the mid-20th century, as
well as the natural world surrounding them.
In addition to the changing exhibitions in the museum’s
serene yellow pine galleries, the museum’s permanent

Our History Isn’t Just
Found In Books.

No matter where you go in Louisiana, there
are fascinating Historic Sites that are open
and ready to welcome you. From stately
plantation homes and Civil War battlefields to
Native American sites and Acadian culture,
history is very much alive here. Come and
discover Louisiana for yourself, and
celebrate our state’s historical treasures.

www.lastateparks.com
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exhibits include two amazing murals.The small mural
found in Walter Anderson’s
cottage after his death is an
intimate glimpse into an artist’s intensely personal world,
while the Community Center
mural is an extraordinary gift
of public art that reveals the
rhythms of nature, celebrates
Gulf Coast history, and inspires thousands of visitors
each year.
In addition to tours of the
museum’s galleries and murals, school groups visiting the museum may view a film of the artist’s life and find
their own artistic expression in hands-on art activities. Additional lesson plans and
teacher resources are available on the museum’s website, www.walterandersonmuseum.org.
This is only a small sample of the amazing scope and variety of Southeastern
museums. According to the American Association of Museums, there are over
17,500 museums in the U.S., with at least 3,500 in the Southeast. When you’re
planning your next field trip, a small amount of internet research can result in an
unforgettable educational experience for your group.
Pamela Meister is the Executive Director of Southeastern Museums Conference.
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interactive ﬁeld trips

)

Educational experiences outside
the classroom are in your backyard
Free interactive field trips generate unforgettable lessons

Daycare counselor Chasity Richardson and her students look on in
amazement as they come eye to eye
with a snake.The students are not in
any danger, they are actually learning
about animal science, math, geography and basic animal responsibility
at their local PETCO.They’re learning in a way that is unforgettable.
By spending the last sixty minutes
petting ferrets and watching birds
eat their favorite food; these children
now understand the responsibility
that comes with
adopting
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a pet.
PETCO’s Fur Feathers and Fins program got rave reviews from Chasity,“The
field trip enlightens the children about
pet responsibility in a resourceful and
economical way.”A friend recommended
Field Trip Factory (FTF), a unique service
dedicated to helping teachers bring lessons to life through free field trips in communities nationwide. For over 17 years,
FTF has partnered with local businesses
to transform their business place into effective and engaging classrooms. In addition to developing worthwhile content,
FTF handles all of the field trip
scheduling to allow educators to book their free trips
in less than five minutes.
Through their website and
customer service center,
Field Trip Factory books
over 25,000 field trips annually!
Children come
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home with educational activity sheets,
smiles on their faces and fond memories.
Combating the obesity epidemic is no
easy task, yet a field trip to the grocery
store makes a difference in improving
children’s eating habits. On a recent field
trip to Lowes Foods, the students skipped
past the bakery section and circled
around the avocados, one of the many
new foods they sampled. Alexis Thomas,
the Tour Leader, explained the nutritional
value of avocados and fielded questions
from the students. Other tour highlights
included students learning how to read
labels in the cereal aisle and discovering
new ways to incorporate physical activities into their everyday lives.These lessons are teaching children to make better,
healthier choices. Days later, the class
was still talking about healthy choices as
they spent the lunch period identifying
the fruits, vegetables, grains and meats on
their plates. According to FTF, the discussions continue beyond the classroom,
affecting the choices made by the stu-

dents’ families the next time they find themselves in the cereal aisle.
Lowes Foods has been teaching students through their Be
A Smart Shopper! health education program for the past 13
years.“Our community program teaches nutrition and healthy
lifestyle behaviors to children who are forming very important habits for their lives. We are proud to create a hands-on
and fun opportunity for children to think about and taste
healthful foods that can help them avoid the health risks of
obesity,” said Lowes Foods’ Corporate Dietitian, Cindy Silver,
MS, RD, LDN.
Teachers are not the only fans of FTF field trips. Hosting
A. C. Moore’s Dream it. Create it. Share it. field trip is the
highlight of the day for Bunny, the Tour Leader, as she leads
children through the aisles teaching them about colors and
shapes while tapping into their creative instincts. After the
tour, she helps them craft their own dream pages; an exercise
that allows the students to bring their dreams to life through
art. Robin Beam, Director of Education for A.C. Moore Arts
and Crafts is passionate about the program,“It’s important
for A.C. Moore to offer this program to the children in our
communities. With funding for arts programs diminishing in
schools, students have no outlet to express or develop their
creativity.”
Escaping the confines of the classroom is not always possible when many schools do not have funding for busses. Mrs.
Thomareas’s class just took a new field trip in their classroom.
The class completed FTF’s newest field trip, Bing! Let’s Go
Green! and printed out their Green Certificate for students to
bring home and put on the refrigerator. The field trip consists
of five interactive lessons designed to show students how
to search the internet, understand their environment and
learn about the importance of “living green.” This innovative
field trip divides students into groups to conduct their field
research. One team was assigned to the sky and reported on
three different species of birds! Concerned with water conservation, another team explored the school’s first floor level
in search of leaky faucets and running toilets.
For information, visit www.fieldtripfactory.com or call 800.987.6400.
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Get out of the classroom and into history at
Louisiana’s State Parks and historic sites

Louisiana’s 21 State Parks, 17 Historic Sites, and one Preservation Area
offer you and your class a uniquely
rewarding experience of our state’s
natural beauty and historical riches.
Each one of the State Historic
Sites was selected for its historical,
cultural or archaeological significance.
Museums, artifacts,
outdoor displays and
interpretive programs
are some of the ways
each area tells its remarkable story. From
historic Natchitoches,
founded in 1714 as
the oldest European
settlement in the Louisiana Purchase Territory, to the culturally
diverse Cajun Country, visitors can find
some of the state’s
most fascinating history. Every year, more
than 50,000 students
get a first-hand look
at events that shaped
Louisiana’s culture
and society.
Our sites are significant for students from
around the world as
well. In fact Poverty
Point State Historic
Site, location of the
earliest large scale Na-
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tive American mound complex in North
America, is currently on the US Tentative
List as a possible World Heritage Site. The
World Heritage Program is administered
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
and upon nomination, Poverty Point will
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be only one of eight cultural World Heritage Sites in the United States.
Opening summer 2010, Forts Randolph/Fort Buhlow State Historic Site
will connect Mansfield SHS and Port
Hudson SHS in interpreting the Red River
Campaign and the subsequent Civil War

events.
Named for Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and his famous
poem, Longfellow-Evangeline State Historic Site in St. Martinville portrays the life of French-speaking cultures along Bayou
Teche — both Creole setters and the Acadians from Nova
Scotia – with tours of Maison Olivier and a nearby reconstructed Acadian Farmstead.
As with all Southern states, the Civil War made quite an
impact on Louisiana.Tales of pre- and post-War landowning
families and their households can be heard at Winter Quarters
State Historic Site in Newellton, Rosedown Plantation and
Locust Grove State Historic Sites in St. Francisville and Audubon State Historic Site — also in St. Francisville — where artist and naturalist John James Audubon sketched 32 drawings
featured in his Birds of America collection.
But long before the Civil War, settlers and colonialists
spread westward to stake claims for European powers. Historic sites located on the foundations of colonial-era forts
and sites dedicated to the study of Native American culture
highlight everyday life for peoples living in the area as early

as 3,000 years ago, to as recently as the late 1800s.
In addition to our Historic Sites, the Louisiana State Arboretum in Ville Platte, a State Preservation Area, offers visitors
a living botanical museum with natural growth and plantings
grown for scientific or educational purposes.Trees, shrubs
and flowers are labeled for observation along an extensive
network of trails.
For more information, call the Office of State Parks at (888) 677-1400;
write to P.O. Box 44426, Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4426; or visit www.
lastateparks.com.

Experience Gretna, Louisiana

Gretna City Hall, 1907

yRide the River- Experience
from New Orleans to Gretna
yGerman-American Cultural
Center of Louisiana
y Art Walk and Farmer’s Market
yKittie Strehle House
yGretna Heritage Festival
yArchitectural Landmarks
yNational Historic District
y David Crockett Firehouse
ySt. Joseph Church and Gardens
y City Hall Photo Exhibit
yGretna Green Blacksmith Shop
yBMX Track
yObservatory

Mel Ott Bronze

Gretna Green
Blacksmith Shop

tourism@gretnala.com

1.888.4.GRETNA

CORINTH, MS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corinth Civil War Interpretive Center
Corinth National Cemetery
Corinth Coca-Cola Museum
Corinth Black History Museum
Crossroads Museum
Borroum’s Drug Store
Shiloh National Military Park

(800) 748-9048

WWW.CORINTH.net
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It’s never too early to talk science!

The South Florida Science Museum believes that it is never too
early to talk science! That is why
our 7ft tall Senor Stuffee is so popular among our young visitors. The
Senor Stuffee program is designed to
stimulate science inquiry and explo-

ration. Senor Stuffee is a large, child-friendly,“stuffed” doll whom the young children
enjoy climbing on and exploring inside
and out. This doll introduces young children to human anatomy, personal health
and hygiene, and healthy eating habits in
an age-appropriate hands-on manner.

From the time a child is conceived,
they are exploring and interacting with
their environment. This is how all living organisms learn to coexist. As both
a parent and an early learning educator,
I cannot stress enough how important
it is to fill a child’s world with inquiry

based dialogue, age appropriate activities and exploratory
play. Always encourage children to ask questions, make their
own observations and conduct their own investigations. This
hands-on approach will help their developing problem-solving
skills. Remember, children learn best when using as many of
their five senses as possible: see the lemon, touch the lemon,
smell the lemon, taste the lemon, hear and take part in dialogue about the lemon.
Our new early learning childhood program,“Museum &
Me,” is designed to reflect the South Florida Science Museum’s
philosophy of exciting a child’s curiosity and furthering the
understanding and appreciation of science and technology
with age appropriate activities and play. By exposing children
to science at an early age, using open-ended questions, handson-experiences, as well as cause and effect experimentation,
the South Florida Science Museum is helping children to develop a love of learning as well as creating important and necessary connections in the learning process. An early learning
childhood teacher should not control the entire experience
or the conversation. Instead the children should be encouraged by the teacher to help create the conversation and to
formulate their own ideas and observations. For example,
while showing a baby alligator to the class, a teacher might
begin with an open-ended question, such as: “Why do you
think baby alligators have stripes?” Each child should then be
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allowed to express their thoughts on the subject without any
corrections. For example, if a child thinks that the mommy
alligator paints the stripes on the baby alligator, the teacher
should ask why the mommy might do that. Always allow
the child to make their own connections and hypothesis. A
teacher can guide the conversation without controlling it.
Always encourage young children, try not to correct them or
their words when they are expressing their ideas. This will
not only build a child’s confidence it will model the problem
solving process for them.
The “Museum & Me” program provides developmentally
appropriate hands-on activities to children between the ages
of 18 months and 4 years. This program is led by knowledgeable teachers with early learning childhood experience as
well as early learning certifications. By involving parents and
guardians in the educational process, our program capitalizes
on the concept of modeling to encourage young children to
ask questions and gather knowledge. This is because young
children can learn a tremendous amount about their surroundings through modeling. When an adult reads, visits the
museum, makes an observation, and asks questions, we are
modeling the importance of seeking knowledge for the sheer
pleasure of learning.
Theresa Kewley is the Early learning Coordinator for the South Florida
Science Museum.
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The Lost Sea
Proud to be a Civil War Trail site
Civil War Trails is a multi-state
program that identifies, interprets,
and creates driving tours of both
the great campaigns and the lesserknown Civil War sites. Directional
“trailblazer signs and four color interpretive markers with maps, illustrations, and text have been installed
at more than 700 previously uninterpreted sites. In September, 2009 the
Lost Sea was proclaimed a Civil War
Trail Marker.This was because of the
salt peter that was mined in the cave
for the making of gunpowder.

120

In 1861 the Confederacy commissioned
John Grant to explore the caves of East
Tennessee in search of salt peter, which
would be mined and manufactured into
gunpowder. He found his treasure in Monroe County,Tennessee, here on the “Milk
Sick Knobs” (known for the milk sick
weed that grew there). But underneath
the sandy shale that made this deadly
herb thrive was the Great Craighead Cave
known today as Lost Sea.
The June 21st, 1861 edition of the
Athens Post newspaper quotes Grant as
saying:”… enough Saltpetre can be ob-
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tained to supply the demand of the state
for making powder, even if Old Abe False
Pretence and his Northern successors
shall continue a wicked war against the
South for forty years…”
Conscripted (drafted) into the Confederacy in 1861 at the age of eighteen,
Attorney Charles Wesley Hicks stated on
his 1922 Civil War Questionnaire that
he and a detail of ten other men mined
salt peter from the Great Craighead Cave
and shipped several hundred pounds of
niter to the powder works in Richmond,
Virginia approximately every two weeks.

They “camped there and worked faithfully for
two years and a half until Federal soldiers came
to Sweetwater, four miles distant in September
1863, when he tore down our works and scattered to our homes to prevent capture.”
A date of 1863 can be found today on the
walls within the cave at Lost Sea.The date has
been carbon tested and does prove to be authentic. It was probably put there from the carbon of
a confederate soldier’s torch.This is the oldest
known date in the cave.

White Snakeroot Plant
Also known in earlier times as “milk sick
weed” and “white ladyslipper”, this plant is fatal
to animals that eat it, and makes their flesh or
milk poisonous to those who ingest either. Milk
sickness claimed thousands of lives in the early
1800s, including Abraham Lincoln’s mother. In
1826 citizens of Monroe County,TN petitioned
the State of Tennessee for permission to fence off
this knob (fencing at this time was not allowed)
in order to protect their livestock from this poisonous plant.
Further development of the Civil War Trails program is
funded in West Virginia and Tennessee, with an additional 300
sites planned for those two states. Additional marketing and

interpretive program services are being planned by the 183
member localities in Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina in
preparation for the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, commencing in 2011.

America’s Largest Underground Lake

Bring your family
and friends!

Enjoy beautifu
l
formations!

Registered National
Landmark
Civil War Trail Marker

ide
Take a Boat R
!
Adventure

423.337.6616  www.thelostsea.com
www.seenmagazine.us
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a
Waycross — Georgia’s natural wonder

Welcome to Waycross located in the
heart of beautiful Southeast Georgia
at the northern tip of the Okefenokee
Swamp Wildlife Refuge – the “Land of
the Trembling Earth!” Waycross is a
nationally-recognized Main Street City
filled with Southern hospitality and
charm. From the historic downtown
district to the swamp lands of the Okefenokee, there is something here for
everyone.
Stop by our Visitors’ Information Center located in the Historic Rail Depot
at 315 Plant Avenue and pick up a bro-

chure of our self-guided walking tour
through our historic downtown.The
Visitors’ Information Center has complimentary information and brochures
on all of the wonderful and exciting
attractions associated with the Okefenokee Swamp Park and National Wildlife
Refuge including boat tours and excursion train rides through the Okefenokee
Swamp Park. In addition, we are delighted to provide visitors with information and coupons for our 9 motels and
B&Bs. And don’t forget to step out the
back of the Historic Depot to enjoy the

sunshine and take in a bit of train watching as the CSX trains travel to and from
the largest of 9 classification yards on
the CSX transportation network located
nearby. The Waycross Rice Yard covers
850 acres in Ware County and contains
about 150 miles of track.
Visit one of our three local museums.
The Okefenokee Heritage Center was
established in 1985 as an art center and
history museum dedicated to preserving the rich heritage of the Okefenokee
region and its people for future generations. Exhibits include a 1912 Baldwin

steam locomotive with a baggage car,
mail car, passenger car and caboose.
There are also exhibits on Native
Americans of southeast Georgia, early
settlers of the region, the region’s rich
African-American heritage,
Sacred Harp singing, and the
history of newspapers in the
region. The OHC also features
exhibits of fine art by regional
artists which are changed
monthly. The OHC is located
at 1460 North Augusta Avenue
in Waycross.
Southern Forest World is a
museum illustrating the history of the forestry industry in
the southeastern United States.
The role of forestry and wood
products in colonial America,
early logging in the Okefenoke Swamp,
modern techniques of tree farming,
the region’s wildlife, wood products,
and the turpentine and naval stores
industries are all included in the exhibits. Visitors can also meet the “Talking
Tree,” see Stuckie - the mummified dog,
board a small locomotive used in logging operations, walk inside a hollow
cypress tree and lots more! The Southern Forest World is located adjacent
to the Okefenokee Heritage Center at
1460 N. Augusta Avenue in Waycross.
Obediah’s Okefenok is the third
museum in Waycross. It is the 1800’s
pioneer homestead of Obadiah Barber,
a legendary Swamper who was known
as the King of the Swamp. Since 1989,
this homeste43ad has been restored
and turned into a park listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
Visitors can venture down a 1,100 foot
boardwalk, explore the nature trails, or
just stroll through the many7 buildings
and museums on the homestead. Wildlife observation areas also allow viewing of over 100 different animal species
native to the Okefenokee. Obediah’s
is open year-round from 10 am until 5
pm and is located at 5115 Swamp Road
in Waycross.
Visitors and residents alike enjoy
outdoor activities such as birding, canoeing, and fishing in the natural areas
surrounding our community. If you
are a golfer, you don’t want to miss the
opportunity for outstanding rounds
of golf at The Lakes – A Golf Course at
www.seenmagazine.us

Laura S Walker State Park. The Lakes
was voted the Best Municipal Golf
Course in Georgia for 2009 by Golf Digest magazine offering outstanding golf
at State Park prices. The Lakes features

a natural beauty rare in golf courses
today. Steve Burns’ golf design was able
to preserve much of that beauty by
using native sand for the many traps
and waste areas. Greens are undulating

rather than tiered. Each fairway and landing area is defined with gentle, links-style
mounds that accent the courses three
large lakes. So natural is the course - and
so close to the Okefenokee Swamp - that
it’s not uncommon to see an alligator roaming the waterways.
What better incentive to keep
the ball in the fairway?
In order to see and do all
that Waycross offers, plan to
stay awhile and spend the
night in one of our nine hotels
and Bed & Breakfast Inns. But
whether staying overnight or
just traveling through, Waycross
will be a place to remember. So,
come and explore the northern
entrance to the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge – “Georgia’s Natural Wonder.”
For more information, visit www.swampgeorgia.com, email waycrosstour@accessatc.net or
call 912/283-3742 or 912/283-3744.

In Waycross your class group can explore
the dark waters of the Okefenokee Swamp,
visit a 1870’s pioneer homestead, climb
aboard a 1912 Baldwin Steam Locomotive and
see permanent and rotating exhibits at the
Okefenokee Heritage Center. Visit Southern Forest
World, a self-guided museum which is dedicated to
educating the public about the importance of the
Forest Industry in the South and offers both indoor
and outdoor exhibits. You can even catch a
glimpse of “Stucky” the mummified dog!
Contact us today to let us help you plan
your class trip.

In Waycross, the
possibilities are endless.

912-283-3742 www.swampgeorgia.com
SouthEast Education Network
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Fort Discovery
Interactive science center to go
Most people may find it interesting
that Augusta, Georgia plays host to the
National Science Center (NSC).The NSC
is an educational organization created
under Congressional authority with
Public Law 99-145 in 1985, amended by
the 1996 Defense Authorization Act.The
NSC is a partnership between the U.S.
Army and a not-for-profit corporation
with a mission to support improved
math and science education and technological literacy in the nation, through
interactive exhibits and educational programs.The unique partnership opened
Fort Discovery in April 1997, with over
250 participatory, interactive exhibits of
math, science, and technology (STEM).
This world-class science center located
in downtown Augusta on the Riverwalk,
serves as the NSC’s national headquarters for education outreach programs
that extend across the country.
Fort Discovery is a 128,000 square
foot interactive science center that
serves as exhibit and program space.
Among some of the popular features are
a high definition theater, state-of –the art
classrooms, a Teacher Resource Center,
distance learning centers for both Georgia and National Guard Networks, and a
restaurant. Fort Discovery is open to the
general public on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday year round. School groups take
advantage of the Center as an extension
of their classroom.
As schools across the southeast
search for a dynamic science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
experience they frequently choose Fort
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Discovery as their field trip destination.
Fort Discovery is an interactive showcase designed to excite students and
teachers of all ages.The STEM concepts
and principles of math and science are
dramatically demonstrated to students
through interactive exhibits. A field trip
to Fort Discovery can last a few hours,

wonder as they educate. Innovation is
fueled by passion for possibilities, and
by bringing science to life, students are
able to connect the scientific theories
they learn in the classroom to real-life
applications. First hand witness of these
principles in practice very often erases
the intimidating aspects of science study

or you can schedule an over-night
camp-in, add an educational film or
STARLAB planetarium presentation to
your visit.
The exhibits, demonstrations, and
presentations at Fort Discovery are designed specifically to ignite a sense of

and encourages students to pursue
more scientific understanding once they
return to school.

Science-to-Go
Appreciating that travel, for many
schools, is limited by budget constraints

and believing that young minds learn best by doing--especially
in the areas of science and math — Fort Discovery provides
mobile education tools designed to bring the science center
experience to you. Enriching the existing curriculum and
engaging young minds outside the classroom through touch,
sight and sound, Science-to-Go delivers science demonstrations directly to schools and learning centers.
Science–To-Go provides a menu of programs and topics
delivered to the school, all of which are aligned with state
and national science education standards. Each presentation
is customized for your students based on class-size and gradelevel. Our large assembly program includes large-scale, museum-quality exhibits and highly trained demonstrators lead a
50-minute program to students.The program is a combination
of demonstrations and hands-on activities that can be presented to groups of up to 150 people. Small-scale museum quality exhibits are also available for classroom demonstration.
The Discovery Labs engage classrooms of up to 30 students;
nearly thirty topics are available and teachers are encouraged
to work with a Fort Discovery representative to select the
laboratory that is best suited to their class. Our portable planetarium, the STARLAB, is hugely popular with students as well
as a novel and fun way to study the stars.
To schedule a field trip to Fort Discovery or to bring Fort Discovery to
your school, please contact Elizabeth Corely at (706)821-0614. Visit our
website for more information regarding the labs and other educational
outreach available at www.NationalScienceCenter.org

The SMART Place
to have FUN!

• 250+ interactive exhibits
• StarLab Planetarium
• The Science Store
• Science to Go
• Paul S. Simon Discovery Theater
• PowerStation live science demonstrations
• Overnight camp-ins and summer camps

Open Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
10am-5pm

Augusta,
A
ugusta GA • 800-325-5445
www.NationalScienceCenter.org

New Name…Same Local Company

Charters • Tours • Conventions and Meetings • School
Field Trips • Shuttle Services • Meet & Greet Services
Sit back and relax... Coach America will handle all your transportation and touring
needs. From local charter to planning your entire tour or convention, no group is
too small or large.
Our modern fleet of luxury motorcoaches consist of 49 and 57 passenger coaches
as well as mini coaches. Our
experienced office staff will assist
with all of your travel needs,
whether it’s the charter of a
motorcoach or the planning of
the entire tour package.

One Call Can Arrange It ALL!
Call our Sales Department and take the hassle
out of transportation arrangements!

800.330.3286 • 704.596.2222
1251 West Craighead Road • Charlotte, NC 28206

www.seenmagazine.us
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Atlanta History Center honored to be only
stop in the South for Lincoln exhibit
This fall, Lincoln makes a stop in Atlanta with the nationally touring exhibition,
With Malice Toward None:The Abraham
Lincoln Bicentennial Exhibition. On display at the Atlanta History Center from
September 4 – November 7, 2010, the
exhibition commemorates the 200th anniversary of the birth of one of our nation’s most revered presidents.

See Lincoln up close and personal like
never before.This exhibition is making
its only stop in the South at the History
Center and features the largest and best
collection of Lincoln artifacts you’ll ever
see in one place. These are truly national treasures, most from the Library of
Congress collection, and many exhibited
for the first time.

Highlighted items within the exhibition include the actual Bible upon
which both Lincoln and President Barack Obama swore the oath of office as
President of the United States; Lincoln’s
Farewell Address, penciled as he boarded the train in Springfield, Illinois, en
route to Washington, D.C.; the first draft
of the Emancipation Proclamation that

Lincoln presented to his full cabinet on
July 22, 1862; and more.
If you want to know what really
made Lincoln tick, look at the stuff he
had in his pockets the night he was assassinated: spectacles, a watch fob, a
pocket knife, and, from his leather wallet, a five dollar Confederate bill. This is
the actual stuff of history. And it’s not
just artifacts. Its videos, photographs,
interactive computer stations, and
some really cool multimedia programs
– there’s nothing boring about this exhibit.
For educators and students alike, this
may be the must see exhibition of the
school year.The Atlanta History Center
invites your class to learn all about Lincoln in another dimension beyond text
books and classroom with the following
program offerings:

Guided School Tours: With Malice Toward None: The Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Exhibition
September 7 - November 5, 2010
Monday – Friday
9:30 -11 am; 11 am -12:30 pm

www.seenmagazine.us

Geared to students of all ages, each
tour includes a guided exploration
of the exhibit and a hands-on activity
that reflects the Georgia Performance
Standards. Admission is $8 per student; one adult is admitted free for
every 10 students.
For more information or to reserve
space, call 404.814.4110, or email
SchoolTours@AtlantaHistoryCenter.
com.
Evening for Educators
Thursday, September 9, 2010
5:30 - 7:30 pm
Teachers take a tour of the exhibit
and meet the museum’s education
staff, and learn about a variety of
school tours.
A host bar and light refreshments
are part of this fun evening. Admission
is free for all teachers with current
school ID, and one guest; guest must
be 21 or older to attend this program.
For more information or to reserve
your space, call 404.814.4110.
see ATLANTA HISTORY page 128
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Atlanta History
continued from page 127

Homeschool Day: Lincoln’s Life
Tuesday, September 14, 2010
1:00 - 4:00 pm
The first program in this two part series will explore Lincoln’s early life and
career, his rise to the presidency, and

the war that tore our nation in two.
Admission to Homeschool Days, including sales tax, is $7.50 for nonmembers; $5.50 for children of members;
and free for adult members. Discounted
rates are available for groups with ten or
more children. For more information, or
to make group reservations, please call
404.814.4018, email Homeschool@AtlantaHistoryCenter.com, or visit www.AtlantaHistoryCenter.
com/Homeschool.
Special School
Program: From
Prairie to President:
Abraham Lincoln
Friday, October
1, 2010
10:00 am - 1:00
pm
Learn about Abraham Lincoln’s early
days on the Prairie,
how he became the
President, and how
his life tragically

Give your students
a hands-on, minds-on

ADVENTURE!
Science and the natural world
come to life at Fernbank Museum
as students explore educational
exhibitions, experience IMAX® films
and engage in curriculum-based
programs. Title One funding
available for qualifying schools.

Visit fernbankmuseum.org
to plan your visit.
Correlated to
Georgia Performance Standards.
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ended while he was President. Students
explore the Civil War and Lincoln’s life
through the History Center’s awardwinning permanent exhibition,Turning
Point:The American Civil War, and the
temporary exhibit, With Malice Toward
None:The Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Exhibition. History comes to life as
students encounter costumed interpreters portraying soldier and civilian life,
live performances, and other hands-on
activities.
Admission is $10 per student; one
adult is admitted free for every 5 students. For more information or to reserve your space, call 404.814.4110 or
email SchoolTours@AtlantaHistoryCenter.com.
Homeschool Day: Lincoln’s Legacy
Wednesday, October 13, 2010
1:00 - 4:00 pm
The second program in this two part
series will examine the immense impact
of Lincoln’s presidency as he led our nation out of slavery and set the stage for
Civil Rights in the 20th Century.

For more information, or to make
group reservations, please call
404.814.4018, email Homeschool@AtlantaHistoryCenter.com, or visit www.
AtlantaHistoryCenter.com/homeschool.

ter also includes the Margaret Mitchell
House, located at their midtown campus.

For more information, visit www.AtlantaHistoryCenter.com.

Learn more about With Malice Toward None
and the accompanying Atlanta History Center
educational programs at www.AtlantaHistoryCenter.com/Lincoln.
Year round, the Atlanta History Center
offers enriching school tours and activities. Book your class field trip to the
Atlanta History Center and enjoy fun of
historic proportions! The Atlanta History
Center is home to one of the Southeast’s
largest history museums with awardwinning exhibitions such as Turning
Point:The American Civil War; two historic houses including Swan House and
Tullie Smith farm; Centennial Olympic
Games Museum; historic gardens; and
the Kenan Research Center.The Atlanta
History Center is located on 33 acres in
the heart of Buckhead; the History Cen-

www.seenmagazine.us
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The World of Coca-Cola
A refreshing place for learning and fun
Over one million people from around
the world visit the World of Coca-Cola
each year and each brings his or her
own Coca-Cola story with them. Some
may remember sharing an icy cold CocaCola with salted peanuts poured inside
with their grandfather as reward for a
hard day’s work in the garden. Some
may recall the giant metal sign on the
Little League fence where they played
ball as a child that noted the sponsorship of their local bottler. Still others
might recall the concert or fan fest sponsored by The Coca-Cola Company at a
major sporting event. There are things
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in life that separate us and things that
bring us together. The World of CocaCola is a celebration and embodiment
of one of those things that bring us
together.
Located at Pemberton Place, named
for Dr. John Pemberton who invented
Coca-Cola in 1886, the new World of
Coca-Cola opened in May of 2007, having welcomed over 13 million guests
from around the world at the original
attraction located near the Georgia state
capitol. The World of Coca-Cola shares
a large grassy lawn with the Georgia
Aquarium and sits just north of Centen-

nial Olympic Park and Inside CNN Studio Tour in downtown Atlanta.
Understanding the need to provide
educational value for teachers wishing
to visit the attraction with their students, the World of Coca-Cola enlisted
the help of a former curriculum writer
to develop their Teacher Toolkit. This
online resource provides teachers with
all the tools needed to ensure a class
trip to the World of Coca-Cola will be
educational as well as entertaining. The
Teacher Toolkit provides links between
see COCA-COLA page 132

Total Entertainment.
The World of Coca-Cola offers a dynamic
multi-sensory experience for your group,
with exciting exhibits like a 4-D theater, over
60 drinks to sample from around the world,
1,200 never-before-seen Coca-Cola artifacts
and a fully-functioning bottling line that
produces a FREE 8 oz. bottle of Coca-Cola
for each and every guest.

That’s Really Educational.
The World of Coca-Cola is part history, part culture,
and all fun. Our Teacher Toolkit contains everything
you need to make your ﬁeld trip both educational and
entertaining. The Teacher Toolkit provides links to
Georgia Performance Standards as well as pre and
post visit activities to assist with your lesson planning.
Vist www.worldofcoca-cola.com to explore the Teacher
Toolkit for yourself!

Visit the

The World of Coca-Cola is a
refreshing place for learning and fun.
121 Baker St. across from Centennial Olympic Park

worldofcoca-cola.com

404-676-5151

7KH&RFD&ROD&RPSDQ\´7+(:25/'2)&2&$&2/$µWKH&RQWRXU%RWWOHGHVLJQDQGWKH3HPEHUWRQ3ODFHORJRDUHUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNVRI7KH&RFD&ROD&RPSDQ\

Coca-Cola
continued from page 130

the Georgia Performance Standards and
what a class will experience in their
self-guided tour of the attraction. Information is provided by grade, by subject
for Social Studies and English/ Language
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Arts along with a Green Guide highlighting many of the facets of the attraction’s
design, construction & operation.This
led to its distinction as a Gold LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified building. The
toolkit also provides educators with
lesson plans, pre and post-visit activities and photo cues to look
for when using the Teacher
Toolkit on their class trip
to ensure all materials are
covered.
Groups visiting the World
of Coca-Cola have the opportunity to see rare pieces
of art, such as two Norman
Rockwell original paintings,
showcased in the same facility with the red leather sofa
from American Idol season
four when Carrie Underwood won the competition.
It is this type of accessibility
that has been the hallmark
of the brand since 1886.
Very few of the over 1200
pieces of memorabilia and
archives chronicling The
Coca-Cola Company’s history are behind glass. One
of the most distinctive archival elements is found in

the Coca-Cola Loft. The actual letters
that spelled out the company’s name
and hung outside its headquarters from
1919 to 1979 are now mounted atop
a wall filled with posters and colorful
Coca-Cola advertisements from around
the world. Take special note of the
dings and dents in the letters that are no
doubt a result of being exposed to the
elements for 60 years.
The Milestones of Refreshment area
is arranged in chapters or vignettes that
allow classes to walk through the history of The Coca-Cola Company. This
area is particularly rich in its application
to Social Studies for students of all ages,
as shown in the Teacher Toolkit. These
galleries showcase unique items sure
to prompt discussion of such topics as
history, geography, transportation, global
expansion of business, etc. in an engaging and unexpected setting. Be sure to
locate the document selling the rights to
bottle Coca-Cola to two gentlemen from
Chattanooga,Tennessee for $1. Another
item sure to prompt “oohhs and aahhs”
from the class is a yellow 1939 Chevy
panel delivery van from Buenos Aires,
Argentina that was installed prior to the
walls being built in this area. It’s World
of Coca-Cola’s very own ship in a bottle!
Touring a production facility is all but
impossible today, but students can walk

through the world’s smallest and slowest bottling line, Bottle
Works, and see Coca-Cola being produced in 8 oz. glass bottles
at the attraction. The bottles are not sold or distributed elsewhere and are only produced for guests of the World of CocaCola. At the conclusion of their self-guided tour, everyone has
the opportunity to take home a bottle of their very own.
“In Search of the Secret Formula” takes guests on a wild
trip around the world to explore what it is that makes a CocaCola so special. This thrilling 4-D theater experience puts
the audience directly into the action with 3-D glasses and
motion-based seats accompanied by wind and water effects.
Be prepared for a bumpy and exciting ride! For those wishing
to experience the 3-D film in a stationary seat, an entire row is
set aside to allow them to still enjoy the show.
It comes as no surprise that one of the most popular areas
in this 93,000 square foot attraction is Taste It, the sampling
area where guests may try over 60 beverages produced
around the world by The Coca-Cola Company. The drinks are
arranged roughly by continent, allowing educators the chance
to discuss not only geography, but also flavor preferences determined by the foods people enjoy around the world. With
so many drinks from so many countries, students are sure to
voice their opinions on which they prefer, but one thing is
certain. Beverly will be the most memorable beverage they
sample! Point out to students that the sampling cups used
in this area are produced from a corn starch derivative, composted and are used as landscaping mulch, further supporting
the attraction’s Gold LEED certification as an environmentally
responsible facility.
A trip to the World of Coca-Cola will enlighten and entertain but it will also provide intriguing examples of just how
similar we all are, regardless of where we call home. We all
like to spend time with our family and friends and many times,
Coca-Cola is a part of those moments.
For more information, call 404-676-5151 or visit www.worldofcocacola.com. Teacher Toolkit information is available on the website.
www.seenmagazine.us
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Fun at Chimney Rock

Educators looking for a place to make
their students say “wow” will find that
Chimney Rock is the place to be. With a
nearly 1,000-acre classroom of outdoor
fun, Chimney Rock has lots to keep kids
amazed.
Start by venturing into the tunnel
leading to the Park’s 26-story elevator.
Both the tunnel and elevator shaft were

blasted into the mountain using eight
tons of dynamite back in 1948 and
1949. Quite the engineering feat in its
time, students can learn about the construction project through signage and
pictures.
After stepping out of the elevator,
visitors make their way out to the Chimney, 315ft above the parking area and

more than 1,000ft above the valley floor,
and take in the 75-mile views of Lake
Lure and Hickory Nut Gorge. Head up
the Skyline Trail to Exclamation Point
passing fascinating geologic formations
The Opera Box and Devil’s Head along
the way. As students walk down the Outcroppings Trail, they’ll find many more
unique geologic formations.

Next, hike the moderate Hickory
Nut Falls Trail out to the Park’s 404ft
waterfall, one of the tallest in the East.
The reward is the cool mist as the water
tumbles down the rock face.The trail
winds through the Park’s deciduous forest and the ecosystem at the base of the
waterfall is home to rare plant species
such as Deerhair bulrush.
Don’t miss the Great Woodland
Adventure Trail, designed with kids in
mind.The Park’s woodland critters take
the spotlight along the winding trail.
Journal entries and challenges created
by Grady the Groundhog, the Park’s
mascot, illustrate how his forest friends
live.Through 13 discovery stations, kids
will learn about chipmunks, frogs, owls,
snapping turtles and butterflies, to name
just a few.
Right next to the trailhead for The
Great Woodland Adventure is Grady’s
Discovery Den featuring “real live” animals native to the area. Kids can check
out snakes including a Southern hognose and corn snakes, and learn more

about animals and turtle that call the
Park home by investigating their furs,
shells and bones. Meet the Park’s newest edition, an opossum, who lives
behind Grady’s.The Park’s education
specialists can provide guided hikes
or educational programs for student
groups.
Recently, Chimney Rock was selected as a site for TRACK Trail programming.TRACK Trails are a program of
Kids in Parks, an initiative to increase
the physical activity of children and
their families, improve nutritional
choices and connect kids to the Blue
Ridge Parkway and beyond.
TRACK (trails, ridges and active
caring kids) Trail adventures are designed to help kids explore nature
through the use of self-guided brochures. Chimney Rock features four
TRACK adventures including Nature’s
Hide and Seek,The Need for Trees,
Bug Off and Tracks and Traces.The
see TRACK TRAIL page 136

ASHEVILLE
RAMADA
Asheville, NC

The Asheville Ramada is centrally
located 3 miles from the Biltmore
Estate and downtown Asheville,
North Carolina. We offer a hot
breakfast each morning, interior
corridors, and we are within
walking distance of many shops
and restaurants.

TAKE YOUR NEXT GROUP OUTING
TO THE NASCAR HALL OF FAME ®.
(THIS MAY BE THE ONLY TIME WE ENCOURAGE
DRAFTING THE LEADER.)

Great rates!!
Centrally located
Close to Biltmore Estate
Hot Breakfast included

School Groups
Welcome!!
Take your students on an inspirational ride through the history, science
and engineering of going fast. And with all our spectacular artifacts and
interactive exhibits, we’re sure to keep your students’ pulses racing.
To book your ﬁeld trip to the NASCAR Hall of Fame, call Angela Basso
at 704.654.4425 or visit NASCARHall.com.

NASCAR® and NASCAR Hall of Fame® are registered trademarks of the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc.
©2010. Motorsports Images and Archives. Getty Images. Used with permission.

www.seenmagazine.us

Asheville Ramada
For Information Call

1.800.836.6732

www.ramadariverridge.com

800 Fairview Road
Asheville, NC 28803
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TRACK Trail
continued from page 135

programming will allow
children to delve into
the Park’s unique flora
and fauna.
Chimney Rock is located in North Carolina
25 miles southeast of
Asheville in Hickory
Nut Gorge on Highway
64/74-A.The Park is the
focal point of the developing Chimney Rock
State Park. Admission for
2010 is $14 for adults
and $6 for youth ages
six through 15. Children
under six are admitted
free.
For a full list of events and
activities, visit www.chimneyrockpark.com or call
800-277-9611.
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The
National Wild Turkey
Federation’s

teaching through travel

Wild Turkey
Center
and

Take a walk on the
wild side of education

Winchester Museum

The NWTF’s headquarters is the
ultimate outdoor education experience
Experience the greatest wildlife
conservation success story of all
time through:

Ten-year-old Evan smiled as he
climbed out of the Forest Service helicopter from his tag-along mission to
improve habitat for wildlife. The hum
of the propellers and the roar of the engine in the flight simulator were something he didn’t want his friend Keisha
to miss. He found her across the room
holding a wild turkey feather and listening to a wise Native American elder tell
stories of how his people used wildlife

to sustain themselves long ago. The two
fifth-graders and their classmates were
in the middle of an exciting field trip to
the Wild Turkey Center and Winchester
Museum in Edgefield, S.C.
Nestled between the pine plantations
and historical attractions of Edgefield
is the home of one of North America’s
most influential and well-respected consee WILD TURKEY page 138

• One of our many nature based
field trip programs
• State of the art interactive exhibits
and displays
• A virtual prescribed burn flight
mission on board a real helicopter
• The sights and sounds of a spring
morning in the turkey woods
• Our nature trails, pond and
pavilion – perfect for picnics

Programs and tours available
by appointment
Monday through Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday hours available
upon request.
For more information visit
www.nwtf.org

www.seenmagazine.us
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Wild Turkey
continued from page 137

Asheville, North Carolina

Come for Our History,
Stay in Affordable Luxury

Newly Renovated
Interior Corridors
Complimentary Hot Breakfast

Indoor Pool, Whirlpool
Excellent Location near Biltmore
and all area attractions
Great Student Packages

Contact our Sales Team to plan
your next educational adventure.

1 Rocky Ridge Rd. • Asheville, NC 28806

828-684-1486
www.ashevillehamptoninns.com
sales@ashevillehamptoninns.com
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servation organizations – the National
Wild Turkey Federation. For years, the
NWTF’s Wild Turkey Center and Winchester Museum, and the nature trails
that crisscross the NWTF’s wooded
property, have been open to teachers,
students and families to learn about
wildlife and the great outdoors.
The museum attracts more than
10,000 visitors each year who learn the
importance of conservation through
interactive exhibits like a retired, fullsize USDA Forest Service helicopter that
features a simulated prescribed burn
mission. Animatronic characters,
elaborate wildlife displays and rare
photographs give a historical perspective to the greatest conservation success story ever told – the
comeback of the North American wild turkey.
Visitors can learn how to
sustain well-managed wildlife habitat by stepping
outside the museum to
the Federation’s 125-acre
Outdoor Education
Center, which features
a series of nature
trails lined by managed habitat sites. A
large outdoor pavilion
overlooking a beautiful pond is the perfect
setting to enjoy nature
during outdoor classes,
seminars or lunch.
For a hands-on outdoor experience, the
NWTF offers many unique
group adventures. The
“Creek Stomp” is a favorite of both students
and teachers and
features a day of
exploring the
aquatic habitat of Turkey Creek
at nearby
Sumter
National Forest. Students can also use
teamwork and tools such as binoculars,

nets and compasses during the “Nature
Treasure Hunt.” Several other outdoor
activities offer a variety of learning experiences and can be tailored to fit any
age group.
The friendly and knowledgeable
staff at the Wild Turkey Center can accommodate all age groups and group
sizes with several field trip programs
and resources geared towards K-12
students. For students interested in
pursuing a career with a conservation
organization, the Wild Turkey Center is
headquarters for more than 120 NWTF

www.seenmagazine.us
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Programs designed to enhance curriculum and developed to meet
Education Standards—call Biltmore® Group Sales at 866-851-4661.

To schedule a visit,
learn more about
the NWTF’s education and outreach
programs or ask
about museum operating hours, visit
www.nwtf.org or call
(800) THE-NWTF.

Our ﬁeld trips are out of the ordinary too!

professionals that work
in fields including video
production, graphic design,
wildlife biology and more.
For visiting educators, the
NWTF offers the acclaimed
Wild About Turkey Education Box, the NWTF’s curriculum tool for teachers. The
education boxes are perfect
for teaching students about
conservation and natural
resource stewardship before
and after a trip to the Wild
Turkey Center. All NWTF
museum programs and education resources address national curriculum standards.
Once the NWTF tour is
complete, visitors can enjoy
a lesson in South Carolina
history, culture and cuisine
in historic downtown Edgefield – just two miles from
the Wild Turkey Center.
Known as “The Town of Ten
Governors,” Edgefield’s visitors can browse pottery and
other crafts from
local artisans, eat
a variety of Southern specialties at
several restaurants,
and find outdoor
gear, wildlife art
and home décor at
the NWTF’s Turkey
Shoppe on Main.
Before departing, a
short walk around
the town square
will offer photo
opportunities with
the many painted,
ceramic wild turkey statues that
dot the downtown area.
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Make new memories on an
OUTER BANKS FIELD TRIP
As the bell rings in the 2010-2011
school year, there are many more educational choices to include on your next
Outer Banks’ field trip.Tourism representatives from the sixteen Northeastern
counties of North Carolina have developed itineraries that give visitors reasons to stop along the way. With little or

no cost, these experiences that are rich
in history and environmental education
can revive your annual field trip to the
Outer Banks.

Discover Your Future in Our Past
North Carolina’s Northeast region
includes a wealth of educational gems.

The treasure of knowledge and experiences are found within the historical
and environmental programs en route
to the Outer Banks.The new itineraries showcase “hubs” or communities
that can support the group tours with
see OUTER BANKS page 142

Our prayers are carried to the Creator on
the wings of the mighty eagle...

Hear the Story. Be in the Legend.
Discover Cherokee.
800.438.1601 ● www.cherokee-nc.com
www.seenmagazine.us
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Outer Banks
continued from page 141

hotel accommodations and restaurants
and “spokes,” the smaller communities
that host programs and historical sites
enriching every experience.This hub
and spoke concept has created day trips
throughout the region, discovering rural

jewels of information.
Ideally, the itineraries give new
choices and additional program ideas to
the Outer Banks’ destination field trip.
Students can discover the beginnings of
Roanoke Island and then travel inland
to experience additional periods of history from native American programs
to colonial period plantations, homes
and towns. Discover how means of
early transportation, including the
intra-coastal waterway and canal
systems, formed so many waterfront towns.

Get Your Feet Wet Before You
Reach the Beach

Discover periods of history through stories and
examples of life and livelihoods. (Historic Somerset Place, Historic Newbold-White House,
Cupola House pictured).

Water is elemental and essential
to all life. Reconnecting with the
water does something for the spirit.
The wetlands of North Carolina’s
Northeast region and the communities within it came into existence
because of the rivers, sounds,
creeks, swamps and estuaries located here.These waters have fed,

transported, entertained, soothed and
employed people in this area for centuries, even back to the first settlers on
Roanoke Island.

The Learning Adventure Outfitter
– Discover the Wild Side on Your
Outer Banks Field Trip
Understand the completeness of ecosystems by visiting the NC Estuarium
in Washington then navigate along the
rivers and sounds to your ocean destination.There are many state parks and
national wildlife refuges in the region
that support their conservation work
with educational programs. Learn about
the coastal habitat and the creatures
that make it their home. Hear the endangered red wolves howl and see how
wildlife survived on these protected
lands.
Environmental programs are available
on trails, boardwalks and waterways.
Explore eco-systems with a canoeing or
kayaking trip along the Albemarle Sound
or Merchants Millpond.Your experience
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will be educational, recreational and a
lifelong memory for your students. And
before you fly away, visit Sylvan Heights
Waterfowl Center for an educational
tree house program or tour the world
through a park of unique birds and their
habitats.

Memories and Experiences
for a Life Time
If your educational goal is to create
learners with hands-on activities, this
can be achieved through activities within North Carolina’s Northeast region.
Personal, small day trips make the Outer
Banks’ experience more meaningful. It
also creates a holistic approach to learning instead of the typical trip that attempts to include all of the Outer Banks’
highlights. Incorporate the stops along
the way to make the Outer Banks trip
more meaningful and significant to all of
North Carolina’s history.
Group Tour Itineraries are available online at
www.visitncne.com. For more information call
888 872-8562 or email info@ncnortheast.com.

North Carolina’s Northeast is a region of firsts, experience all periods of history from
America’s beginnings through revolutions and war, mark your map through the places that
Blackbeard lived and traveled. All of this history still impacts this part of rural North Carolina through architecture, agriculture and a way of life. (Revolutionary War, Historic Halifax,
Civil War Living History pictures)

MOM said“
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Even on a ﬁeld trip, you’re never far from home
when you bring the whole group to Piccadilly. With
so many hearty, homestyle classics to choose from,
there’s sure to be something for everyone. Plus, bus
drivers and tour coordinators eat free with groups
of 20 or more. How’s that for extra credit?

To make
k your tour group reservation,
contact Lori Allen at (800) 535-9974 (ext. 8305),
email groupreservations@piccadilly.com or
visit piccadilly.com for booking and meal packages.

www.seenmagazine.us
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Subscribe to SEEN Magazine,
the only magazine nearly
guaranteed to make educators
smarter! Each issue is actionpacked with articles on
professional development,
technology, classroom
management,
curriculum, and much,
much more. It’s like a six
course meal for your
brain. To begin your
brain-feast, visit
seenmagazine.us today!
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Roanoke Island Festival Park
Imagine a land with no cars, buildings, or running water.The
only other people had a different culture and spoke a different language.The land was vast, pristine, and natural.This was
Roanoke Island when English explorers stepped off their ships.
Roanoke Island Festival Park, across from the Manteo waterfront, is a 25-acre
interactive attraction, representing
the first English
settlement attempt in 1585.
The park offers a winding
trail with stops
at the American
Indian Town, the
Settlement Site,
and the Elizabeth
II, a 16th century
representative
ship. Costumed
and speaking in
a 16th century
manner, living
history interpreters will interact
with visitors at
the Settlement
Site and the ship, recounting their experiences on the voyage
and upon arrival to the New World.
Other adventures also abound at the park. Explore over
400 years of Outer Banks history at the interactive Roanoke
Adventure Museum. Art and creativity is a focal point with the
Art Gallery showcasing monthly art shows. Play and discover
in the Fossil Pit. Every explorer needs a treasure to take home,
so stop by the Museum Store for a unique memento. Research
and learn at the Outer Banks History Center and Gallery. Experience breathtaking water views while strolling on the Boardwalk.The park also hosts performances throughout the year,
often as a part of the Roanoke Island Festival Park Performance
Series.
Roanoke Island Festival Park is a vibrant place in the heart of
Manteo where history, the arts, shopping, and nature combine
to make a great Outer Banks stop.
For more information call 252-475-1506 or visit www.roanokeisland.
com, where you can read about School Tours at RIFP by clicking on the
Group and School Tours section under the Education tab. (252) 475-1500.
www.seenmagazine.us

Thecruise herein1584
was all-inclusive:
scurvy, boredom and
all the salt cod you
could stomach.

The colonists were happy to get here and you will be, too.
It’s adventure, history and fun for the whole family.
Board the Elizabeth II, explore the Settlement Site,
Adventure Museum, new American Indian Town,
films, performances, gallery, Museum Store and more.
Manteo, 5 miles from Nags Head. Open daily.
35º 54.7 ' N 75º 40.0' W
roanokeisland.com | (252) 475-1500
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Experience living history on the

WACCAMAW RIVER
Kingston Township was named in
honor of Great Britain’s King George
II and officially opened for settlement
on February 26, 1734.This was part of
South Carolina Governor Robert Johnson’s “Township Scheme” to increase
security within 100 miles from Charleston along the waterways. Among the
first were the “Poor Protestants from
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Ireland” that chose to make their new
life in Kingston Township.The lands
were marked by sprawling groves of
life oaks trees, pine woodlands, a maze
of swampland, numerous wildlife and a
dark and lazy river know as Waccamaw.
While a new life was starting for new
arrivals, it was the Native Americans
who first inhabited the lands.The Wac-

camaws used speedy dugouts and the
Waccamaw River was part of the waterways highways. It would be this same
notion, albeit with larger boats that
would eventually bring successful development and prosperity to the area.
In 1801 Kingston Township was renamed Conwayborough after Robert
Conway.The name would soon be shortened to Conway. It was in the 1820’s
that riverboats had become active in
commercial trade, shipping cotton, rice,
and exporting timber and naval stores.
The riverboat business would soon be
at the core of it all. As time moved forward, the people of Conway proved to
be great visionaries for education, commerce and the preservation of nature.
One visionary was Conway citizen
Franklin G. Burroughs who formed a
business partnership with Benjamin
Grier Collins.This new company had interests in timber, farm credit, consumer
goods, riverboats and eventually, the first
railway through the swamps of Horry
County to the beaches of what are today
Myrtle Beach and the Grand Strand.
Today, Conway demonstrates a commitment to preserve its past as well as
an educational vision for its future. Conway has a successful Main Street USA
program that provides a look at a thriving southern river town. As you walk
the streets of Historic Conway you can
stop for a great lunch, coffee or dinner.
The theater of the Republic produces
frequent theatrical performances which
offer a great example of small town theater done well.

Today, Conway
demonstrates
a commitment
to preserve its
past as well as an
educational vision
for its future.
Conway’s history of protecting its
Live Oak trees dates back to the 1880’s
and today the city has a tree ordinance
designed to protect what they refer to
as their “Oldest Citizens.”A Live Oak
Guide book is available and the tour
can easily take 2-4 hours with stops
and photos.The Wade Hampton Oak
and The Alligator Oak are among the
favorites.
The Waccamaw River is great natural
attraction. It flows approximately 140
miles from its headwaters in the Lake
Waccamaw area of North Carolina.
Several extensive wetlands around the
lake, most notably the Green Swamp,
contribute water to streams flowing
into the river.This easy flowing water
trail is ideal for canoeing and kayaking
and provides habitat for a collection of
diverse and rare flora and fauna.
In keeping with the natural flow of
the river, a meandering walkway makes
its way along the river front of historic
Conway.This is a great opportunity to
be close to the river and enjoy nature’s
beauty. A kayak rental is available on the
waterfront.
The Larry Paul Living Farm is part of
the Horry County Museum system and
is a great addition to the education field
trip schedule.The farm offers a look at
a period working farm with many exhibits and volunteers in period attire to
provide good interaction. Admission is
free and the visit can take 2-4 hours.
For more information on Historic Conway:
www.conwaymainstreet.com or www.conwayscchamber.com
www.seenmagazine.us
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Educational Tours
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Teachers
Travel
FREE!
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New York City
Washington, DC
Walt Disney World® Resort
50 US cities!
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Earth Day Celebration (DC)
Voices on Broadway (NYC)
Masters of Music (CHI)
Civil Rights Experience (AL)

Over 20 Years of Tour Management Experience
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www.traveladventures.comRU&DOO800-342-9082
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A sea turtle sensation
Located in the heart of a city that
has rescued countless buildings and
structures, a new type of history is being saved: endangered sea turtles. A trip
to Charleston’s #1 attraction, the South
Carolina Aquarium, and visitors will
see firsthand the magic of our beloved
reptiles of the sea.The Aquarium’s Sea
Turtle Hospital, South Carolina’s only
sea turtle rehabilitation center, provides
injured sea turtles a second chance at
survival. For those who get a chance to
see it, a Behind-the-Scenes Tour of the
Turtle Hospital will provide visitors with
one of the most unique and unforgettable experiences.
The Turtle Hospital is a safe haven for
turtles requiring medical attention and
rehabilitative care. Stranded sea turtles

are rescued by South Carolina Department of Natural Resources and brought
to the hospital where South Carolina
Aquarium’s staff and resident veterinarian work to diagnose each turtle, provide treatment and plan for the turtle’s
recovery. Patients arrive at the Turtle
Hospital with a variety of ailments and
injuries from both natural and humanrelated causes, including boat and vessel
strikes, marine debris entanglement, illness from pollution in the waters, infections and other ailments.
Turtle Hospital staff provide rescued
turtles with daily care including IV fluids, antibiotics, vitamins and other medications and treatments. Once a turtle is
deemed healthy enough to survive on
its own it is taken to a local beach to

w

be returned to the ocean, where it can
rejoin the sea turtle population and help
create new sea turtles. Since its opening, the Turtle Hospital has successfully
released over 50 sea turtles back into
the wild.
A step inside the busy facility offers
visitors the rare chance to see rescued
turtles recovering from injuries, hear stories of released patients and learn more
about protecting these endangered animals. Group tours of the Sea Turtle Hospital are popular with visitors of all ages.
A trip to one of the Southeast’s most
beautiful cities isn’t complete without a
visit to South Carolina’s only Sea Turtle
Hospital.
The South Carolina Aquarium,
Charleston’s most visited attraction, of-

fers valuable benefits to student groups
including: standards-based curriculum,
classroom activities, free on-site motorcoach or bus parking, express entry,
group orientation and special programs,
such as the Behind-the-Scenes Tour of
the Sea Turtle Hospital.The Aquarium
features thousands of
amazing aquatic animals from river otters
and sharks to loggerhead turtles in more
than 60 exhibits representing the rich biodiversity of South Carolina from the mountains to the sea.The
Aquarium also features
a 4-D Immersion Theater, allowing students
to experience nature in
way never seen, or felt,
before.The Aquarium
presents fabulous views

www.seenmagazine.us

of Charleston harbor and memories
never forgotten by any school group.
To book a Student Group or for more
information call 800-722-6455, email:
groupsales@scaquarium.org or visit www.
scaquarium.org.
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Discover Berkeley County
Re-defining adventure
If you’re looking for the “Southern
Jewel” everyone is talking about, you’ve
finally found it! Berkeley County, South
Carolina, located just minutes from
Downtown Charleston and 1 ½ hours
from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, is
cradled in what is quickly becoming
known as the “emerging new south” and
offers visitors a 12,000 year old education.
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Churches and History
Berkeley County is rich in history,
and legends. Many who visit the area
tour the historical churches located
throughout the county.These churches
date back from the 1700s and have
been immaculately maintained so locals
and visitors can step back into time.The
St. Stephen Episcopal Church dates back
to the early 1700s and has been pre-

served in original condition.The church
features beautiful stained glass windows
and original woodwork throughout.
Visitors can view Strawberry Chapel’s holding tombs and also hear the
infamous story of “Little Miss Chicken.”
As legend tells it, back in the 1700’s, a
teacher tied a young girl to one of the
tombstones overnight… (we don’t want
to spoil it for you so you will have to

visit to catch the rest of the story!)
When viewing the St. James Church in Goose Creek, South
Carolina, you will be transported to the time when ladies
wore flowing gowns and men wore long tails and vests. Other
area churches afford visitors the opportunity to experience
the “feeling” during the time when our nation was young and
just becoming established. Please contact the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce for more information as church tours are
by reservation only.

Seasonal Activities
If you visit during
the fall, the six-acre
West Farm Corn Maze
offers over three miles
of winding trails. After
finding your way out of
this wondrous maze, go
pick a pumpkin from
the Pumpkin Patch, find
your way through the
Hay Bale Maze, take an
authentic, down-home
hayride, and stroll down
Scarecrow Alley.The West
Farm Corn Maze also fea-

www.seenmagazine.us

tures a play area and Farm Zoo for our youngest visitors.
Year-round visitors and groups come to Berkeley County
to enjoy activities on the water, horseback riding, racing on
the mountain bike trails, camping, hiking and benefit from
the vast historical, environmental and scientific educational
experiences.
For more information about Berkeley County, call the Berkeley Chamber
of Commerce at 843-761-8238, or visit www.berkeleysc.org.

South Carolina Cotton Museum
The Starting Point for the
South Carolina Cotton Trail!
Exhibits on the history of cotton
from the year 1670 to the present.
Educational Programming relates to
“From Seed to Fabric to Food.”

803-484-4497
www.sccotton.org • sccottonmus@ftc-i.net
Mon-Sat: 10am-4pm • 121 West Cedar Lane • Bishopville, SC
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Go behind-the-scenes at
Busch Gardens in Williamsburg
Busch Gardens in Williamsburg, Va. offers guests the opportunity to go above
and beyond the traditional theme park
experience. Learn what it takes to open
Busch Gardens every day, check out the
inner workings of the park’s world-class
coasters or meet amazing animals upclose. No matter the interest, there is
something for everyone with a Busch
Gardens behind-the-scenes experience.

A few of Busch Gardens
tour offerings:
Ultimate Busch Gardens Insider
Journey deep into the core of Escape From Pompeii. Smell the delicious
creations at the Festhaus Bakery. Visit a
coaster maintenance area. Learn the history of the Italy Gardens. Explore DarKastle with the lights on.
Plus: Each tour participant receives a
free lunch courtesy of Busch Gardens as
well as front-of-the-line access to the ma-
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jor ride attractions and reserved seating
at the park’s newest show, Celtic Fyre.
The Ultimate Busch Gardens Insider
includes:
• A behind-the-scenes tour of Curse
of DarKastle and Escape from Pompeii
• A tour of Busch Gardens’ in-house
bakery
• A landscape tour of the Italy Gardens
• An up-close look at the Loch Ness
Monster maintenance area
• Reserved seating at the Abbey Stone
Theatre for Celtic Fyre
• A guided Tour of the park that includes front-of-the-line access to
Busch Gardens’ roller coasters, water rides and simulators
• Complementary lunch at one of
park’s restaurants
Roller Coaster Insider
Busch Gardens’ Roller Coaster In-

sider is the ultimate tour with a twist,
taking guests inside the world of Busch
Gardens’ amazing roller coasters. Roller
Coaster Insider teaches participants
the history of these amazing rides, the
mechanics behind them and, of course,
front-of-the-line passes so guests can experience these world-class coasters for
themselves.
The tour consists of:
• Behind-the-scenes look at the mechanical areas of Loch Ness Monster
and Griffon
• Ride the Griffon trolley to the top
of the lift and admire the panoramic
view from 205 feet in the air
• Exclusive ride time on Griffon and
Alpengeist
• A roller coaster priority boarding
pass
• A CD with photos from the tour
Gardening Insider
From the novice gardener to the

expert, Busch Gardens’ Gardening Insider tour pairs
guests with one of the park’s master gardeners for a
guided tour through Busch Gardens’ certified wildlife
habitat garden.
Learn about the 120+ varieties of plants that reside
in the gardens and how these plants provide the basic
needs for the insects and wildlife. Guests also will receive valuable tips on creating a certified wildlife habitat garden of their own.
Animals Up-Close
Go behind the scenes with Busch Gardens’ zoological team as they introduce guests to some of the park’s
animal ambassadors. Mtoro the African serval, Pindari
the wallaroo, Ellie the sloth and Titan the alligator are
among the animals that guests may meet as they learn
about conservation efforts underway to protect animal
habitats.
Busch Gardens will donate $2 from every tour admission to the SeaWorld and Busch Gardens Conservation Fund. Please visit www.swbg-conservationfund.
org for more information.
To learn more about any of these tours or the many other ones
offered at Busch Gardens, visit www.buschgardens.com/va, then
click “Explore” and select “Up-Close Tours.” For additional questions, call (800) 343-7946.

www.seenmagazine.us
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Virginia Living Museum
adds new interactive exhibits
Virginia’s natural heritage comes alive
for students when they visit the Virginia
Living Museum in Newport News,The
museum introduces students to more
than 250 living species native to Virginia
through exhibits, discovery centers and
interactive hands-on exhibits.
This fall, the museum will offer new
20-minute presentations that student
groups can add to a self-guided visit.
“Our fast-paced, interactive science presentations truly bring science to life,”
says Education Director Chris Lewis.
“Imagine the thrill of safely getting up
close and personal with wild animals

and touching real museum specimens
that are usually only seen behind glass
cases.These are the kinds of experiences you never forget.”
“Amazing Animals: Up Close and Personal!” offers students hands-on interactive opportunities in a small group setting. Choose among three topics:
“Chesapeake Bay Challenge” Feel
how a whale’s mouth is like a comb.
Observe the microscopic secrets that
are part of fish scales. Meet a prehistoric
creature that still prowls the bottom of
the Bay.
“Birds: Flights of Wonder” Is there

any difference between the feathers of
hawks and owls? Use your best feeding
skills to learn which beak will catch you
a meal! Can you figure out what makes
bird skeletons so special?
“Remarkable Reptiles & Awesome
Amphibians!” Everyone knows turtles
have shells -- but what are they made of?
Be a scientific observer and learn how
snakes can eat prey bigger than their
heads. Is it true that snakes smell with
their tongues?
“Survival -- It’s Wild!” is an assemblystyle program that also involves student
participation. In this assembly-style pro-

gram, you take part! Live animals to see and touch. Learn how they survive
and thrive.
All four presentations are available weekdays 1:30-4 p.m., September to
mid-June. Cost is $5 per student in addition to a self-guided visit.
The museum’s professional educators also present enriching natural
science curricula for grades K-12. All classes are grade-level targeted and
correlated to Virginia’s Standards of Learning, which correspond to national
standards.
For more information, call 757-595-9135 or visit www.thevlm.org

“Imagine the thrill of safely getting up close and personal with
wild animals and touching real museum specimens that are usually
only seen behind glass cases. These
are the kinds of experiences you
never forget.”

FARM & FORESTRY MUSEUM
America’s Oldest Continously Farmed Plantation
Steam & Gas Engine Farm Festival
June 4-5, 2011
General Admission Free
(Fees may apply to special events)

Open April 1 - November 1
Monday, Wednesday-Friday: 10am-3pm
Saturday: 10am-5pm
Sunday: 1pm-5pm
Closed Tuesdays

Standard of Learning Tours Year Round by Appointments

Farm Animals • Antique Tools • Equipment and Tractors
Farm Demonstrations • Special Programs and Events • Educational Outreach
868 Plantation Road • Surry, Virginia 23883
757-294-3439 • e-mail: cffmuseum@dcr.virginia.gov
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/state_parks/chf.shtml
www.seenmagazine.us
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ED OUT
Outdoor classrooms enhance learning and fun
ED OUT is an exciting new partnership that uses parks, forests, and refuges
as outdoor classrooms to enhance fun
and learning during the summer, better
prepare students for the next school
year, and encourage outdoor recreation
experiences that help America’s youth
fight the epidemic of childhood obesity.
ED OUT resulted from discussions
among Prince William (Virginia) County
Schools (PWCS) leadership, senior federal executives and leading national recreation officials at a June 2009 awards
program at the U.S. Department of the
Interior honoring the school system’s
role in Monarch Live, a remote learning program highlighting the birth and
migration of Monarch butterflies in the
Americas.The campaign is led by PWCS,
the American Recreation Coalition
(ARC) and the USDA Forest Service
(FS).
The Prince William County
School District has some 80,000
students in grades K-12. It is the
second largest, the fastest growing
and one of the most technologically advanced school systems in
Virginia.The system includes 88
schools — including 55 elementary, 15 middle and 10 high schools
— and more than 5,000 teachers.
The system is quite diverse in
population: White 39.7 percent;
Hispanic 24.3 percent; African
American 22.9 percent; Asian 7.7
percent; Other 5.3 percent.
ARC is a national 501(c)3 which has
played a central role in public recreation
policies since 1979, and led efforts to
create the National Scenic Byways Program, the Recreational Trails Program
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and legislation which enables federal
agencies to retain and use without normal appropriation activity fees collected

as entrance, camping
and other recreation
fees.The FS manages the nation’s national forests, hosting hundreds of millions
of recreation visits annually and also
providing leadership in conservation

education and assistance to state and
private forestlands.
ED OUT launched after less than a
year’s planning during
Great Outdoors Month
2010, as nearly 600
students went outdoors
on June 4 for education and fun. Students
in fourth and seventh
grades rotated through
learning stations and
activities during the day,
just as they would during most school days.
But the difference was
that the instruction was
provided by adjunct
faculty drawn from
NASA and the Forest
Service, BLM and the
National Wildlife Federation and many more.
Science, art and history
were presented in ways
that tied to the coming
year’s curriculum – and
a new website (www.
edout.us) provided
even more information on how summer
months could be used
to combine fun and getting a head start on the
next academic year.
From learning about
light spectrums and
wetland mitigation projects to drawing entries for the Junior
Duck Stamp Contest and learning about
the music of nature, the students were
attentive and very engaged. Healthy

lunches — with carrots and fruit and
juice — provided
energy while special
water bottles and
ample refill opportunities kept the action
going even on a hot
day with temperatures in the 90’s.The
day wrapped with a
mass swearing in of
Junior Forest Rangers followed by fruit
popsicles — and lots
of smiles.The day utilized one of the closing days of the academic year — after
traditional testing and teaching have largely concluded, and a
time of significant challenge in most classrooms.The program
also helps students understand more about career opportunities involving the Great Outdoors.
When fully implemented, ED OUT will offer each child in
grades K-11 a day of experiential learning outdoors.The day
may involve outdoor activities in and nearby school campuses,
including planting gardens, trees and introductions to outdoor
fun. In addition, tens of thousands of students will travel to
nearby recreation sites, where adjunct faculty will work with
classroom teachers to deliver lessons ranging from physical
sciences to history to art to forensic science. While in the outdoors, students enjoy a healthy lunch and learn more about
good eating practices and the connection between eating and
activity levels.This reinforces the school systems efforts beginning
in 2007 to revamp school cafeteria menus to emphasize
healthier eating habits, a process begun after the school system found itself a regional leader in the percentage of children classified as obese and overweight.
Participating student are provided with:
1) suggested summer break activities, readings and trips
specifically addressing the academic program of the next
grade, including suggested family trips and activities
2) information about nearby summer fun at federal, state
and local sites
3) special offers from recreation retailers and service providers.

Prince William
County Schools’
(PWCS) dynamic
superintendent, Dr.
Steven L. Walts, who
participated in most of
the ED OUT planning
and the pilot effort,
told the event partners that the day had
overcome the challenges of making the
final days of the school
year quality learning
time and proved to
the students that great
fun and adventure
can be found beyond
electronic screens –
where studies now show American youth spend, on average,
7.5 hours daily.
For further information, contact Ben Swecker, Prince William County
Schools, 800-609-2680, SWECKEBD@pwcs.edu or Derrick Crandall,
American Recreation Coalition, 202-682-9530, dcrandall@funoutdoors.
com.

A new website, www.edout.us, provides information and
opportunities for students, parents and teachers alike to access the wealth of information about ways to make the outdoors an exciting and relevant year-round classroom. Following its successful June 2010 pilot effort, Prince William County
is planning to drastically increase the number of its students
invited to participate in ED OUT. Expansion of ED OUT to
other school districts across the nation is also underway. Pilot
locations are under consideration in the Denver, Chicago and
Seattle/Portland metropolitan areas.
www.seenmagazine.us
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Norfolk offers wonderful learning experiences

Located conveniently along the MidAtlantic coast between Williamsburg and
Virginia Beach, Norfolk, VA is the ideal
destination for action-packed and affordable, educational tours. With an abundance of outdoor activities, historical
and cultural attractions, this seaport city
offers exciting choices for new learning.
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Let your students become researchers discovering the wonders of African
wildlife at Norfolk’s Virginia Zoological
Park. Students will learn how to do an
observation by practicing in a classroom
and then venturing out into the African
exhibit. Learners will also discover
how animal populations interact in the

wild or in a captive situation. Newly
constructed is the Norfolk Southern Express. Three cars can accommodate up
to 66 passengers – adults and children.
The ride includes live narration from the
train engineer about the Zoo and its colsee NORFOLK page 160

The Patrick Henry Inn and Suites is
the perfect location for your student group
visiting Virginia’s Historic Triangle.
Located directly across the street from
Colonial Williamsburg, the Colonial
Capital is only steps away. The Patrick
Henry Inn and Suites offers schools full
service assistance in planning their
Williamsburg trip to include - but not
limited to - tickets, touring and
recreational arrangements.
Book your fall or spring trip now and
receive FREE guided Jamestown
Settlement Tickets! All for:

The Patrick Henry Inn and Suites
249 York Street
Williamsburg, VA 23185

800-446-9228
philip.bradshaw@bluegreencorp.com
www.seenmagazine.us

$39pe.r0so0n*
per

*
Rate based on standard hotel room, 2 night stay and quadruple
occupancy. Includes Jamestown Settlement ticket, Continental
Breakfast and private security. Indoor corridors 10 room minimum. Transportation and tax not included.
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Norfolk
continued from page 158

lection of plants and animals.
Students get to explore the nautical,
naval and natural power of the sea at
Nauticus, Norfolk’s interactive maritime
museum. This enormous waterside science and technology center boasts over
150 interactive exhibits. Also located at
Nauticus are the Hampton Roads Naval
Museum and the historic Battleship
Wisconsin, the largest battleship ever
constructed by the U.S. Navy! This spectacular vessel also doubles as a venue
for student performances. If you prefer
to spend evenings indoors, student &
teachers can party the night away inside
Nauticus. This package includes a DJ
and pizza party! Dance to upbeat music,
tour the exhibits inside, visit the aquarium and watch the Living Sea movie in a
large screen theater.
For more nautical fun, students may
climb aboard one of several harbor

cruises including a learning adventure
on the topsail schooner, American
Rover, a tour of the world’s largest naval
base aboard the Victory Rover or one of
the Spirit of Norfolk’s Kids Discovery
cruises.
Consider visiting one of our outdoor
classrooms while in Norfolk. With
Norfolk’s mild climate students can discover nature at the World of Wonders
– the largest children’s adventure garden on the East Coast and one of over
20 themed gardens featured at Norfolk
Botanical Gardens. Before leaving, grab
a kayak and tour the garden by water!
Enjoy the thousands of camellias, hydrangeas and roses fresh in bloom.
As the cultural heart of the Commonwealth, Norfolk is home to the Virginia
Symphony, Virginia Opera, Virginia Stage
Company, Virginia Ballet Theater and
Virginia Chorale. Norfolk offers everything from live theatre and comedy
shows to nationally recognized ballet
and opera performances.
For a change of pace, stroll through

5,000 years of art history at the Chrysler
Museum of Art, home to Walter P.
Chrysler Jr.’s world-class collection of
more than 30,000 works of art. In addition to its envied collections, the
Chrysler abounds with exciting concerts, theatrical performances, children’s
programs such as Animals in Art. This
tour introduces young learners to great
works of art by searching through our
collection for images of animals. Animals
in Art with Live Animals is another program where students explore the theme
of animals in the Museum’s collection
and meet live animals and their trainers
from the Virginia Zoo.
An evening walk along the cobblestone streets of the historic Freemason
district and downtown Norfolk is a great
opportunity to learn about Norfolk’s
very own Sea Legends & Tales on a special Nauticus walk.
For more information on Norfolk attractions or
student programs, please contact 800-368-3097
or go to www.visitnorfolktoday.com.

Worth seeing. Worth remembering. Worth passing on.
School and youth groups arriving here are in for an unforgettable
experience. They’ll enjoy special, guided tours with hands~on
activities, all designed to make the emotions and dramas that
occurred here so long ago come alive in a way that’s both fun and
educational. Don’t miss this chance to help your students gain
insights that, perhaps, some of them will pass on to children of their
own someday. Visits can be tailored to any group’s needs, including
lodging, dining, 18th~century tavern meals, and entertainment.

© 2o1o The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

Group packages are available.
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To plan a trip or make reservations, call 1~800~361~2981
or visit colonialwilliamsburg.com/grouptours.

Be part of the story.
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Rosa Parks Museum & Children’s Wing
Step back in time and experience the sights and
sounds that forever changed our country. This
state-of-the-art, interactive museum features
multi-media presentations and hands-on exhibits
honoring the historic decision of one woman.
Ticket prices: 12 yrs. and under $4; over 12 yrs. $6

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sun. and Holidays - Special engagements only
 t.POUHPNFSZ4USFFU

(B[F4LZXBSE
W. A. Gayle Planetarium
One of the largest planetariums in the southeast,
the W. A. Gayle Planetarium offers a spectacular
variety of out-of-this-world shows, exhibits and
programs.
Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Sun. - 1 show only
Sat. and Holidays - Special engagements only
 t'PSFTU"WFOVF

USPZFEV
www.seenmagazine.us
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National Museum of the Marine Corp
Hands-on learning and curriculum
Since the opening of the National Museum of the Marine
Corps in November 2006, more than 70,000 students and
youth groups have visited and participated in the museum’s
education programs, both formal and informal.The formal activities target hands-on learning and curriculum offerings for
elementary, middle and high school students and teachers. A
major element of this is a school outreach “Teaching Trunk”
program that takes Marine Corps reproduction artifacts and
equipment from various historical eras into schools prior
to student visits. Classroom activities are distributed to the
teachers before the students arrive at the museum in order
to reinforce specific Virginia Standards of Learning taught in
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the classroom.
The NMMC Education Department has done outreach
with the Department of Defense schools at Quantico, Stafford
County, Spotsylvania, and Fairfax schools.The department also
sponsored a project by an Advanced Placement French class at
Forest Park High School in Prince William County to translate a
museum publication.
Beginning in 2008 and working in conjunction with Prince
William County Schools the NMMC Education Program has
been enriched by a highly successful Teacher-In-Residence program.Through the efforts of the Marine Corps Heritage Foundation, the National Museum of the Marine Corps (NMMC) received grant funds to hire a PWCS teacher for a year to create
curriculum and build an academic network with not just local
school districts but statewide as well.The fully-funded position
is made possible through grants from the William Randolph
Hearst Foundation and The Sloan Foundation to the Museum’s
Education Program.The program is ongoing and will enable
the Teacher-In-Residence to continue creating innovative curriculum and develop programs in conjunction with the educators of the NMMC as well as serve as liaison between PWCS
and the NMMC.
The Education Department hosts Teacher In-Service programs aimed at improving classroom and research skills and
to help teachers earn re-certification credits. For each formal
workshop, a teacher receives 5 re-certification points. Since
opening, the Education Program at NMMC has offered teacher
workshops on World War I and II,Teaching Civics for K-5, the
Cold War, and a special symposium on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 2009.The aim of the workshops is to help teachers learn
new and innovative ways of teaching history and social studies.
Informal, family-oriented education programs are also a priority of the NMMC Education Department.“Discovery Carts”
are used in the galleries for informal lessons on such topics as
the principles of flight, helicopters, and historical Marine Corps
equipment.The second Saturday of every month is “Family
Day” and a special activity is featured. Among the offerings have
been military and airplane modeling workshops, art and writing activities, nautical knot-tying competitions and Curator’s
Chats on Marine Corps history. Scouts also find help with merit
badge credits as the Education Department at NMMC has a certified counselor who works with Scouts on badges for Aviation
and American Heritage.The NMMC Education Department also
sponsors the Girl Scout “Thinking Day” each year.

teaching through travel
BY LESLIE GRAY BAKER
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Family learning ... family fun
The Youth Museum of Southern West Virginia and the Beckley Exhibition Coal Mine have been a favorite destination for
families for years – and this season is no exception.
Executive Director Renda Morris says,“The Exhibition Coal
Mine and the Youth Museum’s focus has always been on families and now “family learning” has become a national trend.
When families visit together, multigenerational groups verbally
discuss, physically assist, and model behaviors that enable children to make developmental leaps”.
Morris adds,“Our hands-on exhibitions and underground
coal mining tour offer wonderful opportunities for families to
interact and share, after all, families are children’s first teachers.”
As the focal points of the City’s lovely New River Park, the
Exhibition Coal Mine and the Youth Museum draw thousands
of people to the area annually. The unique underground mine,
the recreated coal camp, the Youth Museum and the Mountain
Homestead are surrounded by inviting lawns, colorful flowers,
picnic areas, an imposing coal miner statue and a whimsical 20
ft.“Peace Totem”.
At the Exhibition Coal Mine, one can ride through the dark
passages of a vintage coal mine.The guides are veteran miners
and provide firsthand accounts of the daily responsibilities and
travail of past and present day miners.
In addition to the Mine, one can tour the period coal camp
buildings situated throughout the grounds. Lovingly restored,
the Coal Company House, Superintendent’s Home, Pemberton
Coal Camp Church, and the Helen Coal Camp School, give visitors a true representation of early 20th century coal camp life.
The Exhibition Coal Mine operates on a seasonal schedule,
opening on April 1 and closing November 2. Visitors are asked
to bring a jacket because the temperature is always 58 degrees
inside the Mine.
Adjacent to the Exhibition Mine, the Youth Museum of
Southern West Virginia is open to the public year round and
available at any time for pre-arranged tour groups.
The Youth Museum’s central exhibit area features an average
of three different interactive exhibits yearly. Group tours include a visit to the Museum’s Planetarium. Seasonal programs
highlight constellations, visible planets and special celestial
events.
Behind the Museum’s main building, stands the Mountain
Homestead. Developed to enrich history studies, the Museum
has recreated a typical settlement on the Appalachian frontier.
Trained interpreters explain the importance of each of the
eight reconstructed historical building. Visit the weaver’s, the
log house, and the one room schoolhouse and experience “reawww.seenmagazine.us

din’, writn’, and rithmatic’” as it used to be. The barn, blacksmith shop, and general store all help to complete this rich
historical journey of the late 19th century.
One price encompasses all activities at both the Exhibition
Mine and the Youth Museum. Group rates are available. Reservations are required. The complex is located just 2 ½ miles
from the Exit 44 interchange of Interstate 77. Call (304) 2561747 for reservations.
To adequately visit the Mine, the Coal Camp, the Youth
Museum and Mountain Homestead, visitors need to allow 2
to 2 ½ hours. Both the Exhibition Coal Mine and the Youth
Museum have gift shops offering unique coal figurines, homemade fudge, traditional and educational toys, local crafts, and
books..
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Step back in history
in Jefferson County

“Discover It All” in West Virginia’s
Eastern Gateway. About an hour from
the Baltimore-Washington Corridor, you
can pursue learning in a multitude of
ways while having fun - be it history,
outdoor activities, or most anything else.
An super abundance of history can be
found here in Jefferson County — from
Revolutionary times , starting with the
George Washington family history in the
area, and going through John Brown’s

Raid and the Civil War.
George Washington’s family lived
here — in western Virginia.They
owned 14 plantations here, seven that
are still here today.The land came
to George Washington the surveyor
who worked the land for Lord Fairfax.
George Washington owned the Bullskin
Plantation and was building a house
here when his brother-in-law died
and Mount Vernon became available

for him to purchase. George’s younger
brother Charles founded Charles Town.
There are more Washington family descendents buried in Charles Town, WV
than anywhere in the world — over 70.
You can learn about the Washington
family and view an original letter from
George Washington at the Jefferson
County Museum in Charles Town.
The Harpers Ferry National Historical Park offers great student programs

to learn about the John Brown Raid of 1859 (believed to
be the catalyst for the starting of the Civil War) and Civil
War programs ably led by the educational department at
the park. Here students can watch i-pods made by fellow
students, learn the steps of loading and firing a Civil War musket, marching techniques, and more as they live the life of
someone of that period. Each student gets to make decisions
based on how the raid or the war influenced his or her family, as they play out different scenarios.
During the down time of your trip, several authors are
available to speak to the students about the period and the
era.Team building activities are offered by several outfitters
that may be of interest.
A leisurely rafting or tubing trip down the Shenandoah
or Potomac Rivers could be a highlight of the trip. Some of
the best water activities in the area can be found at Harpers
Ferry.
There’s always something happening in Jefferson County,
West Virginia. Come and Discover It All! in Wild and Wonderful West Virginia.
For information please call the Jefferson County Convention and Visitors Bureau at 304-535-2627 and let us plan your trip here.

The Harpers Ferry National Historical Park offers great student programs to learn about the
John Brown Raid of 1859 (believed to be the
catalyst for the starting of the Civil War) and
Civil War programs ably led by the educational
department at the park.
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• Charles Town Walking Tour
• Anniversary of 1859 Raid
• Civil War History
• Lewis & Clark History
• Appalachian Trail

• Antique Shopping, Farmers Markets
• C&O Canal National Park
• Harpers Ferry National Historical Park
• Antietam National Battlefield Park
• Washington Family Homes
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ADVERTISEMENT

Web-based Lesson Planning Helps
District Meet Key State Standards
OnCourse System’s software allows administrators to easily
review teacher lesson plans

F

OR YEARS, IT WAS A FAMILIAR SCENE ON FRI- administrators to ﬂag selected state standards with high
day afternoons in the Iberia Parish School District importance to the district, so teachers get a recurring reminder
in Louisiana: principals lugging home armfuls of to address those so-called “power standards” in their weekly
large lesson plan books to review over the weekend. lesson plans. Administrators can generate reports that show
And for these administrators, as for their counterparts across how often the power standards show up in lesson plans, and
the country, the job of inspecting each teacher’s plans for the which teachers may need additional reminders about them.
Added by OnCourse after feedback from
coming week took on even more imporusers, the power standards feature also
tance with the focus in recent years on
facilitates assessment on key standards
meeting state curriculum standards.
to ensure mastery by all students.
Today, though, the heavy lesson plan
“This new feature is a testament
books are a thing of the past in Iberia
to OnCourse’s willingness to listen to
Parish, as is the tedious task for princiits customers and its ability to provide
pals of manually examining lesson plan
improvements that can have a positive
pages to check for coverage of key learnimpact on student achievement,” says
ing standards. Thanks to OnCourse
LeBlanc.
Lesson Planner, an Web-based tool for
In addition to simplifying the procreating and reviewing lesson plans, the
cess of creating and reviewing lesson
district’s entire lesson planning process
plans, OnCourse Lesson Planner has also
has been streamlined.
improved instruction in the Iberia Par“Our superintendent saw the prodish School District because it fosters coluct at a neighboring district and reclaboration between teachers, principals
ognized that it was a way to fulﬁll his
and curriculum supervisors, accordgoal of a paperless system,” says Dianne
ing to LeBlanc. “Teachers are working
LeBlanc, supervisor of technology at
together in lesson plan design, providing
the 14,000-student district. “Since we’ve
“We mine data from the an opportunity for experienced teachers
been using the product, teachers are able
to mentor teachers with less experience,”
to create and share lesson plans online,
lesson plans to monitor
she says. “It also builds accountability
while administrators are able to review
that our key standards
because teachers are aware that lesson
lesson plans online at home or at school
plans can be viewed and reports can be
in a more effective, less time-consuming
are being taught.”
obtained at any time.”
manner.”
In the three years since OnCourse
In addition to ensuring that all lesson plans are consistent and complete, OnCourse Lesson Lesson Planner was implemented in all 30 of the district’s
Planner automates routine aspects of lesson plan prepara- schools, the program has become ingrained into the daily
tion and enables every teacher to easily create and maintain lives of teachers and administrators, LeBlanc says. “Everya Web page for posting assignments and class news. Those one is using it,” she explains. “I cannot think of anyone who
Web pages are updated automatically from the lesson plans, would want to go back to traditional pen and paper.”
and most teachers post additional information to keep parents up-to-date. “Parents quickly caught on to the concept of For more information please visit www.OnCourseSystems.com or
checking student homework assignments and accessing Web call 800.899.7204.
resources from the teacher Web pages,” says LeBlanc.
Perhaps one of the most valuable beneﬁts of OnCourse
Lesson Planner is that it includes learning standards for every
state, making it easy for teachers to align their lessons with
systems for education
their own state’s curriculum standards. A new feature allows
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ENGAGING MINDS.
CREATING MEMORIES.
Norfolk is the perfect destination for educational and fun student tours.
From museums to harbor cruises to outdoor recreation and activities,
there’s always something unique and interesting to be discovered.
Contact our sales department to plan your visit to Norfolk today.
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